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Build a Web Site

56K USS MODEM
(US R5637)

The USRobotics 56K USB Modem delive rs the
pe rformance and reliability USR is known for, in a
compact design .

Broad ly compatib le across major operating
systems includ ing Linux, Windows, and Macintosh,
the USR 5637 USB Modem is perfect for :

• USB convenience and ease of use, with simple Plug and
Play installatio n

• Home users wich no broadband access and/or those who
desire rh c: additional security of dial-up Internet

• H o t-swappable (installs a nd uninstall s automatica lly)

• Business travelers with laptops and no intern al modem for
office access (when broadband isn't available)

• Bus-powered so it doesn't require an external power supply
' • Excellent compatibil ity, works with Windows, Linux,
and M acs
• U SRobotics Modem on H old application lets you screen
incoming call s a nd take calls without dropping yo ur
connectio n - so there's no need fo r a second phone line

• La pto p and desktop users that desire " back-up" access the
Internet in case of broadba nd fa ilure
• Ho me and business users t hat need fax capability to and
fro m their computers

• Send a nd receive faxes chro ugh yo ur computer, supports
gro up fax ing and rimed fax ing
• Q uick Connect reduces che rime ic cakes to establ ish yo ur
dial-up Internee connection and V.92 lets you send email
up to 50% fas cer
www.usr.com / PCW /56k

USRobotics®

70 million people switched to AVG 8.0 because it protects from online th reats
without slowing PC 's or networks to a crawl. That put a lot of hackers, and their threats ,
out of business. But we're dedicated to the rehabilitation of every lost soul defeated
by our award winning software. To help us help them , visit hugsforhackers.org.
Do it now, because somewhere there's a hacker who needs a hug.
www.avg .com
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Great for Grads.
Perfect for Dads.
Serious student or productive professional ,
you need to balance effort with enjoyment.
The M70 notebook from ASUS is a state-of-the-art
multimedia machine that helps you get the most out
of your work or play.
Powerful enough for the most demanding
multitasking , the M?O also offers an enhanced ,
full HD screen and premium Dolby Home Theater
sound. Your movies and games have never looked
(or sounded) so good.

Make this year a Great Graduation or
a Fabulous Father's Day for your loved one .
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ver1zonwireless :

Escape from
Wi-Fi hotspots.
Let the Network set you free from Wi-Fi with
BroadbandAccess service, now built into select notebooks.
With BroadbandAccess Built-In, you can browse the Internet, check email, and access
company intranets when and where you need to on America's most reliable wi reless
broadband network. Simply click to connect. No PC Cards or hotspots required.

FREE 7-DAYTRIAL
of BroadbandAccess service

Click verizonwireless.com/builtin

Now available from these leading notebook manufacturers:

lenovo.

-

!TOUQHBOOJC'j

TOSHIBA

Broadband Access Is available to more than 240 million people in 248 major metropoli tan areas. Offers and coverage, varyi ng by service. not available everywhere. Network details & coverage maps at vzw.com.
America's most reliable wireless broadband network claim based on fewest aggregate b:ocked and dropped connections. See verlzonwireless.com/bestnetwork for details. o 2008 Verizon Wireless. All company
names, trademarks, logos. and copyrights not property of Verizon Wireless are property of their respeclve owners. All rights reserved.
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aptop expert.
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fi gu ring out how peop le use th eir laptops as we do build ing
them. Take th e sleek Satellitec A305, for exa mple. It comes packed
w ith illuminating feath er-to uch buttons, super-clear TruBrite"
w idescreen, a sty li sh Fusion "' fin ish and bu ilt-in Ha rman Ka rdon"
speakers. Plus its blazing I n tel ~ Centrino 0 processor tec hnology and
genuine Windows Vista" Home Premium can keep up wi th almost
anyth ing you throw its way. But if t hat 's not your cup of tea, let 's
fin d yo u one t hat is . www.tosh iba .com/pcwo rl d
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With me helping to extend
your notebook battery
life, it's up, up arid away.
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NEW HAFNIUM-INFUSED INTEL®CENTRINO®PROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY.
It's helping set new benchmarks for next-generation notebook performance and amazing
battery life. Find out more about the power of hafnium at intel.com/greatcomputing

GREAT COMPUTING STARTS WITH INTEL INSIDE.
02008 Intel Corporation All rights 1eserved. Intel. the Intel logo. Centnno. and Cenmno Inside me trademarks of Intel Co1p0ration in the U.S. and other countries.

The Nonstandard World of Standards
HERE'S AN UNCONTROVERSIAL
stance: I'm pro-standards. When companies agree on consistent ways of
doing things, it makes their wares more
versatile and less expensive. The examples are endless, from the original IBM
PC platform-of which every Windows
machine is a descendant-to modern
developments such as USB .
Standards aren't always pretty, however. And for the past several years, the
poster child for ugly standards has been
the much-delayed high-speed wirelessnetworking specification 802.1 ln.
That fact came to mind as we tested
routers for "The Most Winning Wi-Fi
Yet" (page 94). All of the models in the
review are "draft-2.0 n" units, based on
the second pass at a preliminary version of the 802.lln standard. That's an
awfully tentative, convoluted state of
being for a spec that was supposed to
have been complete in 2006. (The most
recent timetable has the final version arriving sometime next year .. .in theory.)
To be fair, performance-wise the best
of the draft-2.0 n routers are less sketchy
than the moniker suggests. These products aren't based on a completed standard, but they offer zippy speeds, reliable interoperability with devices from
other manufacturers, and a promise

When tech companies find common ground, everybody benefits.
Eventually. But getting there can be anything but simple.

L

that firmware updates will bring them
into compliance with the final spec.
"They're good, and there's no reason
not to buy one now, " says Senior Editor
Yardena Arar, who has covered Wi-Fi
almost from the start. TI1at's a far cry
from the state of affairs in 2006, when
vendors rushed out the first draft-n
routers. They were so shaky, we refused
to name a Best Buy. And back then the
Wi~Fi Alliance, the industry trade group,
said it wouldn't certify any 802.1 ln
gear until the standard was final-a
stance that it cheerfully violated when
it began certifying draft-2.0 n products.

finally cried uncle in February, everyone who had bought an HD DVD player and movies was left with an expensive doorstop and some shiny coasters.
The bottom line: You can't depend
on manufacturers to make standards
easy. Herewith, a few tips for avoiding
the worst standards-related headaches.
Beware of unfinished standards ... If a
product that's based on a rough version of a spec doesn't come with a guarantee that it'll be upgradable to the
fina_I version, when available-which
the early draft-n routers lacked-then
it's not really based on a standard.

Standard? What Standard?

aren't ... Want to use USB peripherals

At least everyone involved with Wi-Fi
has agreed all along that there must be a
single next-generation standard . It's an
improvement over the epic, pointless
corporate squabbling that surrounded
the rollout of high-definition optical
discs. Rather than rallying around a
standard, the industry splintered into
the Blu-ray and HD DVD camps, which
poured billions into developing and
marketing the similar but incompatible
formats. When the HD DVD forces

wirelessly? Different products do it
through Certified Wireless USB , WirelessUSB, and Cable-Free USB. But these
similar, and similar-sounding, technologies aren' t compatible with one another.
... and of "standards" that won't be. Both
Fujifilm and Olympus make some nifty
cameras. But when they adopted a media
format called xD-Picture Card that was
short on true advantages over SD, it
didn't make much sense. These days, SD
is everywhere and xD hardly matters.
Let natural selection do its work. When
the tech world needs a standard, it usually gets one sooner or later. But plunk
down your money too early, and you
may be investing in obsolescence.
All of that advice adds up to one overarch ing point: Ir's oka)' to wait. Me, I'm
still using an aging 802.1 lg Wi-Fi router,
a low-def DVD player, and USB that's
wired. I won 't tell you my politics, but
when it comes to standards, it's obvious that I'm a proud conservative.
•

... and of things that sound standard but

THIS WEB SITE COULD BE A LIFESAVER

I'VE WRITTEN ABOUT hundreds of sites for PC World
over the years. This time it's personal. Emru Townsend,
a veteran PCW contributor, is battling leukemia. A
bone-marrow tran splant could save his life. He has
taken the search for a donor online at Heal Emru (www.
healemru.com ). The site isn't just about Emru's quest:

It explains how to register as a donor and spreads the
word about drives all over the United States and Canada. Emru 's donor could turn out to be anyone of any
ethnic background; you might or might not be a match . But even if all you do is learn
more about this major health issue and cons id er registering, a visit to Heal Emru is a
good deed that won 't take much of your time. Emru will thank you-and so will we.

Read Ediror in ClriifHany McCracken's
blog at blog s.pcworld.co m/techlog.
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kingston flash proclucts

Life happens in a Flash.
Capture it with Kingston.
Keeping up with the pace of today's digita l world isn't such a challenge when you rely on
Kings ton"' Flash products fo r you r d ig ital still or video camera. mobile phone. PDA, portable
media player or notebook.
Our Secure Dig ital and CompactFlash"' cards feature fast read and write speeds for faster
file transfers or downloads, and our Da taTraveler'" USB Flash d rives come in a range of
Kingston m1croSDHC Class 4 . SDHC Class 4,
Compact Flash Ultimate cards and DataTraveler 100

cool designs that offer something for everyone. For peace of mind, our Flash products are
backed by 24/7 tech support and legendary Kingston reliability.
Remember. life happens in a Flash. Get :he memory to make it last at kingston .com!flash .
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Our site's Jerks of the
Web story really hit a
nerve (find .pcworld .
com/60691). Are some
people just rude all the
time, or does the Internet
lend itself to more than its fair share of
bad manners? Tell about your experiences
of jerky behavior on the Net by going to
the article and clicking on 'Comment'.
~~~~~~~~~-__/
11

Jerks of the Web
Well, the Internet is merely an extension
of life : You get jerks in everyday life, and
on the Web as well. In the online world,
as in the "real" world, I have learned to
just back away and not feed the fire .
There is a lot of immaturity around-on
the Web and in the real world.
Coasiic65,from the PC Worldfon1111s
I was a part of the [World of Warcraft]
funeral raid [mentioned in the article] .
People can call it griefing, as the article
says, but people need to step away
from video games and realize that they
are just that-games. Games are not
places where you should live out reallife events. When people attempt to
turn them into serious rituals, then
there should be push back.
Did we raid the electronic funeral to
make some nerds mad? Maybe. But in
the end it was a clear statement. If you
want to make an online medium your
home, and your personal place where
you can enact real-life tragedy, then you
should reevaluate your priorities, turn
off your PC, and take a step outside. No
one needs to deal with your real-life
drama in a game about goblins and wizards fighting each other.
Pags,from the PC Worldforums

A jerk ... is a jerk ... is a jerk! People who
are jerks in person are jerks on the
Internet, via e-mail , on paper, on the
phone-you name it! Sadly, it's the
[Internet's] benefit of anonymity that
allows some people to exercise their
"jerkiness" to the extreme.
PC101,from the PC Worldforums
The reduced chance of repercussions reduces the inhibition against "antisocial
behavior. " What the Web has created is
the opportunity to instantly be a jerk to
someone thousands of miles away and
to have this behavior seen by a number
of people that is several orders of magnitude greater than what "normal
everyday life" would allow.
JimH443,from rhc PC Woddforums

Updating Ancient Firmware
Steve Bass seems to have omitted a
relevant piece of advice concerning
"ancient" routers and whether or not
to replace them [Steve Bass's Hassle-Free
PC, April]. One of the things that I
have done (and encourage others to
do) with older routers is to check for
updates to the router's firmware at the
manufacturer's Web site. In some cases,
a firmware update will keep you from
having to replace the router.
Richard Kindall, Hutchinson, Kansas

Can Microsoft Make Users
Love Its Software?
[find .pcworld.com/60692] Microsoft has a
huge, huge image problem as a bully
that treats users as criminals. The company on top should be humble [knowing] that people chose it instead of
arrogantly assuming that they' re indispensable. Change [that attitude] , and
then maybe people will love Microsoft.
Mathion,from rhc PC Worldforums

If you're Microsoft, what is the
answer to the iPod Touch? Microsoft's Zune was designed to
compete with the Classic iPod.
Does it just fl ush the Zune and
come out with an MP3 player
t hat's runni ng Windows Mobile?
Goshenind, from the
PC World forums

It is kind of like the movie Fight Club,
with many people scared to express
their frustrations in real life, so they
create alter egos that are volatile and
childish. It just shows that technology
and humanity are two different species.
C111a11brazi1,from the PC Woddforums

I like to bash Microsoft as much as anyone. But I love Windows Media Encoder and Windows Movie Maker for taping and editing shows and movies off
the TV dish. Nothing is better, more
effective, or more efficient, and it's free.
S11org,jiv111 the PC Worldfonmrs

The younger/more unsophisticated the
people you deal with on the Net, the
more mindless abuse you will see.
Pikachu,from the PC Worldforums

iPhone Software Development
[tind.pcworld.com/60693] Sure, Macs are
nice, but they're so damn expensive it
»
gives people who can afford only
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PCWForum
PCs no option for iPhone programming. I was expecting to see a crossplatform SOK [software development
kit), but apparently Apple thinks that
only consumers and enterprises with
Macs are worth its time and that Windows compatibility is just to shut people up. If it really wants companies to
buy the iPhone, it needs a Windows SOK.
Trwor97007,.fivm tire PC Worldfanims
lhat the iPhone plays well with a Windows PC is awesome. However, for

software development the situation is
different. Some features of the iPhone
SOK are relatively straightforward to
implement on Mac OS X, given the
shared code base, but very hard on
Windows. The iPhone SOK is not just
a cheap collection of tools. It's the real
deal. So you can bemoan the lack of a
Windows-based iPhone SOK, but
which would you rather have: a so-so
set of tools playing to the lowest common denominator, or complete access
to the innards of a full-fledged OS?
Cwebeniu1,fro111 rlrc PC Worldfa rums

ing your mother's maiden name, use
the surname of one of your childhood
neighbors, a character in a novel, or a
made-up name . Thinking up these
pseudo-answers is a lot of fun.
Laun:m Hodges, Ames, Iowa •
PC World welcomes your feedback. We reserve the right to edit for length and clority.
Shore your thoughts in the Comments area
under each story on our Web site, or visit our
Forums (find .pcworld.com/55165). Send email to letters@pcworld.cam.

CORRECTION

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK

Security on the Web
RATE THIS ISSUE by going to www.
pcworld.corn/pcwinput-you could
win a $300 Amazon.com gift certificate. The site explains the official
rules and offers an alternate method of entry into the prize drawing.
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Paul F. Roberts 's article "Sites' Personal Questions May Pose Security Risk"
[ScculiryAlcrt, May) surprised me. I
thought it was standard to make up
fake answers to such questions (writing
them down in an encrypted file if necessary). For example, instead of enter-

IN MAY'S "THE Web's Best Free
Stuff," we referred to Spamfighter
Pro, which costs S29 after a 30 -day
trial, rather than to Spamfighter
Standard, which is the free version.
PC World regrets the error.
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~ Webroot:AntiVirus
~

with AntlSpyware & Firewall
The best protection against viruses. spyware.

data theft and hackers
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Clearly, experts like our technology.
We designed Webroot AntiVirus with
AntiSpyware & Firewal l with what our
customers want - nothing but
award-winning technology. So each
piece is designed to protect you from
intruders, without getting in the way.
And it al l works together to deliver
better security and better protection.

To top it off, yo u get free US-based
telephone support, just in case you need
it. So, if you want better security, better
support, and better peace of mind, call
Webroot at 1.866.865.3302 or visit
www.webroot.com/wav today.
Webroot security products are also
available at leading retailers nationwide .

web root
SOFTWARE

The Best Security
In an Unsecured World '"

@2007 Webroo t Software Inc. Webroot is a registered trademark of Webroot Software Inc. All other names ond trademarks are the rights of their respective holders.
Tim S. is an actual Webroot employee, not on actor or model. PC Magazine Editors' Choice Award Logo is o registered trademark of Ziff Davis Publishing Holdings Inc. Used under license.

Every Go Daddy domain includes
free hosting,·a Web site
builder, personalized email,
_blog tools, 24/7 support
& more!

lndyCar• Serles Star,
Danica Patrick

Low prices, world-class products and the
best service and support in the industry.
Trust your Web presence to GoDaddy.com!

Reclaim Lost Productivity

How Does It Work?

Every day the average employer loses
81 minutes of productivity per employee
to Web-based distractions. Most employees
don't realize how quickly the stolen
minutes add up . But research shows
some 13% of worker habituall y log
two or more hours of internet-based
off- task activity per day.

BeAware tracks all em ployee PC activity
through li ve, real-time monitoring of
E-mai l ·. Web-surfing, Chats and program usage (recording screen shots,
time accessed, and content).

~

c J BeAware
'WI' Corporate Edition

BeAware helps identify problem areas,
offenders and frequency so you can coach
employees, reduce co mpany risk and
help teams reclaim lost productivity.

«'·'"'" artat.t1
, _ ... ...
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........... StfVot Admin

BeAware allows you to view activity by user,
department or enterprise.

Install BeAware Today!
• Monftor PC and Internet use real-time

"BeAware showed me exactly what
my team was doing so I could
coach & motivate them toward
our goals."

• Record emails, chats & web page visits
• Easy to instJll and use
• Full archiving of PC activity
• Generate reports and charts

BeAware can be remotely dep loyed on
any networked company PC (local or
remote) to monitor spec ific indi viduals,
departments or an enterprise up to
10 ,000 employees.
Administrators can view reports of
on- line ac ti vity from anywhere. and
receive automatic notification when
select keywords. webs ites or specific
applications are accessed .
Once problem areas are identified , you
can resolve them with better policies.
access control , employee coaching and
motivation for improved focus and
producti vity.

Ask about BeAware Home Edition

orwar
Firefox Winning Latest Browser Battle
ERIK LARKI N
TODAY'S CHALLENGING,
foature-rich Web sites require a gutsy browser that
can save you time with better performance, enhance
your experience with new
tools, and help protect your
PC via stepped-up security.
Recognizing the opportunity, Apple, Microsoft, and
Mo zilla each want their latest product to be your browser of choice. I ran Apple's
Safari 3.1, Mozilla's Firefox
3 (the feature-complete beta
5 release) , and Microsoft's Internet Explorer 8 (still in an
early beta version) through a
series of tests-and compared their features-to see
which one is the best bet.

lmproved performance and seourity put
the open-source browser ahead of reva mped
versions of Safari and Internet Explorer.

l

Memory Usage

~
~

How They Stack Up
My pick is Firefox 3, th e
most customizable of the
t hree. If a polished pac kage
that doesn' t need a lo t of
tweak ing suits you , Safari
might be the righ t choice;
just be aware of its minor
security issues . Microsoft's
IE 8 is too embryonic to
judge, but its new touches
so far aren' t compelling.
(Want more choices to
consider? See "Two Worthy
Alternatives " on page 20.)
I put the Big 1l1ree brows-

rocked the SunSpider benchmark, finishing in just 3.61
seco nds. IE S's 10.2-second
time on the test is weak in
comparison, but the browser is still in early beta form.
And even so, its mark is far
better than IE 7's 50 seconds.

=

ers through tests of performance and memory use. In
the performance test, I ran
clean versions of each browser (that is, copies with no
add-ons or plug-ins) through
the SunSpider JavaScript
benchmark site, which measures how fast a browser processes JavaScript-heavy Web
2.0 pages . Webkit. org pro-

IE)>

vides both the standard test
and the open-source core
for Safari and other browsers , but its test remains
app licable to all browsers.
Safari 3. 1 completed the
test in just over 4 secondssignificantly faster th an its
current competitors, Firefox
2 and Internet Explorer 7.
Meanwhile, Firefox 3 also

To gauge memory use, I loaded four sites: CNN , Netvibes,
PC World, and Yahoo Mail.
And to check for possible
memory leaks, I left each of
those pages up for an hour.
Firefox 3 used the least memory: 81MB to start and 85MB
after an hour, versus Safari
3.1's 94MB and 95MB . It 's
unwise to put much stock in
perform ance tests for an
early beta, but IE 8 Beta 1
used 114MB at start and
118MB after an hour.
I also ran each browser
through a set of standardscompliance tests formul ated
by the Web Standard s Project. Safari 3. 1 passed the socalled Acid2 test and ea rn ed
top marks on the forwardlooking Acid3 tes t-which
ga uges a browser's abi li ty to
use technology available for
Web 2.0-rich sites-with a
score of 75 out of 100. Firefox 3 also passed Acid2, and
its beta 5 release scored 71
out of 100 on Acid3. IE 7 did

For tips on how to solve problems with sluggish Internet surfing,
view our video at find.pcworld.com/60719 . In just 2 minutes, Learn
how to use these easy tricks to get IE or Firefox back on track.
18
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not pass Acid2, but beta 1 of
IE 8 did. Microsoft reports
that it is working to make the
new browser more standardscompliant, but nevertheless
the IE 8 beta scored only 18
out of 100 on the Acid3 test.

The Winner: Firefox 3
Though the latest version of
Firefox retains much of its
predecessor's basic look, its
usability has improved. For
instance, as you type a Web
address into the address bar,
Firefox 3 searches your bookmarks and browsing history
for matches based on how
often and how recently you
visited a given site. To see
the most important Firefox
3 upgrade, open either the
history or the bookmarks
window. Both of them now
live in an SQL database that
displays them together.
You can tag bookmarks
and drag a URL from your
browsing history directly
into a bookmarks folder. A
new Smart Bookmarks folder catalogs recently bookmarked, frequently visited,
and recently tagged sites.
A star icon to the right of
a URL in the address bar lets
you add a new bookmark
with one click, but doing
this unhelpfully leaves them
in an unfiled category whose
contents you can see only in
the full bookmarks window.
On the security front , the
phishing-site filter from Firefox 2, which uses a blacklist
to block known phishing
pages, can safeguard you
from notorious malwarepushing sites . And careless
typers will appreciate the
revised password saver: Instead of having to decide
between saving and cancel-
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the other hand, Safari lacks
an antiphishing filter (standard in both Firefox 2 and
Internet Explorer 7) , and it
doesn't support EV certificates . Another drawback:
Safari doesn' t permit thirdparty themes or add-ons.

SMALL TOUCHES, such as helpful blue highlighting around an active

Early Days: IE 8

text box (pulling you t o it), give Safari its trademark Apple polish.

Unlike the new Firefox and
Safari browsers , which are
ready to roll, Microsoft's early beta of Internet Explorer 8
remains a work in progress .
But IE 8 beta 1 does provide
a glimpse of new featuressuch as WebSlices, which let
sites create widgety snippets
of information you can
»

ing a password before you
know whether it's the right
one, you can defer that decision until after you log in.
Version 3 adds support for
extended validation (EV) certificates, displaying a green
button bearing the company's name on sites, like PayPal , that use them (they provide better site identification
than do the regular certificates that many encrypted
sites employ). To get more
information on a certificate
holder, click the button .
1l1ese changes make for a
better basic application , but
ultimately it's the add-ons
that make the browser. Firefox 3 helps you find new extensions by including in its
add-ons window a 'Get Addons' button for displaying
and installing searched-for
and recommended add-ons.

blue outline around a page 's
currently selected text box.
The browser handles RSS
feeds smoothly, and it can
show all of the posts from
RSS-feed bookmarks gathered in the same folder in a
customizable display. On

PLUGGED IN

EDWARD N. ALBRO

REBATES FOR HD DVD BUYERS: Nice
gesture by Amazon and Best Buy. Of

SUCKER BU~~
':".. .!.A:t:ly _tJ¥p.t!-f_
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course, it would be even nicer if the
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checks didn't read "Pay to the Order of Sucker.''
WHALE PHISHING: Bad guys try to
rip off CEOs for big bucks. In other
words, they 're doing to the CEOs what
some of the CEOs are doing to their own firms.

-=©
-

WINDOWS XP'S LIFE EXTENDED: But
only for supersmall laptops like the
Asus Eee. Never has an underpowered,

Chiclet-keyed notebook looked so attractive.

Clean: Safari 3.1

(i"""j\

GOOGLE DOCS GOES OFFLINE: And it's free. Remind

Safari 3.l 's minimalist metallic theme has clean lines
and uses space well. Tabs
smoothly link to the bookmarks bar above them, and
pop-up notices-such as the
one that appears when you
add new bookmarks-use
animation to flow into and
out of the tit le bar. 1l1e load
progress indicator (which
fills in the address bar) is a
nice design touch, as is the

\::::::)

me again - why are we all paying

~

billion s of dollars every year to
load up our machines with Microsoft Office?

-=©
-

GODocs g~~ -

EMERGENCY ALERTS BY TEXT: I can
just imagine the alarms those of us in
the heart of earthquake country will

be receiving: "Bg 1 cm ing ASAP. Kiss ur ••• GB."
FACEBOOK APP FATIGUE GROWS:
Enough already! We don 't want to
blog . IM, send a virtual tequila shot,
or get a virtual hug. We have work to do!
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YOU CAN NOW find and install Firefox extensions directly from with·

ONE OF THE new WebSlices features in Internet Explorer 8 allows

in the Add-ons management window of Firefox 3.

you to check individual eBay auctions in an RSS·like bookmark.

view by clicking a bookmark
button. You ca n add a Web-

appears . Clicking it opens a
drop-down menu with op-

Slice to your Favorites bar to
link to an eBay auctio n , say,
or to a fri end' s Facebook

tions for translating the text,

7. Right-clicking a selected
text block or a page will link
you to activities, too.

profile-and it will update
with th e latest informat io n ,
just as an RSS feed wou ld.
A second new fe ature is
Activities: When you selec t
text, a small gree n arrow

looking it up on a map (if
it's an address), o r finding a
d efinit ion. You can cho ose
which We b services to use
for each activity when you
install IE 8, mu ch as you are
prompted to choose a default search provider for IE

One of the best improvements in IE 8 is also one of
the simplest : At any site you
visit, IE g rays out all but the
dom ain name in the address
bar. This antiphishing m easure helps you spot the common scammers ' technique of

disgui sing the real domain
in a UR L that may sta rt with
somet hing like 'v,,rww.paypal.com' and list the actual
do main at the end of a string
of nonsensical charac ters
mad e to look like site input.
Microsoft says that it is
also working to improve IE
7's phishing filt er; and IE 8
continues to support EV cert ificat es, as IE 7 doe s.

BROWSER OPTIONS

Which One's for You?

Two Worthy Alternatives to the Big Three

I'm sticking with Firefox as
t he best browser of the

FIREFOX, IE, AND Safari are the
three most popular browsers, Internet usage statistics indicate, but
they are not the only good ones
available. Here's the skinny on two

t hree. I use my browser for
eve rything fro m word processing to story resea rch to
invo ice filing, and I love being able to customize it.
If you ' re a tinkerer, you ' ll

free altern atives, Flock and Opera.
Flock: To understand Flock, the
self- billed social browser. picture
starting with Firefox 2. Then imagine linking to sites and services like
Blogger, Facebook, and YouTube.
Add custom features suc h as a MeTHE FIREFOX-BASED Flock browser uses a built-in Media Bar
dia Bar that you can use to sea rch
to make it easier for users to link to social sites such as Flickr.
for and display pictures and videos
from social networking sites. and a blog editor.
A Speed Dia l start page gives you immediate
Wrap everything up in a new desig n with butaccess-via page thumbna ils-to you r favorite
ton s and sidebars that provide access to all of
destinations. You can switch downloadable
these features, and you have Flock. For people
themes without restarting the browser. and you
who don't like to customize, this browser bui lds
can add widge ts such as calendars and clocks
in a lot of social-network ing functionality.
that display ou tside the browser.
Opera: If I couldn't use Firefox add-ons to
Fi nally, a built-in RSS reader and site-specific
mimic some of Opera's fea tures, I would probsettings for using cookies or J avaScript add to
ably go with this well-made alternative.
the usefuln ess of thi s commenda ble browser.

20
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apprecia te Firefox 3, which
may be final by the time you
read this . But if you don't
mind relinqui shing the ability to customize in return for
a nicely polished package,
you might prefer Safari. Ju st
be extra cautious at potential phishing sites.
Meanwhile, Microsoft is
go ing to have to move fairly
quickly if it wants to dissuad e users ' fr o m swi tching
to alternative browsers. It
will take more than Activities
and WebSlices to make IE 8
a serio u s contender.

Forward
Speech Input, GPS Make Mobile Search Smarter
WHEN YOU'RE sitting at
01 ONESEARCH" >)))
01 ONESEARCH" »»
a computer, a good search
united airlines 15051
~
engine puts the entire InIn San Francisco Change
ternet at your fingertipsUnited Alrllnes 1505 sk ip
but that probably isn't
LAS to SFO
what you want when you
Not yet departed
Ready
Departing : Mar 21 6 :0l11m
are searching from a cell
Arriving: -phone. Skimming pages
Call : 800-824 -6200
of Google results on a
Weather s l<ip
tiny screen with sluggish
San Francisco. CA
56"F Partly Cloudy/Windy
connectivity can be frustrating, and typing keyYAHOO'S ONESEARCH PROGRAM for recent BlackBarry devlcH lets you
speak a query {left) to get relevant Web resultl such as the status of a flight.
words on a small (or software) keyboard Is not fun.
es) were Chinese restaurants
and Helio GPS phones. To
New mobile search services
try out the lookup service,
and apps let you speak, rathand a link to retrieve more
call 800/555-8355 or text
er than type, search terms
of the same. The restaurant
search keywords to 83.556.
and filter results based on
listings included links to
proximity (on the assumption that you're likely searchSpeak your question to a service Like TellMe or
ing for something nearby).
OneSearch, and it wi ll return screens with info
about nearby businesses and other resources.
Microsoft's TellMe, Yahoo's
OneSearc h, and offerings by
smaller companies such as
maps, reviews, and a call
Google doesn't offer users
ChaCha may not be perfect,
a voice search application,
dialer; conventional search
but they do try to tailor
results-one an entry from
but you can submit a voice
their searches to meet the
query to 800/466-4411 and
Wikipedia-came next.
needs of mobile users.
The new version ofTellMe
be connected to a relevant
hadn't appeared at this writbusiness. Google also supAppsthatacceptspeechinput and return Web results
ing (it should be available by
ports a range of SMS searchare the latest development.
the time you read this) , but
es (see find.pcworld.com/60717).
New versions ofTellMe and
in a demo it, too, presented
At ChaCha , another search
OneSearch (at launch, availa list of businesses. Clicking
service, you can dial 800/224able as downloads for new
2242 (for voice queries) or
any entry produced a screen
GPS-enabled BlackBerry debearing the company's adtext questions to 242 242 . In
vices) let you search by holdan interesting twist, ChaCha
dress and phone number at
ing down the green Talk butuses real people (called
the top, with icons for releton and speaking keywords
guides) to answer some quevant info or tasks such as
into the handset. The digiinitiating a phone call , disries. It took ChaC ha only a
tized audio converts into
playing a map, or making
TelilT'e.
text fed to searches using
a purchase. If you don't
Leatherhea ds (PG-13)
the handset's location data.
want your GPS data to
12:30. 1:15 . 2:00. 3:50. 5:10 . 5:55
guide the search , you can
6:45 7:30 8:15·9:00·9:45
Some Dim Sum?
tell your preferred locaal Century Cinemas 16
Results on OneSearch look
tion to TellMe. It does
1500 N. Shoreline Blvd
and act more or less like tranot provide general
ditional links, organized by
search results, however.
~
Call 4 Tix
Map
Directions Theater
category. When I spoke the
An earlier Tell Me ver=
::Options
words "dim sum, " the first
sion acce pts voice input
results OneSearch returned
for directory assistance;
MICROSOFT'S TELLME responds to
(under the heading Businessit's available on Sprint
voice queries with attractive screens.

!
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few seconds to tell me the
dates of the Democratic
National Convention (August 25-28) . But a query
about new episodes of
HBO's jo/111 Adams elicited
info about House; maybe
no guide was on duty?

Other Search Options
V-Enable has announced
a voice-enabled application for its Free Mobile
411 (freemoblle411.com)
Web-based lookup service
for Sprint users; others can
type in keywords and, if they
come up empty, opt to connect to a live operator-but
in that case, Directory Assistance charges will apply.
Go2 (www.go2.com) accepts
text input only, but its menubased structure acts as a filter that permits you to focus
on restaurants , movies,
news, and the like-or conduct a general search.
Mobile search services expect to make money through
ads, sponsored results (Go2 's
restaurant search results, for
example, included a link to
Zagat's site) and transactional fees (for example, a cut of
a movie ticket purchase).
Users need only consent to
the use of their location information . Since so many of
t hese services are new,
it's unclear what impact
advertising will have, and
I wouldn't want to use
them without an aJl-youcan-eat data plan. But for
targeted information on
the go, they should prove
to be very helpful ; for
once, Google has some
catching up to do .
- Yardma Arar

Forward
Counterfeit
Office Users
to Get Nags
IF MICROSOFT thinks that
you're using a counterreit
version or its Office suite, a
new pilot program will show
nagging pop-up notices whenever you use the software.
This ste p extends Microsoft's Office Genuine Advantage initiative, which detects
illegitimate copies or the
productivity suite and
blocks owners from downloading free fi les and nonsecurity-related updates.
Unt il now, OGA lacked a
notification component.
The nag-notice program
wi ll have a trial run in Chile,
Italy, Spain, and Turkey.
Past changes in Microsoft's
antipiracy techno logy and
practices began
as similar small
trials but later
went global.
Microsoft is
already nagging
people that it believes are
using counterfoit versions or
Windows, part or the company' s unpopular Windows
Genuine Advantage effort.
According to Microsoft, a
pop-up notification indicating that the co py isn' t valid
will appear the first time a
user opens an illegal Office
app each day, fo llowed by
another pop-up 2 hours later.
The process wi ll continue
for up to 30 days . After that,
a "visual reminder" will appear on all Office apps when
they' re used , but no one will
be prevented from access ing
data or ed iting files .
-Gregg Keizer
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I Want Wireless Entertainment, and I Want It Now
TWO THINGS REA LLY irritate me. One is the

gant, Affordable Music System." on page 72).

m iles of wire that you can see strung behind

But neither the Duet nor the Sanos can play

and between all th e elec tronic devices in my

copy-protected sangs from iTun es (Sanos does

home. The other is
plastic- specifically,
the 300 shiny plastic
CDs stacked under
my desk, waiting to

!

support ORM music

Wireless , rnult iroom home audio
is here , sort of. But w ireless HD
video is still mostly a pipe dream.

from the Zune Marketplace). Yes, screwed by
ORM once again.
Finally, there are

be ripped into MP3s.

lots of cheap point-to-

And don't get me

point wireless setups.

started about all the

For example. you can

DVDs under t here.

attach a m atchbook-

I want an easy,

size i2i Stream ($130,

affordable, wireless

www.i2igear.com ) to

way to move audio

your computer or ste-

and video around my

reo. hang another one

home. For years , the

around your neck, and

consumer elect ron-

beam music between

ics industry has

them. It works okay

promised us exactly

within 20 feet or so.

this technological

But I still end up wa l k-

advance-in fact. the

ing around wearing ear-

"w ireless HD streaming demo" has become a

buds and l ugging a device that's almost as big

Consumer Electronics Show cliche. But the show

as my Zune but doesn't sou nd nearly as good.

fades from memory. and we remain tangled in
a wired/plastic world. Frankly. I'm tired of it.

Dreaming of Streaming
I t hink wireless music will survive its awkward

21st- Century Sneakernet

adolescence and become common in homes.

Right now I move my music around my house

High-def video is another story. Dozens of ven-

by taking my Zune Mini and plugging it into the

dors dream up wireless HD systems, but I've

auxiliary jack of whatever stereo system hap-

yet to see one work outside a CES exhibit hall.

pens to be nearby. Sure. wireless alternatives
for audio exist, but they're hardly ideal.
The first option is a whole-home audio system
installed by a custom integrator for $5000 or
more-a tad pricey for my gadget budget.
Next are slightly less expensive stand -alone

"Point-to-point wireless video will be big, but
I don't think we'll see a single so lution," says
Patrick Hurley, director of research for Telechoice. Instead, proprietary products. such as
Belki n's Flywire and Gefen's Wireless HDMI Extender, will wirelessly link an HD video source to

wi reless audio systems. The gold standard here

a single display. Flywire is set to ship in October;

is the Sanos Digital Music System. Attach a

Gefen won't say when its product will be ready.

Sanos ZonePlayer to a com puter or hard drive

And 802.lln won't solve your problem s. (See

contai ning your music, and it beams tunes via

"The Most Winning Wi-Fi Yet," page 94, for a re-

Wi-Fi to any other ZonePlayers in your house.

view of n routers. ) Most n products are faster

A nifty handheld remote makes setting up dif-

than g versions but work in the crowded 2.4-GHz

ferent zones Uazz in the bedroom. hip-hop in

spectrum, and video is more sensitive to inter-

the basement) easy. I really like the Sanos, but

ference and packet loss. An n device that runs

at $1000 for two rooms plus $350 to $500 for

at 5 GHz has less sig nal noise but a shorter

each additional zone, it's out of my range, too.

range, too, so it's far from a whole-home option.

Logitech's Squeezebox Duet does something
similar for about half the price {see "An Ele-

Looks l ike I'll be snarled in wires and shu ffling plastic for a while longer. Sigh.

'' .. .if sound quality is high up on your list, you'll find a way
to squeeze these bad boys onto your desl<top."
"8 out of 10"

•

CNET.com, 3/27/08

~IJ:0.'V!J~ DesktopSpeakerSystem
As long as there's been an iMac there's been M-Audio-making music-creation peripherals and enhancing the audio
experience. Over the years we've grown and gained recognition in the Mac community for delivering products
unparalleled in both quality and design. That's why our Studiophile™ AV 40 reference speakers are the perfect choice
for anyone serious about sound.
The AV 40 reference speakers have descended from our acclaimed line of professional reference monitors-no plastic
multimedia speakers here. The 4" woofers and 3/4" tweeters provide punchy lows, crisp highs and plenty of volume.
A sleek industrial design means they look right at home alongside your iMac, creating the perfect setup for
unbeatable desktop audio performance.
Available at:

Q

Apple

Apple.com

amazon.com

'BW861·•···
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New Ubuntu Version Is Improved Under the Hood

!

UBUNTU 8.04, nicknamed
Code-named Hardy Heron. the Latest Ubuntu
Hardy Heron, may not look
Linux dist ribut ion includes new ways to try it
much different from previwithout adding a partition to your Windows PC .
ous versions of the leading
Windows PC's hard drive .
Linux distribution, but beare minor. The familiar
There's no need to repartibrown-and-orange
color
neath the hood the OS has
tion
your drive and no risk
scheme
remains,
as
does
the
improved considerably.
out your existing
of
wiping
What with a new kernel, a
overall appearance of the
data.
When
you boot into
new version of the Gnome
windows and controls .
Ubuntu,
the
system reads
But
Hardy
Heron's
infradesktop, improved windowand
writes
to
the OS 's file
ing and graphics layers , and
structure changes have info lder as if it were a standtroduced real improvements
various default configuration
tweaks, nearly everything
about Hardy Heron feels
snappier and more responsive than the previous
edition, Gutsy Gibbon.
c~_~urmar._~
I looked at a beta reUnst.t.::anfr0111 • 1J'W\lhedtmoi";Mff.
lease of the operating
system. The final soft[_~~~
ware should be available
Su!Pttld rd hbm'IA::an • t ml tNbRd n
Nde «'Cl
by the time you read this.
L __tt~~~<=J
In any case the beta was
so stable and polished
.,_.ail.de ""5 fr tt for Wtido1111.
that I was hard-pressed
to recognize it as a test
release . Hardy Heron is
scheduled to be an LTS
(Long Term Support)
UBUNTU'S WUBI INSTALLER can install the Linux OS as a single file on your
edition, meaning that
desktop versions will be
Windows hard drive. If you don't like Hardy Heron, you can easily uninstall It.
supported for three years
and server edi tio ns for five
in the OS 's performance .
alone drive. Later, if yo u
years. You can tell that its
Programs launch more quickdecide that running Linux
ly, windows and menus feel
isn' t going to work out, you
developers have worked dililess sluggish, and disk access
gently to make it worthy of
can uninstall it just as if it
such lengthy service .
were any other unwanted
is speedier. It even boots
You can download Ubuntu
faster than its predecessor.
Windows application.
for free from Ubuntu.com, or
Ubuntu has updated its
you can request a free CD of
Instal lation Options
own application suite for
the OS, though the delivery
version 8.04 of the OS, as
Hardy Heron's biggest breakof the free disc may take as
well. Most notably, Firefox
through may be in the instal3.0-which is still in beta
long as ten weeks. Free doclation process. This release
umentation and community
itself-will be the default
offers a new, optional instalbrowser that ships with
lation utility called Wubi,
support are available for
Ubuntu, but you 'II have to
which promises to lower the
Ubuntu 8.04, and it appears
pay for live phone support.
barrier to getting started
to be a promising upgrade
Ubuntu has settled into a
with Linux. Wubi runs as a
(see "Firefox Winning Latest
stable look and feel over its
Windows application and
Browser Battle," page 18).
past few releases, and this
In contrast, other new applican install a complete Ubuntime the cosmetic changes
cations, such as the Brasero
tu system as a single file on a
T1yl.b.r'ILl•'Nlo.itn1U1r'9I Sftd't11bXitf(M~.,ai
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CD/DVD burning software,
feel lackluster whe n matched
up against similar programs
for Windows or Apple's Mac
OS X. Overall, however,
Ubuntu continues to provide a good selection of apps
for most purposes, without
overloading the system with
excessive and redundant
software options (as some
Linux distributions do).

Work in Progress
Other new features of
Ubuntu 8.04 are likely to
be overlooked by desktop users though appreciated by systems administrators. Among the
security improvements
are better memory protection and a fine-grained
access control system
called PolicyKit. In addition, Hardy Heron is the
first Ubuntu distribution
to offer easy integration
with Active Directory
environments , thanks to
a new software package
called Likewise Open .
Some longtime users will
question this version's inclusion of certain advanced
features , such as the new
PulseAudio sound layer,
which is not yet compatible
with a lot of existing Linux
audio software.
If my experience with the
beta is any indication, however, Ubuntu 8.04 is shaping
up to be a worthy upgrade
for current users and a good
jumping-on point for new
ones . The Wubi installer, in
particular, makes it ideal for
anyone who in the past has
hesitated to give Linux a try.
-NcJ/ McAllister
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Google Proposes Fast National Wireless Service
GOOGLE IS PUSHING hard
to launch a national wireless
service that promises su perfast national data access using the so-called white spaces
on the ana log TV spectrum .
In a letter to the Federal
Communications Commission, Google suggested that
the spectrum could deliver
"faster, longer-range, higher
data rates " than are available
now from telecoms and national \Vi-Fi hotspot services.
White spaces consist or the
unused wireless spectrum
between TV channels. Those
spaces serve to prevent one
analog channel from interrering with a neighboring
channel. Broadcasters have
long argued that the spaces
ca n't be .used because that

would create interfrrence
with TV broadcas ts. After
the February 2009 transition
to digital TV, however, that
position makes less sense.
This portion or the spectrum (the 700-MHz band)
can travel long distances and
penetrate obstacles such as
buildings and walls, making
it very desirable to various
would-be developers.

By using white spaces, Google could offer wireless Internet access to many portable
devices, including new mobile phones that run Googlebacked Android software,
now being developed by a
consortium or companies.
Richard Whitt, Washington
telecom and media counsel
for Google, wrote tl]e March
21 , 2008, letter to the FCC.

He called the new wireless
technology "\Vi-Fi 2.0" and
touted its ability to deliver
"data rates in the gigabitsper-second ra nge." Ir the
FCC gives Google the green
light, Whitt said, th e service
could be availab le to consumers as ea rly as next year.
\Vhitt's letter also suggested that the new broadband
could serve the needs or
people in rural areas. And he
asserted t hat the plan would
provide "much-needed competition " to current broadband service providers.
Microsoft and the White
Spaces Coalition , whose
members include Dell, Intel ,
and Philips Electronics, are
bac king Google's plan.

-Tom Spring

Flickr Video: Short Subjects
If you 're a wannabe movie director who believes in brevity, Flickr's
~<l

new video-sharing service (available to subscribers to Flickr's S25-

• PMtld pont.s ( 2 )

O• ....b...

o

per-year premium service on ly) is for you . The photo-sharing giant

c "•

v41 0

limits videos to 90 seconds and 150MB. Uploading a video is easy.

""""'
e
-.............,,

but finding it isn't, at least so far. Though You Tube will probably
always be the home for pirated snippets from last night's TV shows,
Flickr has a good cha nce to appeal to talented amateurs producing

• Uh ow Items ( 2 )
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DimDim lets you share your desktop, presentation, or whiteboard
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their own ar t. But those amateurs had better be con cise. flick r.com

DimDim: No-Hassle Web Meetings
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for free-and it does so quickly. As a presenter, you must install a
browser plug-in, but on my PC that took only about a minute. People

YOU CAN SHARE a whiteboard, slides, or your desktop using DimDim.

joining your meeting don't have to install anything , if they already
have Flash. You can chat with participants via text or include audio

the Net? With Jiffle (wh ich ranges from free to as much as SlOO

and video in the meeting. DimDim worked so well in my tests that

per month for a corporate account), you enter t he t imes you 're

I ca n't imagine paying for a service like WebEx again. dimdim.com

available-through Microsoft Outlook's calend ar or throug h the

Jiffle: Coordinate Meetings Online

colleag ues to view that information and propose a time. Unfortu-

J iffle's thesis is sound: Why waste time going back and forth wi th

nately. in practice I found Jiffle's system for sett ing available

people to schedule a meeting when you can do it more quickly over

times. whether online or in Outlook, fa r from int uitive. jiffleno w.com

Jiffle sit e (support for Google Calendar is coming). Then you invite
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count too, so we wrapped all that lecnnoloqy up in an immaculate
glossy finish and 8 ininirnalist bezel clesign to c:oinplei'iteiit any home or

OiilC,I€3. lt’s all the style that substance CIOLliCi ever ask for. And vice-versa.
For more information from the #1 selling monitor brand in the
world,‘ call 1-800-SAMSUNG or visit www.samsung.com/monitor
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Forward
Will the Next
Version of
Windows
Arrive Early?
MICROSOFT RECENTLY

dropped two strong hints
that the next version of its
Windows operating system
will arrive in 2009, up to a
year sooner than anticipated .
The hints might signal Microsoft' s intention to cut its
losses with Windows Vista,

GEEKTECH

TOM MAINELLI

.

·:

Five Software Tools to Speed Up Your Day
LAST MONTH I discussed some hardware upgrades that have helped me get more work

hea rts, not all database apps require a knack

done. This time. let's look at software.
Supercharge Excel: As I've come to appreciate just how well Microsoft Excel can work , I've

!

for constructing clever queries. The venerable
AskSam from AskSam
Systems (www.asksam.

Check out a ha ndfu l of the
Geek's favorite productivityboosting applications, plugins, and Web services.

also gained a better
understanding of its
shortcomings. which is
where a little $59-peryear gem called Dig DB for Excel comes in. This
program from Data Instruments Group (www.
digdb.com ) adds handy features to Excel, im-

which customers , especially

proves existing ones, and makes the appl ica-

large companies, have grudgingly accepted or shunned.
The company has long said
that it wants to release Windows 7 about three years
after Vista , and most outsiders had p egged 2010 as a
likely arrival year for the new
OS . But recently in Miami,

tion easier to use. For everything from tracking
down broken links to generating median values
to trimming errant spaces, this software is certainly worth the price of
admission-plus you can
try it free for 15 days.
Ditch the fax machine:
When I need to send a
fax to my home office or

Try everyman's database: Though the term
database strikes fear into many nontechie

corn ), now on version
6.1 (with 7 in beta), lets
you store all sorts of
data, from Word documents to e-ma il to Web pages, that you can re-

trieve with s imple, free-form word searches. I
keep a close eye on several tech markets, and ·
I use AskSam as my personal data clearinghouse. It isn't perfect-you'll spend a little
time getting up to speed, and the 'Add Webpage
to AskSam' feature works only with Internet

.
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Microsoft chairman Bill Gates
reportedly said
in response to a
question about
Vista, "Sometime in the next year or so
we ' ll have a new version. "
And in announcing plans

receive one from there,
I use TrustFax from
Comodo (www.trustfax.
com ). The service is less
well known than eFax or
MyFax, but what I like
about it-besides its
clean, easy-to-use Web

to extend the availability of
Windows XP Home for low-

interface-is its pricing
SMARTDRAW lets you convey ideas via flowcharts, mind maps, and more.
options for light fax
users like me. I pay TrustFax $30 a year for a
Explorer (come on! )-but it's an immensely

cost laptops (see find.pcworld.

fax number, 50 outbound and 150 inbound fax

corn/60695), Microsoft said it
would retire the OS only after
June 30, 2010, or one year
after the release of Windows
7, whichever came later.
The announcement's word-

pages, and online storage. To use the service I
scan my document in my multifunctio n printer.
upload the file to the TrustFax Web site, and
send it off. It doesn't get much easier than that.
Make pretty pictures: Sometimes I need
more th an a well-crafted sentence to get my

Share and share alike: Besides making it dead
simple to keep documents synced among my
multiple PCs. Microsoft's newly revamped
FolderShare service saved my butt when my
beloved home-built PC failed to boot one re-

ing implies that the company
may be targeting the middle
of next year as a release milestone for Windows 7.
Microsoft has divulged few
of the changes planned for
the new operating system.

point across- I need things like boxes, circles,
and arrows. That's when I turn to SmartDraw.
a business-graphics app from the company of
the same name. After a free trial, it costs S297
(l ist). It's pricey, but you can often find it deeply
discounted at www.smartd raw.com, a nd if you've
ever struggled to make flowcharts, time lines,
mind maps, or even floor plans. you'll love it.

cent morning. Since the files that I had been
working on we re synced to my work notebook
before I shut down, I didn't have to scramble
to retrieve them from my PC's hard drive (or
even from my online backup service of choice,
Carbonite; see find.pcworld.com/60423 for my
review). Best of all. the beta FolderShare service (www.foldershare.com ) remains free.

-Eric Lai
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useful tool. After a free trial, the standard version is $150; the faster Pro version is $395.
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Sprint, Samsung Work on Instinct iPhone Clone
JU ST IN TIM E fo r the Apple iPhone's first anniversary, Sp rint
and Samsung plan to deliver the most serious competing product yet: the Instinct. A bit taller, narrower, and thicker than
the iPhone, with a resis tive touch screen (vers us the iPhone's

more-sensitive, capacitive display), the Instinct has some features that the iPhone doesn't-mobile broadband (EvDO Rev.
A) , GPS , a platfo rm for third-party apps (BREW on Java), and
(likely) a more wallet-fr iendly price tag.
-Yardena Arar •

THREE TOUCH-ENABLED BUTTONS with haptic (vibration) feedback anchor the
navigation system: Back returns you to the previous screen; Phone opens the dialpad and other phone functions; and Home presents four main application groups.
The groups are Favorites, which you define; Main (shown at left) for e-mail, GPS
navigation, messaging, and other general data apps; Fun (shown below) for music,
video, games, a camera, and other leisure activities; and Web, for launching the
landscape-mode browser (shown above). The Instinct supports fingertip scrolling,
visual voice mail, and Bluetooth for both stereo headset and phone-as-modem use.
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IN ADDITION TO hosting an over-

THE INSTINCT'S MUSIC player

THE USER-CUSTOMIZABLE

DEFAULT FUN KEYS lead to

size software dialpad, the In-

displays album art, large stan-

Favorites screen lets you create

music and video players, Sprint

stinct's phone screen provides

dard player control keys, a

keys to launch applications,

TV, games, the 2-megapixel

fingertip links to speed-dial num-

search feature, and easy access

view Web sites, and dial or mes-

camera (for still shots and

bers, contacts, and call history.

to Sprint's music store.

sage specific contacts.

video), and even Internet radio.
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Ferrari ''/J/J

MOBILE TECHNOLOGY

Unique Innovation

Ferrari 1100-5457

$1,999
(LX .FR90U.071)

• AMD Turion'" 64 X2 Dual-Core
Mobile Technology Gold Edition TL-66
• Genu ine Windows Vista® Ultimate
• Microsoft® Office Professional 2007
(60-day trial)
• 4GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 250GB 1 hard drive
• Integrated slot-loaded Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• 5-in-1 card reader
Prices shown ilrC estimated street prices and do not inclu de tax or shipping.
Retailer or reseller prices may vary.

• 12.1" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display,
Acer CrystalBrite Technology
• ATI Radeon'" Xpress 1270 graphics
•Integrated Acer OrbiCam camera
• Dolby® Home Theater'"
• 802.11 n WLAN, gigabit LAN, V.92 modem,
Bluetooth®, Bluetooth®VoIP phone
• Wireless optical mouse
• Fingerprint reader
• One-year limited warrantyz

Acer® Aspire® 5520
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMD Athlon'M 64 X2 dual-core processor for notebook PCs
Genuine Windows Vista®Home Premium
1GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
120GB 1 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
5-i n-1 card reader
15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display,
Acer4l CrystalBrite Technology
NVIDIA®GeForce®7000M graphics
802.11 b/g WLAN, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem
One-year limited warranty2

I
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II

Acer Aspire 5520-5908

,,,.

$579
AMD Athlon'" 64 X2 dual-core processor for notebook TK-55
Genuine Windows Vistae Home Premium
(LX.AJ70X.027)

'"II*

mpowering technology

Acer Empowering Technology
One touch of the Empowering Key and you can easily take control of
your notebook's security, performance, settings and communications.
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Acer® Aspire® 7520
jl '·, .. -
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MOBILE TECHNOLOGY

Acer QuickCharge

Found on select models, Acer QuickCharge technology
enables the notebook's battery to be 80 percent
fully charged in just one hour.

}

..

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMD Turion™64 X2 Dual-Core Mobile Technology
Genuine Windows Vista(ll) Home Premium
2GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
l
•
250GB 1 hard drive
Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
5-in-1 card reader
17.0" WXGA+ (1440 x 900) TFT display,
Ace~ CrystalBrite Technology
NVIDIA®GeForce®8400M graphics
802.11 b/g WLAN, Bluetooth®, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem, integrated webcam
One-year limited warranty2

Acer DASP

Disk Anti-Shock Protection is a technology that safeguards the hard disk against knocks and provides an
unmatched level of protection.
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Acer CrystalEye

Enjoy all the potential of video conferencing with the
integrated Acer CrystalEye, simple to use and compatible
with internet-based video and voice communication
services.
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Gain an extra layer of security while eliminating the
need to remember passwords and PINs with the
Acer Bio-Protection fingerprint reader.

1!1

$899
AMD Turion'" 64 X2 Dual-Core Mobile Technology TL-58
Genuine Windows Vista" Home Premium
Prices shown are estimated street prices and do not Include tax or shipping.
Retailer or reseller prices may vary.
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Acer Bio-Protection

Acer Aspire 7520-5823

(LX.AN30X.090)
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Acer® LCDs
Acer AL2016WBbd
• 20 " wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1680 x 1050 maximum resolution
• 800:1 contrast ratio
• 160° horizontal viewing angle
• 160° vertical viewing angle
• VGA, DVI signal connectors
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Internal power adapter

Acer V223 Wbd
• 22 " wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1680 x 1050 maximum resolution
• 2500:1 dynamic ratio
• 170° horizontal viewing angle
• 160° vertical viewing angle
•VGA, DVI (HDCP) signal connectors
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Internal power adapter

$249

$219

(ET.EV3WP.001)

(ET.D16WP.804)

Acer V193 b
• 19 " TFT LCD
• 1280 x 1024 maximum resolution
• 2000:1 dynamic contrast ratio
• 176° horizontal viewing angle
• 176° vertical viewing angle
• VGA signal connector
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Internal power adapter

Acer AL1917 Cbmd
• 19" TFT LCD
• 1280 x 1024 maximum resolution
• 700:1 contrast ratio
• 150° horizontal viewing angle
• 135° vertical viewing angle
• Two 1.0W integrated speakers
• VGA, DVI signal connectors
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• 5ms response time
• Internal power adapter

$229

$229
(ET.19178.0DC)

(ET.CV3RP.001)
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Acer AL1916 Cb
• 19" TFT LCD
• 1280 x 1024 maximum resolution
• 700:1 contrast ratio
• 150° horizontal viewing angle
• 135° vertical viewing angle
• VGA signal connector
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• Sms response time
• Internal power adapter

$219
(ET.19168.00C)

Acer AL 1917W Abd
• 19 • wide-screen TFT LCD
• 1440 x 900 maximum resolution
• 700:1 contrast ratio
• 150° horizontal viewing angle
• 135° vertical viewing angle
• Two 1.0W integrated speakers
•VGA, DVI signal connectors
• 300 cd/m' brightness
• Sms response time
• Internal power adapter

Acer® AsQire® 4520

Acer SignalUp

This technology strategically positions two PIFA
antennas on the notebook's top panel to generate
an omni-directional signal sphere for superior
wireless reception.

• AMD Athlon"' 64 X2 dual-core processor
for notebook PCs
• Genuine Windows Vista 0 Home Premium
• 1GB DDR2 667 SD RAM
• 120GB 1 hard drive
• Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• 5-in-1 card reader
• 14. 1" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display,
Ace ~ CrystalBrite Technology
• NVIDIA®GeForce®7000M graphics
• 802. 11 b/g WLAN, gigabit LAN,
V.92 modem, integrated webcam
• One-year limited warranty2

Acer GridVista

Easy-to-use software designed to automatically split the
screen in up to four separate windows and make the
most of available screen space.

Acer CrystalBrite

A technology that delivers enhanced video
performance for brilliant images, making
it ideal for sophisticated applications such as
HDTV and digital games.

Acer Aspire 4520-5141

$589
AMO Athlon'" 64 X2 dual-core processor for notebook TK-57
Genuine Windows Vista"' Home Premium
(LX.AHSOX.257)

Prices shown are estimated street prices a nd do not incl ude tax or shipping.
Retailer or rese ll er prices may vary.

Acer® Veriton® L410
• AMD Athlon™X2 processor
Display sold separately.

•Genuine Windows Vista®Business or
- Genuine Windows®XP Professional
• 1GB DDR2 SODIMM
• 160GB 1 SATA hard drive
•Super-Multi drive (DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• ATI Radeon"' Xpress 1250 graphics solution
• 802.11 big WLAN, gigabit LAN
• USB keyboard and mouse

• 2.4" W x 9.8" D x 7.9" H
•One-year limited warranty2
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Acer Veriton L41 O
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$499
~

mpowering technology

AMD Athlon'" X2 4200+ dual-core processor
Genuine Windows Vistae Business
Microsotte Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial) 1 and
CD with Genuine Windowse XP Professional'
(VL41 O-UD4201 C) or
Genuine Windows"' XP Professional
Microsotte Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial)
(VL41 O-UD4201 P)
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Acer®

-

V~ten® M41 o
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Display sold separately.

Acer Empowering Technology
Acer elock Management
Acer elock Management locks and unlocks
storage media with password protection for
addition al security.

Acer ePerfonnance Management

Acer ePerformance Management optimizes performance
to make the most of your computer's power.

• AMD Phenom™X4 processor
• Genuine Windows®XP Professional

Acer eRecovery Management

Acer eRecovery Management is an easy-to-use utility
to create backups or restore from your arch ives.

• Microsoft® Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial)
• DVD-Dual drive (DVD+/-RW}
• ATI Radeon'MX1200 graphics solution
• Gigabit LAN

Acer eSettings Management
Acer eSettings Management provides easy access to
boot options, security or general system information.

• PS/2®-style keyboard and mouse
• One-year limited warranty2
Acer Veriton M410

.'

$799
AMO Phenom·· X4 9600 quad-core processor
Genuine Windows'" XP Professional
3GB DDR2 SDRAM and 320GB' SATA hard drive
(VM410-UF9600P)

Acer eDataSecurity Management

Conveniently integrated into the Windows• environment,
Acer eDataSecurity Management provides one-click
encryption and decryption of you r files.

Acer® TravelMate® 5520

MOBILE T ECHNOLOGY

•AMO Turion'" 64 X2 Dual-Core Mobile Technology
• Genuine Windows Vista® Business
• 1GB DDR2 667 SDRAM
• 120GB 1 hard drive
• Integrated Super-Multi drive
(DVD+R, DVD-R, DVD-RAM)
• 5-in-1 card reader
• 15.4" WXGA (1280 x 800) TFT display
• ATI Radeon'" Xpress 1250 graphics
• 802.11 b/g WLAN, gigabit LAN, V.92 modem
• Fingerprint reader
• One-year limited warranty2
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Acer TravelMate 5520-5678

$699
AMO Turion'" 64 X2 Dual-Core Mobile Technology TL-58
Genuine Windows Vista"' Business
Microsoft" Office Professional 2007 (60-day trial)' and
CD with Genuine Windows"' XP Professional'
(LX.TKUOZ.003)

mpowering technology

Prices shown a rc estimated street prices and do not include tax or shipping . Retai le r or reselle r prices may vary.

Choose an Acer Notebook Service Upgrade for Added Protection
Quality is built into every notebook Acer makes. and each comes w ith a onc·ycar sta ndard
limited warranty.1 It includes har dwa re technical support via tol l-free phone plus a concu rren t
Interna tional Travele r's Warranty for tr avel outside the U.S. and Canada. Extr a protection is

available w ith one of these upgrades:
2-Year Extension of Limited Warranty (146.AB820 .EX2)

$99
Prepays freight fro m Ace r re pair depot.
Exclud es ext ension o f Internatio nal Trave ler's Warranty.

It's a tough world out the re, a nd accid ents do hap pen-sticky spills, dangerous drops,
nasty knocks- whi ch is why yo u should conside r th e Tota l Prote ction Upgrade. It runs
co ncu rre ntl y with t he limi ted wa rr anty a nd li mited wa rran ty ex1emion and covers the cost
of a repl acement un it if you r covered notebook ca nnot be repa ired .
2· Year Extension of limited Warranty + 3-Year Tota l Protection Upgrade

(146.A0077.002)

$199
Pre pays freigh t to and fro m Acer repair depot.
Excludes ex1ension of Interna tional Traveler ·s Warranty.

' Whe n referr ing to st orage capacity, GB stands fo r one billion bytes an d M B stands for one million bytes. Some ut ilities may indici'lte va ry ing storage ca pacities. Total
user-accessible capacity may vary d epending on operat ing enviro nments.
For a free co py of the stand ard limited wa rra nty end-users should see a reseller w here Acer pro ducts are sold or w rite to Acer America Corpora tion, Warranty Department,
P.O. Box 6 137, Temple, TX 76503.
1
Th e 60 -day tri al of Microsoft• Office Professional 2007 is availabl e wi th Genuine Window s Vist a• Business onl y, not w ith Genuine Windows• XP Professional.
' Genuine Window s• XP Professional ca n be inst all ed in pl ace of, not in addition to, Genuin e Wind ows Vista• Business.
J

Q 2008 Ace r Am erica Corporati on. Informati on and prices are subj ect to change w it hout noti ce. Pricing is effective from May 1, 2008 th rough June 30, 2008.
Pro dud images are represent ati ons o f some o f th e models avail ab le and m ay va ry from t he model yo u purchase. Acer, the Acer logo, Aspire, Travel M ate
and Veriton are registered trad emarks o f Ac er Inc. Microsoft, Wind ows. the W indows logo, and Windows Vista are ei th er registered trademarks or
trademarks of M icrosoft Corporation in th e United States and/or oth er co untries. AMD. the AMD arrow log o, AM D A th Ion, AMD Turion, AMD
Phenom, AMD Opteron, AMD Sempron and combinat ions t hereo f, ATI, t he ATI logo, ATI Radeon and com binations thereo f are trademarks
o f Ad vanced Micro Devices Inc. Dolby. Dolby Home Theater and t he double-D symbol are t rademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Other
names an d bran ds may be cla imed as t he propc n y of others. All righ ts reserved.

Consumer Watch
Take the Sting Out of Subscription Services
BY RICK BROIDA

Readthefineprint: While no one likes plowing through legalese, it's the best way to see what you will be getting into. With
IF YOU 'RE CONCERNED about spyware ravaging your PC,
Spyware Doctor, for example, you must click through to its
you've probably considered-or purchased-a utility such as
checkout page to find the terms of service; near the top of
PC Tools ' Spyware Doctor, which costs a reasonable $30.
the terms of service, the agreement states clearly that the comBut PC Tools automatically
pany will renew your subcharges you another $30
scription automatically "by
Have you run into problems with software that
every year thereafter, which
directly charging your credit
charges on a subscription basis? Our tips can
came as a shock to Lorrie
card or debiting your debit
help keep unpleasant surprises to a minimum.
Price, a casino security workcard prior to each anniversaer in Atlantic City. A year
ry of the date of purchase ... "
after she bought Spyware
PC Tools does not provide
Doctor using a debit card,
the option of limiting the
Price received e-mail stating
subscription to a single perithat the annual renev.ral fee
od, either. Price admits that
had been debited from her
she never read the agreechecking account.
ment , instead assuming th at
"I was not asked if I wanted
"any renewal would follow
a yearly renewa l," she says. "I
other su bscriptions I've had :
advance notice by e-mail and
did not authorize any renewal , and I definitely did not
the option to renew or not. "
authorize the company to
Don't assume that one
access my checking account."
company's policies will emulate another's. Take the time
Welcome to Subscription
Hell. A growing number of
to read the license agreement
so you don't get an unwelprograms, utilities, and even
games charge yearly or monthcome surprise 365 days later.
ly fees for software, updates,
or support. Major antivirus
Track Your Purchases
Keep good records: Many peopackages have long charged
annual fees for virus signaple simply forget that they've
ture and other updates (and
signed up for a subscription
service. One way to keep track of your subscriptions is to
also nag you to buy upgrades), but other types of software
are moving to subscription pricing. For example, Cerulean
create a basic spreadsheet with entries for each program or
Studios' Trillian Pro cross-platform instant messaging client
service, its billing cycle, the renewal policy (automatic or
manual), and confirmations of payments made.
costs $25 a year for tech support, forum access, and upd ates.
While you're at it, add billing reminders to your calendarFor many users the problem lies not in paying a few bucks
every year, but in managing subscriptions or canceling them,
or have the alerts sent by a Web service such as Google Calwhich isn' t always easy. Here's how to avoid subscription
endar or Remember The Milk-shortly before a renewal date,
surprises and deal with common problems.
so you can decide whether to pay up or cancel.
»

I

Major antivirus packages require paid subscriptions that aren't
automatically canceled when you uninstall the software, as one
reader complained to On Your Side (find.pcworld .com/ 60671 ).
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Consumer Watch
Updateyouraccounts: Much subscript ion grief arises from changes to your
contact information or your cred it
care!. For example, if you change your
e-mail address and don 't update subscription accounts, you won't receive
not ices of upcoming renewa ls. That
cou ld lead to unwanted automatic renewa ls or service cancellation (which in
t he case of ant ivirus software might
leave you exposed to viruses whose signatures you haven' t downloaded).
Similarly, if you cancel a credit card
or it expires, notify companies that bill
you automatically so that your account
won' t be sus pended or canceled .
Look for nonsubscription alternatives:
For some subscription programs and
services, you may be ab le to fi nd a free
alternative that's just as good. Tired of
paying the monthly fee for Rhapsody?
Try a music-streaming service such as
Last.fm or Slacker, both of which offer
un li mited tu nes free of charge. You can
also fi nd freeware alternatives to the
li kes of Norton AntiVirus and Spyware
Doctor (see our review of Clam Win
Free Antivirus at find.pcworld.com/60687).
Learnhowtocancel: Sending a "cancel
my subscription" e-mail to a company's
customer-service department isn't
always enough. You may need to complete an online cancellat ion form or
even call the company directly (see find .
pcworld.com/5901 9 for our investigation
of cancellation policies).
Again, a careful reading of the terms
of service or the company's FAQ page
should revea l the proper cancellation
method. Savvy consumers check that
informatio n out before subscribing.
Get your credit card company involved:
So you've fo llowed the proper cancellation procedures but are still receiving
bills for service. If you can't reso lve the
issue through regu lar customer-service
chan nels, call your credit card company, which may be ab le to block future
charges for the subscription. At the
very least yo u can file a dispute claim,
which should get the software company's attention and he lp you cancel the
subscription for good.
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Unlimited Cell Phone Calling: Bah, Humbug
ALL YOU CAN EAT.
I remember how sweet
those words sounded when
I first heard them in con-

Four major U.S. carriers offer unlimited
voice-call plans- but only Sprint throws
in all-you -can -eat data, as well.

l

nection with something other than food: a

Another reason I'm not impressed by

fl at-rate dial-u p Internet account back in

unlimited talk plans: Most don't help with

the 1990s. Recently four major national

fees for data service, which are an increas-

cell phone carriers went the same route

ingly big chunk of my cell phone bill.

for voice calls, announcing plans that set

AT&T and Verizon charge separately

no limits on ta l k time. But at SlOO a

for messaging and data services. while

month, the plans are pricey, and several

T-Mobile includes unlimited in stant. text.

other drawbacks make the offers less

and video messaging, but not data. Only

appetizing than they might sound.

Sprint's appropriately named Simply

For star ters, the plans don't
do much for families. Verizon Wireless, the fi rst t o
unveil an unlimitedca l ling plan, gives no
break whatsoever
for additional lines:
Each one wi ll cost
another $100. You
get the same nondeal
with the AT&T Wireless
and T-Mobile plans.
Sprint does offer discounts.
starting at $5 off for a second line and
increasing th e reduction by another S5 for
each addi tional line, up to five in all. But

Everything plan bundles unlim ited voice, data, messaging.
and even GPS navigation
service, which makes
it the best deal.
Sprint's offer
comes with a lot of
fine print, however:
The company can
terminate your service if most of your
voice minutes or data use
involves roaming , and you can't
use your phone as a modem.
Once you add in regu l atory fees and
taxes. all of the plans top t he SlOO mark.

that still comes to a hefty $450 a month

For really big talkers- mobile profession-

for a family that needs five phones.

als. for example-they'll probably still be

Land li ne Substitut e?

whether you 're using night. weekend,

The pricing strategy makes substituting

rollover, or regular daytime minutes.

worthwhile: No more worries about

cell phones for landlines a nonstarter for
households w ith more than one person. as

But cell phone tal k minutes have
become so cheap tha t most other people

you don't pay a dime more for a landline,

probably would n't benefit. My husband

no mat ter how many fami ly members (or

and I usually use only a fraction of the

friends) use it to talk their hearts out.
Also. substituting a cell phone for a

450 shared anytime talk minutes in our
AT&T plan (at this writing we have nearly

landline can introduce problems such as

4000 rollover minutes). And even with

getting agencies to respond to the right

data fees. our bill is always well below

location for emergency 911 calls. or mak-

the S200 we'd pay for unlimited calls.

ing sure the handset is charged.
You can fo rget overseas calls, wh ich be-

The bottom line: I'm not thrilled about
these new plans. People who live on their

come very expensive on cell phones. And

cell phones will want to investigate them

if your broadband service is tied to a land-

- especially the Sprint offering- but

line (DSL or I SON, for example). you have

unlimited nationwide voice ca l ling is

to stick with the landline anyway.

probably overkill for most folks.

Consumer Watch

AFTER BUYING MY daughter an Arches 605 Wi-Fi portable video player
online, I tried to purchase the $29.99 Web browser required to access Internet content. In two attempts to enter my debit card 's three-digit security
code, I got an error message, so I fi nally purchased the browser using a
different debit card from the same bank. A few days later, I saw what
looked like two $29.99 charges on the first card and $43.10 on the second
card, all from Arches. When I called the company to complain, a customer service rep promised refunds for the extra charges (and explained that
the higher price on the second card was because I had wandered to
Archos's British site and had been billed in euros). When the refunds didn't
materialize after four days, I called my bank to dispute the extra charges.
The next day I saw that both $29.99 charges and the $43.10 charge had
been refunded-but another $43.10 Arches charge appeared on the second card. When I contacted Arches again, the rep said Arches did not
give refunds for add-ons. Can you help straighten this out?
C/11is Robcnso11, Gra111!ficld, Oklahoma
OYS Responds: We cont acted Arc hos, and
the company's new Web store manager
sent Robertson a check for the difference
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the confusion stemmed from the fact
that two of the apparent charges WP.ren't
charges at all. Robertson inadverten tly
entered an incorrect security code for the
first card, and the bank put holds on both
transactions. The holds took a few days
Archos says it is working on a redesign
of its site that wi ll redirect purchases

that t he new version of t he prog ram no

made using U.S. debit or cred it cards to

longer supported the option to password-

the U.S. store, which should prevent U.S.

protect backups. Western Digital support

customers from inadvertently buying

suggested that he use Windows' options

~

from the company's British Web site .

for encrypting files and folders.

~

For online purchases I recommend

-0

c::
a.>
a.>

..0

~

maining $43.10 debit. Apparently, part of

to clear, but were not actual charges.

Z'

Q ._

between the correct price and the re-

3:
3:

After we contacted Western Digital, the

using credit ca rds rather than debit

company sent Hill a copy of Retrospect

~

ca rds, since the latter have fewer safe-

Backup (which ships with some of its

::::::::s

guards again st disputed transactions.

~

'-'

Q)

Cf.)

Also. if you encounter error messages

higher-end MyBook drives) and helped
him configure the program's password-

w hen purchasing anything online, don't

prot ected backup feature. Western Digi-

assume that the transaction hasn't gone

tal says it didn't realize that Archos (the

through. Call the card's customer service

same company mentioned in the previ-

number if you 're in doubt.

ous item). which makes Western Digital

-0

Upgrade Loses Features

upda te; Western Digita l has made the old

......

When Christopher Hill of Miami down-

version available on its Web site .

c::n
c:

Backup, had removed features in the

CJ
::I

0.._
c:

loaded an update to the Western Digital
Backup software that came w ith his

If you're happy with the free software
supplied with hardware, make sure you

Western Digital external hard drive, he

have a good reason to upgrade it- and

was unpleasantly surprised to discover

complain loudly if you lose features .
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===-.. . Nfore.Profit! r Moce:Sales! • More :Customers!_
:::_--=:= - Sifre-Time;:Reduce Thett,-Speed ~Checkout, lncreaseAccwacy,

- - - RetJDOe Cos-is, Make-Better Business DeaislonS:.b}' Computerizing_your Restaurant=_
The·#'
- 1 Rateii-ReSta
-u rant·Poinfiif Sale-:-

• FineDining; Table Service

· •_Ouickservice, Fast Food
•-D~~ ry1 TakeoU!, Dnve-Thru
_.
• Cafeterias, Hotels, Gift Shops & Retail Stores
• Ra!_e<! #-1 fqr Eiise·of
• ·Rated-# 1 for Restaurant Features.
• Siogle·or multi-user ·
• One.restaurant .Q!: m_ultiple re~uran~

use -

• Creditcard authorization In 2-3.seconds
• _Gift Cards & Loyalty Cards _
• Track your inve.~torY:.~d. custoJT1ers
• Detailed Sales Reports..
• Rated-# 1 in Cu_stom~r §e_rvice
• FAST and EASY-order-taking.

I
All-In-One Terminals _$J89Q
- - - - - ' Posiflex, IBM

Touch Screen Monitors .$4119
ELO Flat Panel, CRT ·-

-Cred·i t & Debit Card Processing $349 _-PC Charge
~~it (!ard Readers, Pin Pads, Signatiire Pad! $#&
-Unitech, MagTek, Verifone, Jopaz, HHP..

:ilestaurarit-Pfo Express·software-for:wini:lows·nss ·

... • ; : _ :E =~~l~ce y?ur Cash Register with Restaurant P.ro Expr~s in any type~f restauran~ With ~ver.~~o of the mo:! desired

-~~ : ~~ :~ - !_e.§!flurant_point of sale features, Restaurant Pro Express will help you compete in a diffic;_l!lt rfil)taurant_!)nvirgnm!)nt
· ~ ~ =,:;__::: = tiy ·controlling ·your costs, reducing errors,·increasin·g-:-efficiency;-·increasing. yiiGr-profits-arid. increasing-you·r sales.
_e : " / _Be~taurant Pro Express provides faster checkout;-table seating, split checks, tip tracking,.unlimited menu items and
"!'."""=>......._,
modifiers, and-THE FASTEST, MOST EFFICIENT WAY TO SERVICE YOUR CUSTOMERS.

"25 Products
We Can't Live Without"
March 2008

Is This Your
Password System?

Ours is Better!

Amazingly fast and easy to use, RoboForm
automatically:

.-

-----

-./ Remembers your usernames and passwords.

RoboForm has earned prestigious recognition
including PC Magazine Editors' Choice, CNET's
Best Software of the Year, and PC World's
"25 Products We Can't Live Without."

-./ Logs you into all your favorite websites.
-./ Reduces your many passwords to just one.
-./ Increases security and helps protect your identity.
-./ Fills long forms and so much more!

PC World Readers
Download RoboForm
for FREE!

We've been saving you time and making your
life easier since 1999. More than 26 million
downloads, and over 100 five star ratings
later we are by far the World's #1 Rated
Password Manager.

www.Robofolim.com/PCW
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Don t let the road become a roadblock Wlth Bomgo you get relnable hlgh speed W1-F1
access at more than 100 OOO hotspots around the world So you can get stuff done, even
when you| fhght IS delayed

S|gn up today for just $9 95 per month for the ﬁrst three months
Sat|sfact1on guaranteed or your frustratlon back
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Consumer
Watch
Court Puts
Stricter E911
Rules on Hold

Aegis Secure Drives
Nol a week goes by without headlines of sensitive data being stolen or lost in public,
compromising bot h com panies and individuals.
The Aegis line of portable drives provides solutions and peace of mind for all levels of users.
Your data is safe w ith Aeg is. With your choice o f rea l-time AES 128-bit hardwa re or softwa re

encryption, biometric finge rprint or password access, you can ensure that only the RIGHT
eyes gel to see your sensitive data.

Aegis Mini

Aegis Portable

Aegis Bio

Aegis Vault

1.8" Hard Drive
Up to 160GB capacity

2.5" Ha rd Dri ve
Up to 320GB capacity

Encrypted Hard Drive
with Biometric Access

Encrypted Hard Drive
with Password Protection

A FEDERAL APPEALS
cou rt has halted the
implementation of stricter Fed eral Communications Commission E911 call
accuracy requirements, saying that the
wireless carriers opposing it have a
good chance of winning their lawsuit
challenging the FCC rules.
By law, when a cell phone user dials
911, carriers must be able to establish
the user's location to within a certain
distance. Currently the FCC assesses
compliance based on statewide or
regionwide averages, which allows carriers to meet the requirements by providing highly accurate call location in
some areas to compensate for poor
accu racy in others.
The FCC, responding to requests from
public-safety groups, last year set deadlines for carriers to start meeting the
accuracy requ irements for each emergency call center, eliminating the use of
averages. The Rural Cellular Association , which represents carriers serving
rural areas, and T-Mobile USA challenged the order, in part on the grounds
that the deadlines were unreasonab le.
The carriers also argued that the rules
might worsen E911 service in some thinly populated communities because companies might end service to areas where
they could not afford the upgrad es
needed to meet the new requirements.
While the case has yet to be heard, a
three-judge panel of the U.S. District
Court of Appeal in the District of
Columbia in late March blocked implementation of the new rules pending a
final decision, saying that the plaintiffs
had "demonstrated a likelihood of success" for their challenge, particu larly
on the claim that the FCC had not
given them sufficient notice.
- Yardwa Arar •
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Business Center
Macs Can Fit Well in Your PC-centric Office
BY RIK MYSLEWSKI
A GOOD ARGUMENT can be made
that a Mac is simpler to use than a Windows machine, owing to its intuitive,
productivity-focused interface. Thanks
to advances in cross-platform integration (such as an improved
user interface for sharepoint access from Apple,
and enhanced Exchange
services from Microsoft),
adding a Mac to the office
mix is now relatively easy.
And Intel lets you proceed
without having to leave
your familiar (and paid-for)
Windows apps behind.

( Friendlier software and new integration enhancements make it

I much easier than in the past for Macs to play nicely with PCs.
four-bay SATA-drive expandability. It's
overkill for most business needs, but
morale in your content-creation departments will soar if you bring a cou pie of

Buying the Right Mac
The first step in Mac/PC
integration is to pick the
Mac that's most suitable
for you and your staff.
For most business uses,
the iMac has more than
enough CPU power and
peripheral-connection
choices. The iMac comes
with a 20- or 24-inch flatpanel display, so if you've
already invested in monitors, select a
compact, low-cost Mac Mini instead.
The Mini's pedestrian graphics subsystem won't win any benchmarking competitions, but its small and quiet profile
makes it unobtrusive on a desk.
Apple's top-of-the-line Mac Pro (now
with eight processor cores) delivers impressive power, and has PC! Express and

All Macs ship with lots of Apple software, including Mac OS X 10.5 (aka
Leopard), the consumer-level iLife creativity suite, and a demo of the $79
iWork productivity suite.
One component of iLife is
Keynote, a presentation
application that embarrasses PowerPoint with its
superior animation capabilities and more-elegant
prepackaged "themes "
(Mac-speak for templates) .
The included Numbers
spreadsheet can't match
the enhanced formula and
macro capabilities of Excel,
however, and iWork's Pages
falls short of Microsoft
Word as a word wrangler.

Document Sharing

these beefy systems into the building.
The 13-inch, plastic-bodied MacBook
is fine for junior-level business travelers,
but members of the executive team may
prefer to tote the 15-inch aluminumencased MacBook Pro, with its higherresolution display, better graphics subsystem, ExpressCard/34 slot, FireWire
800, and illuminated keyboard.

Macs and PCs can share
Microsoft Office documents, but a couple of
warnings apply. Though
you should have no problem with Office 2007 and
2008 files , Macs running Office 2004 or
Office v. X for Mac must use Microsoft's
beta stand-alone converter to open
Office 2007 (PC) and 2008 (Mac) Word
(.docx) and PowerPoint (.pptx) files ; a
converter for newer Excel (.xlsx) files
will probably have appeared by the time
you read this. (Oddly, Apple's Numbers
already opens .xlsx files just fine .)
»

PC World's online Business Center features Webinars on topics that
are important to your business, such as keeping mobile devices
secure and dealing with data disasters. (find .pcworld .com/60711).
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Business Center
As for other software, most marketleading apps come in Windows and
Mac OS X versions that are nearly
identical, so you can switch between
them with minimal or no retraining.

Monitor the Buzz About Your Business
BLOG BUZZ-online
word-of-mouth-can

Trying to Fit In

make or break a new

Since its initial release in 2000, Mac OS
X has steadily improved its support for
mu ltiplatform environments. Mac OS
X 10.4 (aka Tiger) permits seamless
share-point access, printing, Webresource sharing, and other networking
runctions in a Windows environment.
Unfortunately, Tiger's successor
(Leopard) endured some rocky months
following its late-October introduction. Subsequent Leopard releases
(10.5.1 and 10.5.2) have greatly improved the interface for multiplatform
sharing, but harried network administrators worldwide are still awaiting
fixes for certain tenacious networkaccess bugs, such as slow Active Directory log-in. Some of those belated fixes
may be available by the time you read
this; you can keep up with the ongoing
saga at MacWindows.com .
Printing is rarely an issue with Macs,
since Mac OS X sh ips with more than
3GB of printer drivers gathered from
many major vendors. If your printer isn't
covered, you should be ab le to remedy
the situation by using the free CUPS
(Common Unix Printing Solution).

product. How can you

Unique Strengths, Costs
Many businesspeople have worked in
multip latform environments for decades, and have learned to appreciate
and to take advantage of the unique
strengths or both the Mac and the PC.
One caveat: Apple claims that Macs are
as cost-effective as PCs . H you're looking for full-reatured, high-end business
systems, the two platforms are certainly
comparable in price. On the other hand,
if you simply want to provide your
employees with systems for them to
work on, basic PCs are less expensiveespecially if you 've acquired your enterprise applications on a site-license
basis. Sorry, Mr. Jobs, but it's true.
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if your business depends on your reput ation in the blogosphere, RelevantNoise
may be wort h its admittedly high price.

l

track what folks are saying about yours?
Zeta Interactive's RelevantNoise, a
subscription-based service, mines social
media to gauge the buzz regarding a business's (or its competitors') products. ser-

using factors such as tenure. posting fre quency, and number of incoming links.
A "ping me" feature sends you e-mail
alerts when it finds new relevant posts.
RelevantNoise and other services that

vices. and reputation. Saved searches re-

monitor social media can provide early

flect how opinions change over time.

warning of image problems so marketers

Priced at S5000 per

can respond before the

month for five users,

situation turns disastrous.

RelevantNoise isn't

Conversely, positive buzz

cheap. but its tracking

may suggest unexpected

and reporting capabili-

marketing opportunities.

ties are far more sophis-

If bloggers rarely men-

ticated than those of the

tion your product or com-

free search engines.
According to Zeta
Interactive, Relevant-

pany, a quick search using
a general search engine
such as Google or a blog

Noise tracks about 75 million of the Web's

specialty service such as Technorati may

estimated 100 million active blogs and

yield all the information you require. But

discussion forums. The service updates

those free services won't assess the over-

every 60 seconds and saves the relevant

all tone of the posts, nor will they track

posts it finds so you can search and ana-

changing opinion trends over time.

lyze them in several different ways.

Regardless, determining the tone of a
blog post isn't a perfect science. Relevant-

Tracking Quantity and Tone

Noise might interpret the tone of a post

Each search request you submit prompts

about a product whose name contains an

the service to create great-looking charts

unfavorable term, such as the movie The

displaying the number of posts found

Evil Dead, as negative even though the

each day over a period of up to 90 days.

blogger may be praising it. (Zeta says

More important. the service graphs the

that it's working to address such issues.)

tone of the various posts it finds, reflecting the proportions of positive and nega-

No Instant Gratification

tive opinions. In making those assess-

Searches that cover more than a couple

ments it uses a proprietary algorithm that

of weeks' worth of data or that request

generally works well. You can drill down

analysis of the posts' tone may show up

through the aggregate results to examine

in several sections, each covering a few

the text of specific posts in detail.

weeks, and the complete report may take

In some cases. you can even examine
blogger demographics. Zeta Interactive

a minute or two to produce.
RelevantNoise's $5000 monthly sub-

says that RelevantNoise has identified

scription fee covers five users and an un-

the gender of about half of the bloggers it

limited number of searches. The company

tracks and can determine their age range

will also consider more-expensive licens-

in about 25 to 35 percent of all cases.

es for a larger number of users, or less-

RelevantNoise also assesses the rela-

expensive licenses with !!sage restric-

tive influence of the blogger in question,

tions. Consulting help is available, too.

ALTERNATIVE THINKING ABOUT ASSURANCE;

There is ci certain amount ol confidence that comes with the HP Proliant DL385 G5 Server, featuring efficient Quad-Core AMD Opteronm
processors. Not just because it is the bestselling server at its kind.’ But with time-tested leatures like Pre-Failure Notification and Remote
Access Management, it untoilingly delivers on the promise ol never letting l.T. down.

Technology for beﬂer business outcomes.
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The Dos and Don'ts of
Smart E-Mail Marketing
E-MAIL MARKETING can help your
business grow, but a misstep can cause
you to lose customers for life. Avoid
the pitfalls with these dos and don' ts.
Do: Create a snappy subject line that
doesn't sound like an ad. People are
more likely to open e-mail that has a
simple, newsy, and direct header.
Do: Use HTML rather than plain text.
A well-designed newsletter or pitch
containing product photos will help
you get your message across.
Do: Design with e-mail reader preview
panes in mind. Make sure key elements
fit into an area no larger than about 600
pixels wide by 400 pixels deep.
Do: Rely on list-management software
or services to deal with su bscription
changes, bounces , and new opt-in subscribers who have clicked links on your
site or in your e-mail messages.
Do: Track your messages' effectiveness.
Most list-management tools track open
rates , numbers of subscribers who un-
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subscribe, and clickthrough response
u.>NeriQ.11~
(see find.pcworld.com/
nJtJl 1t-t:ic.;.rc.Pmro
RX;LIT
60408 for representa'tJln.JUyri t._PLJtl•'.;.
tive rates from one
service) . Test different messages and
MOST ONLINE E-MAIL marketing companies offer professionally
subject lines to see
which ones produce
designed e-mail templates (like this one from MallChimp.com}
that are easy to customize with your own artwork and colors.
the best results.
Don't: Get blacklisted. Use a spam checker to see whether
to your company's privacy policy, too.
your e-mail will pass through common
Don't:Assume t hat message recipients
filters or put you on a spam blacklist.
will see included images-some e-mail
Many mailing services have checkers of
programs won' t display them. Provide
this type, and Lyris.com and Sitesell.com
text descriptions for all graphics, and
make similar tools available for free.
make sure your message is clear without
Don't: Use JavaScript or background
the images . Never send attachments .
images . These will not show up for reDon't:Send at the wro ng time. The
best days for business-to-business mailcipients who are using Outlook 2007.
Don't: Fail to include an unsubscribe
ings are Tuesday through Thursday belink and a physical mailing address with
fore 3 p.m. For residential customers,
your message, as required by federal
evenings and weekends work best.
antispam law. Consider including a link
-Becky Waring
~.LPL.~C'Q U.T CJ>
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Handy Device Lets Travelers Detect Wi-Fi Hotspots
CANARY Wireless 's
pocket-size Digital
Hotspotter HS-20
($60) quickly detects
and analyzes available
Wi-Fi networks for
you whenever you're
out and about.
Press the power
button on this sturdy
little device, and the
Hotspotter's monochrome display swiftly
presents you with a
list of up to 20 detected Wi~ Fi signals identified
by SSID (network name), with signal strength and type of encryption (if
any). The text at the base of the postagestamp-size screen scrolls to show you
the network type (802 .11 b/g/n, but not
50 I WWW . PCWORLD.COM
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THE DIGITAL Hotspotter HS-20 Is
small enough to operate onehanded as you walk around.

802.lla) and which of the
11 2.4-GHz Wi-Fi channels
it uses . Networks that
don't use encryption
show as Open. The Hot·
spotter costs more than
other signal detectors , but
most cheaper devices
can't identify a network's
SSID and encryption status. Canary Wireless says
that it "uses a true 802 .11
engine, resulting in no
false read ings from Bluetooth
signals , cordless phones, or microwave
ovens ." My tests supported this claim.
And it's good to know whether a net-

work is open before you pull out your
laptop and start booting it up.
My only criticism of the Hotspotter
involves its 30-second automatic shutoff. The quick cutoff may save battery
life (the device comes with two AAA
cells), but 30 seconds is too brief. If you
get distracted in midscan, the Hotspotter will switch off before you're done.
If you travel frequently with a laptop
or you want to check the security status
of your company's Wi-Fi networks
quickly, the Hotspotter may be spot on .
- Elik Larkin •
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Digital Hotspotter HS-20
Canary Wireless
Small and accurate Wi-Fi detec-

II I

tor is diminished only by a too-

hasty automatic shutoff. Street: S60
www.ca narywireless.com

we protect your digital wo rl ds'

Imagine what
you could do
if you could
predict the future.
We did.

Today. 15,000 new malware threats will attempt
to attack your computer system . Predicting and
intercepting those threats is what we do. ESET' Smart
Security. with ThreatSense Technology, provides faster.
more precise. proactive protection against threats in
one fully integ rated solution .
To learn how you can upgrade your security software. or
for a free 30-day trial , visit www.eset.com .

iise! .. Smart
Security
[.:.-

ESET

Smart
Security
A New Way To Think Smart

Antivirus + Antispyware + Antispam + Personal Firewall

() 2008 ESET All right s re 5ervce1 . lrademilrk s used !1crc111 arc
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Security Alert
Safest Way to Bank Online? Your Cell Phone
ERIK LARKIN

Bank of America, Wells Fargo, and others also offer services.
Cell phones dodge malware because they run many differSO YOU WANT to bank safely online? Then ditch your coment operating systems. Security experts agree that crooks
puter and make the transaction via your cell phone instead.
stand to steal much more by investing their time in writing
Using a mobile handset for this most sensitive online act
a new Windows virus that is capable of infecting millions of
might sound counterintuitive,
PCs than in constructing a
given that phones are prone to
Trojan horse that can target
Phones are off the rada r for most hackers
being lost or stolen, but your
only a certain type of phone.
today. But Google's Android OS and the
cell phone might actually be
iPhone could make them more of a target .
safer than your computer for
Android Danger
paying bills or checking your
But that may change. Google
statement online.
is hard at work on its Android
Some phone malware does
phone OS, and iPhones make
exist, and examples tend to
their way into more and more
make headlines due to their
pockets and purses daily. So
novelty. But the main threats
while phone OS consolidation
to online security, such as keyholds great promise for better
I•\
loggers, Trojan horses, and
apps and services, it could also
other data-stealing software,
make phones more of a target.
"
don't exist for phones- yet.
Look no further than the
"The risk of being infected
Mac for an example of what
on a mobile phone is tiny in
may come. Apple's OS is still
comparison [with a PC], "
largely ignored by the bad
notes the security firm Sophos
guys, but its growing populariin its annual threat report.
ty means that it's no longer a
haven of guaranteed security.
Remote Control
Last November, Sophos notes
Security firms have long marin its report, a Mac user who
keted antimalware products
happened across the wrong
for mobile phones . One such company, Kaspersky, acknowlWeb site risked getting infected by the OSX/RSPlug malware,
edges the lack of threat from mobile malware (at least in the
which sought to subvert Mac network settings and to force
United States). Recently, as a way to appeal to the market
any browser used on that Mac toward phishing and ad sites .
here, it added the ability to remotely wipe out sensitive data
Not Out of the Wood s Just Yet
on a lost or stolen handset to its mobile security product.
"There's a whole lot of upside and security advantages to
The fact that little mobile malware exists does not mean that
mobile devices ," says James Van Dyke, president of Javelin
cell phones are completely safe, of course. Banking and payStrategy and Research, a financial services research firm .
ment systems require passwords and/ or PINs , so someone
Financial services for cell phones are plentiful. Paypal lets
can't just pick up your phone and start transferring money
you send money to another person via your phone. Compaout of your account. But there's still plenty of personal infornies including Obopay, mChek, and KushCash are joining in.
mation that someone could obtain through your phone. »

I

-

Phones may be relatively secure from malware, but cellular networks
are sitting ducks, say security researchers who in March showed off
techniques to crack GSM encryption. See find.pcworld .com/ 60639.
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Security Alert
Phishing-the other big threat to online financial security-may be even more
dangerous for phones than for PCs . If
you read e-mail on a smart phone, you' ll
see phishing messages. And whereas on
the desktop both Internet Explorer and
Firefox employ built-in antiphishing
protections, mobile browsers do not.
"You don't have all the antip hish ing
toolbars" for a mobile browser, says
Dave Jevans, chairman of the AntiPhishing Working Group. Also, some
rare attacks twist the trad itiona l phishing message to target mobile phones.
Dubbed 's mishing' or 'vishing' for their
use of SMS messages or VoIP systems,
Cit%a n k Mobile Banking
Sma r t Sub sc ri be-r s
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MANY PEOPLE are switching
from Internet Explorer to

L internet Explorer goes unscathed , but
Office is hit with new, dangerous bugs.

alternative browsers such as
Firefox and Safari. Though that might

?LIS. tht'n

l'US W:: W ~ & "

"°"'

The Safari holes could allow an attacker

make them feel more secure, the shift

to trick you into th inking th at a fake site is

has also opened new doors for bad guys .

really you r bank site, or to take over your

Case in point: We have no IE bugs to

PC via a poisoned page. Get the browser

report this month, but both Firefox and

update at find.pcworld.com/60629.

Safari have been hit hard.
So forget the idea that just because

Office Bugged Again

you've switched to a new browser, you're

Microsoft recently released four patches

magically safer. You may be for a t ime,

that fix a dozen dangerous holes in Office.

but to stay safe with any software, you

I warned you about one of those holes-

need to keep current with fi xes.

a zero-day attack on Excel-in April. Be
sure to apply the patches, if your

home
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Hackers Focus Efforts on Firefox, Safari

Firefox Holes

system doesn't in stall them

In a somewhat dubious

automatically. Browse to

recognition of Firefox·s

find.pcworld.com/60633

growing popularity,

for the four new Office

hackers have focused

patches and more info.

their attention on it.

(You are not affected if

leading to a rash of

Microsoft Office 2007 is

newly discovered holes.

the version yo u use.)

The folks at Mozilla re-

No sooner had Microsoft

MOBILE BANKING SERVICES offer conve-

cent ly released two Firefox

nience and better security, for now.

updates in less than six weeks. fixing a

company acknowledged the existence of

total of five critical security vulnerabi li -

yet another bad Office bug that needs

such scams may send a phone a text message containing a warning about a credit card account. If you call the number
included in the message, an automated
VoIP system prompts you to enter your
credit card number, for example.
If mobile banking and personal payments catch on, phone-specific risks
with malware and phishing may go up
as well. "The expectation is that we will
see more malicious ap plicat ions on devices ," says Samir Kumar, group product planner for mobile communications
business wit h Microsoft. But for now,
he says , t he greatest danger arises when
phones are lost or stolen .
Phone safety measures, such as locking the device, remai n para mount today,
especially if you engage in mob ile banking, says Kumar. Another tip: Secure
your phone's Bluetooth connection by
limiting it to known devices.

ties. All five can be exploited by planting

patching. And this one is urgent because

a poisoned JavaScript file in a Web site

som e users have already been attacked.
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and waiting for you to stumble across it.
In an actual attack-neith er t he Safari
nor the Firefox bugs have elicited one so

shipped those patches than the

Lucki ly, Wi ndows Vi sta , Windows Vista
SPl, and the beta version of Windows
XP SP3 are not at risk because they ship

far- a bad guy cou ld take over your PC or

with a newer version of the affected "Jet"

steal your navigation history.

database. But earlier versions of Windows

The latest version of Firefox, 2.0.0.13,
will st op all five bugs. You can get it at
fi nd.pcworld.com/60631. Mozi lla's Thunder-

are vulnerable, as are all supported versions of Office, including Office 2007.
Becoming a victim of the bug involves

bird and SeaMonkey are also at risk (if

savin g two files to your PC's hard drive-

you have JavaScript enabled ). Grab up-

one a mail-merge file that uses the data-

dated versions at find.pcworld.com/ 60632.

base engine. There was no patch at press

Safari in the Wild

soft's advisory at find.pcwo rld.com/60G36 .

time . For more information, read MicroSafari 3.1 patches 13 holes affecting Mac
OS X. Windows XP, and Windows Vi sta.

BUGGED?

Think you're safe because you don't have
Safari? You may have it without rea lizing

FOUND A HARDWARE or soft-

it. Apple now distributes its browser with

ware bug? Send us an e-mail on it

iTunes updates. Forget to uncheck a box

to bugs@pcworld.com.

in one of these updates, and it's there.

The Fujitsu LifeBook T4200 Tablet PC with Intel® Centrino® Duo Mobile Technology proves just how far Fujitsu
will go to deliver the most reliable products . It's manufactured in-house so we can maintain the highest quality
standards. The Fujitsu LifeBook T4200 Tablet PC also features the industry's first bi -directional LCD hinge and a
brilliant, 12.1" XGA display with wide viewing angles, so it's impressive any way you look at it. And whether you
use its keyboard or powerful inking capabilities and pen-driven navigation , you get the best of both worlds.
Go to us.fujitsu.com/computers/reliability for more information .
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Security Alert
Study: Apple Lags Behind Microsoft in Patching Bugs
APPLE'S ADS IMPLYlNG that its software is safer than Microsoft's don' t
stand up when it comes to patching
"zero-day" flaws , say researchers at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology.
Analyzing 658 high- and medium-risk
software vulnerabilities Microsoft eventually patched and 738 Apple eventually
fixed, the researchers looked at how
often over the past six years the two
lacked patches for known vulnerabilities, starting on zero day-the day each
flaw became publicly known.
They discovered that Apple trails Microsoft in patching such weaknesses.
"Apple was below 20 [unpatched vulnerabilities at any given time] consistent-

ly before 2005," said Stefan Frei, one of
the researchers. "Since then, they are
very often above ." In contrast, Microsoft's unpatched vulnerabilities tended
to be below 20 at any given time .
Having fixes available when a flaw is
disclosed is important because every
day wit hout a patch gives hackers an
opportunity to infect machines . But for
a software maker to have a patch ready
when the bug is revealed, it needs prior
information from researchers.
Apple started patching zero-day flaws
only in late 2003, Frei said. "We think
that Apple had fewer vu lnerabilities
early on, and they were just surprised
or not as ready or not as attentive."

APPLE MARKETS THE security advantage of
its operating system w ith m ocking TV ads.

Meanwhile, hacker Charlie Miller took
a mere 2 minutes to break into a Mac in
March (see find .pcworld.com/60643).
-Jeremy Kirk a11d Robm McM1Jla11

Should You Trust Your Health Records to Google and Microsoft?
IMAGINE BEING ABLE to check
your medical history as easily as
you can your e-mail. Or being able
to provide records to a new doctor
at a moment's notice. Google, Microsoft, and others are developing
promising systems for storing digital health care records-for free.
But there·s a catch (of course).
Both the upcoming Google Health, currently in private testing, and
Microsoft's public beta of HealthVault deal with our most personal
information. The two projects will eventually enable doctors and
hospitals to add records for hospitalization, doctor visits, and prescriptions (after you give your okay), and will permit you to upload
data from devices that you might use at home, such as blood glucose monitors. They could be especially useful for allowing a new
doctor to qu ickly confirm that. for instance. a prescription won't
cause problems with other medications you're taking.
The drawback? The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), a federa l law that governs the confidentiality
of health records, doesn't extend to non-health-care companies.
Microsoft and Google appear fully aware of the need to keep this
data private. I have talked with both companies about their privacy
policies, and it looks as though they will give users explicit control
over access to and use of their data. In general, they are moving in
the right direction, says Deven McGraw, director of the Center for
56 I WWW . P C WORLD . COM
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Until we have laws guaranteeing the privacy of
my digitized health information, I'll pass.

L

Democracy and Technology's Health Privacy Project. And both companies support federal legislation to establish a privacy baseline.
But absent any HIPAA or other overarching regulation, McGraw
notes, you simply have to trust that the companies will do the right
thing. Google and Microsoft are, for the most part, being careful with
regard to privacy here, but where my health care records are concerned, I want laws that specifically define what can and can't be
done with the information. And I want the company responsible to
be punisl1ed if someone screws up and releases my data.
Maybe the best approach isn't to extend the reach of HIPAA, but
something enforceable should be on the books. Some feder al legislation is in the works. according to McGraw, but there's a good
chance that nothing will happen until next yea r at the earliest.
Another issue: Google and Microsoft use a simple Gmail or Windows Live user name and password to access the records. That's
great for convenience, but terrible for security and privacy. Internet criminals commonly try to guess or steal Web mail accounts.
It's bad enough when a snoop rifles through your Web mail. Imagine one getting access to all your heal th records at the same time.
Faced with these potential gotchas, I'd wait for the systems and
the laws to mature before jumping in. Also. if and when you do try
such a health records system, create a user name and password
separate from your mail account. just for the health sites. •

Watch your TV...
We'll watch your TV's back
Your home theater is your passion.
You've spent thousands of dollars on equipment
and countless hours on research and installation ...
How are you protecting this investment?
Power fluctuations are a leading cause of equipment
malfunction . Unfortunately, the demands on our antiquated
power grid increase daily. meaning that the threat of damage
from bad power is here to stay. With APC AV Power Solutions.
you can eliminate bad power as a source of AV signal
degradation by fi ltering out noise and regulating the voltage.
Some advanced models even offer battery backup power to
reduce interruptions when the power goes out The new S20
provides multiple options for managing the unit and monitoring
environmental conditions. which can reduce service calls
and improve the performance of your system. The S20 is also
easily integrated and managed with Crestron. AMX. and any
other whole-home automation network or vendor. Designed to
maximize your home theater experience. APCAV power solutions
boast the engineering expert ise to guarantee protection of your
investment against the dangers of unstable power.
Over 30 million customers already trust us to protect their
PCs from power problems. You can trust us to protect your
home theater. Go to www.apcav.com for more information.
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"/ cannot recommend APC enough. ..
.. .they live up to their promises. "
Robert Archer CE Pro magazine

Engineered for high performance AV systems by APC power experts,
APC AV Power Solutions will:
• Protect your equipment and presets from
harmful power fluctuations
• Eliminate bad power as a source of signal
degradation or equipment failure
•Prevent missed DVR recordings and corrupted
multimedia server data
•Reduce component and home automation control
lock up, reducing intrusive service calls
•Prevent damage to costly projector and
display bulbs
Most products are available in black or silver

APC Solutions for Ever Level of Protection
AV Power Conditioners
with Battery Backup
(1000VA - 1500VA)
Premium surge protection, isolated
noise fi ltering, automatic voltage
regu lation, and battery backup for
high performance home theater and
automation systems.

S Type

AV Power Conditioners ~
(1000VA - 1500VA)
~
Premium surge protection.
isolated noise filtering, and
H Type
automatic voltage regulation
for high performance home
theater systems.

AV Power Filters
•
(2, 10, or 12 outlets
with or without
a COAX splitter)
Premium surge protection
and isolated noise filtering
for high performance home
theater systems.

CType

Enter to WIN anH15 Power Conditioner - valued at $399 ERP.
Call BBB-289-APCC x4899 Visit www.apc.com/promo Enter Key Code b456w
r:cro:u American Power Convms1on Cotporn1roo
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Network Storage for Home and Office
NETWORK-ATTACHED stor' " age (NAS) used to
r:r-.,,__ be an arcane and
pricey option for sharing
files via a home or office network. But now, the latest
drives are packed with tools
that make adding a NAS device easy for anyone without
a degree in information technology. That's good news
for consumers: Networked
homes are more and more
common, and more and
more devices can connect
with computers and with
network-attached storage
(11Vos stream music, game
consoles can read video
files-the list goes on) .
After a protracted period
of little evolution, the NAS
drive market is now undergoing two big shifts. First,
the price of entry continues
to drop, as hard-drive prices
fall. The price-per-gigabyte
for a 1TB NAS drive has decreased by more than half
from two years ago. Second,
and more notably, companies
are courting home users with
sleeker case designs; streamlined, user-friendly interfaces; and eye-popping, livingroom-conscious features.
We tested five new NAS
drives in the PC World Test

.-..m
.......
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You don't have to be an IT guru to add
storage to your network. These networkattached drives make setting up shared
data access easy and straightforward.

l

gear's ReadyNAS Duo, HP's
Media Vault mv2120, and
Synology's Disk Station DS207+.

Center. These models-two
of which made our chartrepresent a diverse crosssection of the NAS options
available today. All of the
drives have the same basic
purpose, but they take different paths to providing
similar functionaliry.
One unit, the $547 Synology Disk Station DS207+,
came configured with 1 terabyte of storage across two
drives. Two others, the $299
HP Media Vault mv2120 and

the $400 Netgear ReadyNAS
Duo, came with a 500GB
drive and an open drive bay
for additional storage (or a
second drive for disk mirroring). A fourth model, the
$299 LaCie Ethernet Big
Disk, had a single 1TB drive
inside. And a fifth, the $1075
Synology Cube Station
CS407, spread 2TB of storage across four drives.
The results of our tests?
The ReadyNAS Duo earned
first place on our Top 5
Network-Attached Storage
Drives chart; the Synology
Disk Station DS207+ also

leaped onto the chart.
Those two models stood out
from the pack thanks to
their ease of use and their
home-friendly features .

Ready, Set, Store
Netgear's ReadyNAS Duo
lacks some of the advanced
redundancy features of its
larger sibling, the ReadyNAS
NV+, simply because it is a
two-bay NAS device (with
the second bay kept empty
for future upgrades). Still ,
the Duo sailed through our
performance trials, finishing
all but one test at record
speeds , beating even the
NV+, our previous NAS-

INSIDE

62 DASH EXPRESS

device performance champ.
This handsome unit has
sturdy construction, with
easy-to-access drive bays.
Pop in a second drive, and
by default the Duo will mirror the primary drive's contents to the second drive.
Some people will like this
protection-especially when
using the device for backupbut I wish the Duo made it
easier to toggle between
RAID 0 {striping) and RAID 1
(mirroring). An extra boon:
The device stores its operating system in flash memory,
so you could replace the primary drive with a larger one .
The Duo comes with a
handy utility, RAIDar, for setting up the unit on a Windows or Mac system and
configuring the Duo 's highoctane features, including
photo-sharing server sorcware (so you can e-mail an
embedded link for a secure
connection to your drive);
media streaming to UPnPand DLNA-compliant devices
(the latter is the Digital LivMORE ONLINE

Visit find.pcworld.com/5824 7 to
see the full reviews, specs. and
latest prices for all the NAS
devices we·ve tested.

62 HTC SHIFT

70 CANON POWERSHOT A470

76 SANDISK SANSA Fuze

PC WORLD TOP S NETWORK ATTACHED STORAGE DRIVES

MOOEL

Performance

llmJI Netgear
.:il!lJ' ReadyNAS Duo

• Overall perlormance: Superio r
• Copy files:284 seconds
• File search: 312 seconds

S400 NEW
find .pcworld.com/60441

m

Features
• 500G B
• 7200rpm
• SATA·l50. USB2.0, gigabit ethemet
• Cost per gigabyte: SO.SO

BOTIOM LINE: Compact, two·bay, hot-swappable NAS device packs a strong punch, both in features and performance.

Netgear ReadyNAS NV+

2 $1099

find .pcworld.com/57859

•Overall performance: Superior
•Copyliles:373seconds
•File seorch: 563 seconds

•IOOOGB
•
rpm
7200
'USB 2.0, gigabit ethemet
•Cost per gigabyte: Sl.10

BOTIOM LINE: Fast (on most tests) but expensive device comes with deep settings well suited for business use.

Iomega StorCenter

•Overall performance: Good

3 Network Hard Drive
$359
fi nd.pcworld.com/60433

•Copy lites: 355 seconds

fl

• File search: 296 seconds

• IOOOGB
• 7200rpm
• SATA·300. USB 2.0, gigabit ethernet
• Cost per gigabyte: S0.36

BOTIOM LINE: Easy to configure, this fast network drive offers a substantial feature set suitable for both home and office.

Synology Disk

4 Station DS207+
S54 7 NEW
find.pcworld.com/60436

'

•Overall performance:
VeryGood
•Copy files: 277 seconds
•File search: 482seconds

•

• IOOOGB
•7200rpm
•External SATA-300. USB 2.0.gigabit ethernet
•Cost perglgobyte: S0.55

BOTIOM LINE: Two-bay network storage device Includes easy-to-use software and a robust set of features .

Maxtor Shared Storage 11

5 SSOO

fi nd.pcworld com/55239

fl
1

Overallperlormance:
Very Good

:

~~:~~~;;~~:::::~~s

~.-100-0GB----------• 7200rpm
:

~s:~:;~~:~~~e: so.so

BOTIOM LINE: Solid performer has a backup button, a print server, and a media server, and helps organize media files.
CHART NOTES: Prices and rankings are as of 3/28/08. For lull performance da ta, sec find.pcwortd.coml58247.

ing Network Alliance standard) ; and support for
Apple's iTunes, Logitech's
Squeezebox SqueezeCenter,
Microsoft's Windows Media
Center and Xbox 360,
Sonos 's Digital Music System, and Sony's PlayStation
3. Uniquely, the Duo even
has an embedded BitTorrent
client so you can download
directly to the device.

Synology: Colorfu l,
Clear Navigation
Synology earns high marks
for the stellar software bundled with its four-drive CS407
and two-drive DS207+. A
Linux-based operating system, Disk Station Manager
2.0, marries the depth of
what the ReadyNAS is capable of doing with a terrific
user interface that makes

any task a simple button
push away. Want to stream
files to game consoles? No
problem. Need to create a
photo-sharing site? Simplejust enable the feature and
drop files in a folder. (That
makes the task even easier
tha n it is on the ReadyNAS
Duo or the HP Media Vault.)
Boch Synology models even
have SSL(fLS protocols »
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on HTIPS , which makes for
more-secure remote access
to the drives via the Web.
(The ReadyNAS Duo also
offers this feature.)
The two units proved
their performance mettle
in our tests, producing
similarly speedy numbers
near the top of the pack.
Their only performance
hiccup was in our test for
writing a large (3.06GB)
file, where they were
notably slower than the
competition's average.
Both Synology devices
lack removable drive bays;
however, you can replace
drives that are screwed inside the chassis, an d mounting and securing drives inside the enclosure is easy.
The obvious difference
between the two systems is
that the DS207+ is a little
smaller, since it supports
just two drives, while the
CS407 houses four. For data
redundancy across drives,

SIMPLE BUT SLOW: The
aptly named LaCle Ethernet
Big Disk isn't fast or feature-filled.

both models can be rigged
for RAID 0 or RAID 1, and
the CS407 adds RAID 5.

Tiny, Flexible, Friendly
HP's Media Vault mv2120
screams.fiic11dly: Its calling
card is a soft and chewy
interface that even NAS rookies can digest in seconds . The
menu system's approachable
push-button design walks

you through the setup of
everything from media folder
shortcuts to premade video,
photo, and music directories
to automated file backups.
The mv2120's software
even helps you set up a simple (though HP-branded)
photo-sharing Web site so
that you can grant external
access to the NAS without
broadcasting your IP address

DIRECT-ATTACHED STORAGE

Drobo: An Alternative Approach to NAS
TECHNICALLY, DATA ROBOTICS ' Drobo falls
outside the scope of what we consider a NAS device- namely.
an integrated box with at least
one hard disk and an ethernet
connection so you ca n share the
device on a network.
Nevertheless, t he Drobo (find.pcworld.
co m/60683) deserves mention. Priced at
$500, this USS direct-attached storage appli -

NETWORK SLEO:

The Droboshare turns Data
Robotics' Drobo direct-attached
drive into a network-shared drive.

ance provides a four-bay enclosure for adding
your own drives to the unit. The Drobo uses da ta

to your network (Linux support is still in beta).

vi rtualization in lieu of RAID to provide data re-

The Drobo's simple dashboard software au to-

dundancy over multiple drives, as well as to

mates the network configuration process. Since

monitor drives for disk failure.

it's not a native NAS device, you don't get fea-

Rather than release a dedicated NAS, Data

60

tures like FTP, Web server, print server, or even

Robotics came up with the OroboShare. This

Web-based drive management. But you con

S200 add -on lets you link up to two Orobo units

unplug the Drobo from your network.
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to the world (I created,
for example, PC\Vtest.
hpmediasmart.com). The
mv2120 also takes the
network interface to new
heights-one slider, for
instance, adjusts how
often the device pings
iTunes to back up mu sic.
Unfortunately, the HP
model's performance was
lackluster. In our tests,
the mv2120 was co nsistently average compared
with all the other NAS models that we evaluated here.
The mv2120's hardware
also cuts a couple of corners. The largely plastic housing makes the unit feel a bit
lightweight. Another issue is
that the primary drive that
comes with the unit cannot
be replaced by the user, because it contains the NAS 's
operating system.
In contrast to the HP Media Vault mv2120' s abundance, LaCie's Ethernet Big
Disk is short on features: It
is simply a single, lTB drive
for storing and sharing files .
The Big Disk didn't score
big points with us in performance, either. Coming in
toward the back of the pack,
it poked along. The best it
could manage was in our
co pying-files tests, completing the run in 384 seconds.
By comparison, Synology's
DS207+ finished the same
task in 277 seconds.
In the end , while Synology's units score mass ive
points for their software, the
ReadyNAS Duo comes out
as the big winner, winding
up on top for its rock-solid
construction, highly configurab le software, and impressively fast performance.
-Dan-r:n Glads£011c

The fusion of speed, style and power...

in a router.
Meet

LELA
The new, sleek Ultra RangePlus Wireless-N Broadband Router covers more ground at the
speed of sound with its unique integrated internal antenna technology. And with the free
software included, LELA, your personal technology expert, you can set up, help secure and
manage your wireless home network. Get up to speed!
Visit

linksys.com/vroom
SET UP IN MINUTES
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Dash Express GPS
Harnesses the Web
DASH NAVIGATION 'S S400
Dash Express does things
differently from most GPS
units, thanks to its smart
Web-connected service.
Other GPS devices retrieve
traffic and gas-price data via
Bluetooth or radio services,
but the Dash offers robust
two-way communications
via GSM cellular and Wi-Fi.
I activated the Dash Service ($10 to $13 a month) on
my PC at MyDash.com in
minutes by submitting my
name, my e-mail address, and
my device's serial number.
Once it was activated, the

service offered to begin sending
destinations
to my GPS
device, starting with my
home address.
At 13.3 ounces and
4.8 by 4.1 by 2.8 inches, the
Dash Express is bulky, but
that doesn' t hamper its usability. To access volume controls and the main menu, you
tap touch-sensitive areas on
the top of the unit. When
the device shows maps, its
4.3-inch, 480-by-272-pixel

THE DASH EXPRESS Is a little
bit bulky, but Its design doesn't
hamper its usability.

touch screen provides two
buttons-one for zooming
and the other for toggling between 2D and 3D views.
When connected to the
Internet, the Dash can perform Yahoo Local searches.

HTC's Small, Smart Ultraportable
THE $1500 HTC Shift Ultra-

1'.lytfU Mobil.e PC =~~~~~-ii;
~~~ feels hke
an overs ize smart
phone, albeit without the embedded
phone dialer. This
mini-notebook runs
Vista and is the first
UMPC with Microsoft's Origami Experience 2.0 software
suite. It supports
Sprint's high-speed EvDO
network and Wi-Fi.
Its modest componentsIntel's Al 10 800-MHz Pentium M processor and 1GB of

Shift I HTC
Pricey UMPC runs Vista but has
poor bat tery life. List: 51500
find.pcworld.com /60661
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RAM-enabled the Shift to
perform serviceably in my informal tests. Basic tasks and
programs jammed onto the
device's 40GB hard drive
were fairly snappy. But the
unit's boot time was annoyingly pokey at 90 seconds.
The device uses HTC's ata-glance OS overlay: One
button activates the unit's

THE SHIFT'S screen slides up
and tilts back, for easy viewing.

SnapVue mode, which
acts like Windows
Mobile 6. You get
quick access to
push e-mail ,
SMS messaging,
and contacts without the Vista overhead. SnapVue is a battery saver, too. According to
HTC, if you work in SnapVue only, the battery should
las t for about three days .
With Vista running, though,
I barely hit the 2-hour mark.
1he Shift isn't a true cellphone/notebook hybrid like
the HTC Advantage, but it's
a great (albeit expensive)
mini-notebook. Though the
high price won't fa ze some
business users, it may make
consumers thin k twice.
-Dan·en Gladsro11e

A search for "gas, " for example, brings up not only nearby stations, but their gas
prices, updated four times
daily. Searches took about
half a minute in my tests .
The device identifies up to
three routes per destination , including a "best
route" based on real-time
traffic data from a company
that monitors highway sensors and from fleet operators. Over time, the routing
will include info collected
from other Dash users. The
routing uses four color
codes to gauge traffic-from
green for no congestion to
red for stop-and-go.
Monthly costs for Dash's
service range from $10 to
$13 , depending on whether
you pay as you go or prepay
for a year or two . I'd be willing to invest for a longe r
stretch if the unit could also
receive and send e-mail.
Without the serv ice, there
is no particular reason to buy
this device; but with it, the
Dash Express will appea l to
commuters and frequent
drivers who aren' t averse to
spending a bit more to take
advantage of its features.
-Yardma Arar

Dash Express I Dash Navigation
Intern et connectivity makes t his
GPS an appealing option for frequent drivers. Str eet: 5400: service
costs 510 ta Sl3 per month
find.pcwarld.com/60659
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New Lenovo Laptop Is a Low-Priced Looker
THREE NEW NOTEBOOKS

ljtJ!g

break into our Top
- - - - Ten All-Purpose Laprops lineup this month, with
Lenovo 's ldeaPad Y510 leaping to second place on the
strength of its design smarts .
The YSlO's rock-solid construction is hardly a surprise
in view of Lenovo ' s history
of creating durable laptops.
More surprising are the
perks piled into this $900
notebook: a capable Webcam atop the dis play, excellent speakers, and a host of
hypnotic touch-sensitive
buttons lining the wide key-

PC WORLD TOP 10 ALL-PURPOSE LAPTOPS
MODEL

Performance

llilll Acer Aspire

• WorldBench 6 score: 70 Good
• Overall design: Very Good
• Tested battery life: 3:52

~ 5920·6954
$999

find .pcworld.com/59990

2

Lenovo ldeaPad Y510
S900 NEW

find .pcworld.com/60635

•
IJ

Features and specifications
• 1.66·GHz Core 2 Duo T5450
• 15.4·1nch wide screen
• 7.2 pounds
• HO OVO·ROM

• 1.66-GHz Core 2 Duo T5450
• 15.4-inch wide screen
• 6.3 pounds
• DVD±R DL/DVD±RW/-RAM

BOTIOM LINE: Well-built laptop provides middle-of-the-road performance and a sizable hard disk for a good price.

3

HP Pavili on dv2660se
$949

find .pcworld.com/59989

WorldBench 6 score: 67 Good
•Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 6:19

• 1.5-GHz Core 2 Duo T5250
• 14.l·inch wide screen
• 6.0 pounds
• OVO±R OL/ OVO±RW

BOTIOM LINE: Designer notebook with excellent battery life will appeal to multimedia fans and to lrequent travelers.

4

• World Bench 6 score: 78
Very Good
•Overall design: Good
•Tested battery life: 4:04

Dell lnspiron 1525
$963

find .pcworld.com/59991

•

• l ·GHz Core 2 Duo T7250
• 15.4-lnch wide screen
• 6.0 pounds
• OVO±R OL/OVO±RW

BOTIOM LINE: The customization options for this zippy S899 portabl e let picky shoppers nail down every detail.

5

Lenovo ThinkPad R61
$1395

find .pcworld.com/57905

II
1

WorldBench 6 score: 60

• 2.2-GHz Core 2 Duo T7500

Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good
•Tested battery life: 3:19

0 14.H nch wide screen
• 5.8 pounds
• DVD±R OL/DVD±RW/·RAM

BOTIOM LINE: The R61's slim size, light weight. and keyboard illumination make it ideal for taking with you on the road.

LENOVO'S Y510 looks great and

6

Fujitsu Lifebook A6120
S1299 NEW

find.pcworld.com/60625

can handle the rigors of the road.

• WorldBench 6 score: 64
Very Good
•Overall design: Good
• Tested battery life: 2:36

• 2.10-GHz Core 2 Duo T8100
0 15.3-lnch wide screen
• 6.3 pounds
• DVO•R DL/DVD±RW/·RAM

BOTIOM LINE: Feature-packed notebook includes plenty of Inputs, but Its battery life was far from great.

board. It's roomy, too, with
a 2SOG B hard drive inside.
Still, the YS10 has middling
performance and average
battery life-like Acer's topranked Aspire 5920-6954.
'foe new Sony VAIO VGNSZ791N stands out by delivering knockout performance
while straddling the line between all-purpose and ultraportable notebooks .
-Darren G/ads1011e

7

Toshiba Satellite Pro
A210-EZ2201
$699

find.pcworld.com/59993

0

• Worl dBench 6 score: 54 Poor
•Overall design: Good
• Tested battery life: 2:14

1.6-GHz Athlon 64 Xl Dual-Core TK-55

• 15.4-inch wide screen
• 6.0 pounds
• DVD! ROL/DVD±RW/·RAM

BOTIOM LINE: Low-cost Laptop has sweet built-in speakers, but it's slow, as its weak World8ench Bscore shows.

8

Sony VAIO VGN-SZ791 N
S2500 NEW

find .pcworld.corn/60627

•World Bench 6 score: 94
Superior
•Overa ll design: Good
•Tested battery life: 3:50

• 2.5-GHz Core 2 Duo T9300
0 13.3-lnch wide screen
•4.0 pounds
• DVOtR OL/DVDtRW/-RAM

BOTIOM LINE: This small and stylish but expensive VAID delivers the best performance of any laptop currently on the chart.

9

Sony VAIO VGNFZ180E/B
$1850
find .pcworld.com/57907

• WorldBench 6 score: 75
Very Good
•Overall design: Good
•Tested battery Life: 4:28

• 2-GHz Core 2 Duo T7300
• 15.4·inch wide screen
• 5.7 pounds
• Blu-ray Drive·RE/80-R

BOTIOM LINE: Midsl ze notebook with a nice screen and Blu-ray Oise drive turned In great performance and long battery life.

MORE ONLINE

1Q

Visit find.pcworld.com/60709 to
find full reviews, specs, and
the latest prices for all of the
notebook PCs we've t ested.
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Toshiba Tecra
M9-S5514
$1800

find .pcworld.com/58349

•World Bench 6 score: 73 Good
•Overall design: Good
•Tested battery life: 2:48

• 2.2-0Hz Core 2 Duo T7500
0 14.1-lnch wide screen
• 5.4 pounds
• DVD±RDL/OVD±RW

BOTIOM LINE: Conscientious laptop meets EPEAT Gold environmental standard but Is average In speed and battery life.
CHART NOTES: Prices and ra tings are as of 4/11/08. Weight does not Include ACadapter. power cord, docking station. or extra batU.rles.

THE MOTHER OF ALL

KUP
As acronyms go, USB means more than
most .

Because

popular

that sometimes gets taken for granted. Think
about it : Has there ever been a more u se r -

Or

friendly technology?

how

wildly

and-go simplicity. And the sort of reliability

techno logy is how the world holds hands.
rather,

this

•

computers

a nd

their

supporting peripherals carry on m ea ningful

Now

r elationships .

suite of technologies-Certified Hi-Speed

We're talking connectivity , of course. And

USB,

a level of con sumer acceptance that leaves

Wireless US B- makes it poss ible for various

other technologies feeling envious. With

technolog ies to get along. In the world of

data throughput speeds up to 480 Mbps.

computers and

Security that inspires confidence . Sync-

device s, it's love at first sight.

think

about

Hi-Speed

USB

how

the

USB

On - The-Go

peripherals a nd

or

mobile

~

WIRELESS --....

azmUSl!J
~i
~I)
Information brought to you by the USB Implementers Forum

Visit www.usb.org
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Norton 360 Takes a
Small Step Forward

_

YtJJ ~ t011e trs1.

NORTON 360, Symantec's
all-around security, backup,
and PC-tuning suite, takes a
small step forward with this
year's version 2. The easy-touse collection of applications
costs $79 for three PCs and
covers all the bases; but in
our tests, its core security
protection wasn't especially
good. The upgraded backup
feature permits more control than previous versions
of the tool offered, and it
lets you send files to your
iPod , online storage, and
traditiona l backup destinations, but it ran into problems restoring fi les from online storage in our testing.
lhe security suite's we lldesigned control menu displays four big-button health

indicators for PC Security,
Identity Protection, Backup,
and PC Tuneup. Task menus
drop down from each button when you mouse over it.
PC Security covers virus
scans and firewall protection; Symantec says the core
of its malware detection
hasn' t changed, but version
2 adds useful Internet Explorer vulnerability blocking. In detection tests from
Germany's AV-Test, Norton
360 blocked 96.36 percent
of AV-Test's huge zoo of
Trojan horses, bots , and
other malware-adequate
but not stellar performance .

The Best Battery Options
SHOULD I GO with an extended-life battery or choose an external laptop battery for my notebook PC?

David Divc!J,

S!td~yvillc,

Kcnruclry

SeniorWriterDarrenGladstoneresponds: As a frequent flier. I
would snag an internal extended-life battery. They're easier to
stow and harder to lose. Plus, new Department of Transportatio n rules (find .pcworld.com/ 60409) let you carry aboard with
you multiple internal notebook batteries (which are typically
rated at less than 100 watt-hours and fewer than 8 grams of
equivalent lithium content): you 're allowed only two "larger"
lithium batteries-DOT's term for external laptop batteries. You
can no longer check in lithium -ion batteries with your luggage
at all. Regrettab ly, there's no "magic bullet" equation for determining a laptop battery's life, whether internal or external, according to !DC analyst Richard Shim. If battery life is a concern
for you, buy a notebook known to have lengthy staying power.
Some ultraportables support a battery life of up to 8 hours.

E-mail your questions to askaurexperts @pcwarld.com, or past
them online ot forums.pcworlcl .com.
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NORTON 360'5 IDENTITY protection feature adds a toolbar to both
Internet Explorer and Firefox to block phishing sites and other attacks.

Tests gauging the app's
ability to detect unknown
threats came back mixed:
The suite detected just 27.81
percent of the thousands of
new, nonrunning malware
samples thrown at it in scans
using one-month-old signatures. But it stopped 80 percent of malware threats in
AV-Test's extensive behavior
trials, which measure an antivirus program's ability to
recognize malware based on
how the suspect code acts.
Identity Protection adds a
too lbar to IE and Firefox to
block phishing sites and
browser-based identity-theft
attacks. TI1e app also manages Web log-ins and can automatically fill Web forms.
Under PC Tuneup, you get
options for tasks such as
defragmenting your hard
drive, removing temp files
from Windows and IE, and
(new to version 2) cleaning
up the Registry.
Norton 360's improved
Backup function permits
you to use Symantec's online storage (2GB for Free,
and more for a price). But in
our tests using a Vista laptop, the progra m failed
three t imes in a row when
we tried to restore files from
online; Symantec says that

this problem affected only a
few users and has since
been resolved.
In our extensive performance tests using WorldBench 6 with Firefox, Microsoft Office, WinZip, and
other apps, Norton 360
slowed the pace by an average of 8.3 percent on a fairly
beefy desktop PC, and by
an average of 7 percent on a
less-powerful laptop. Results
varied greatly from task to
task: Disk-intensive tests
slowed performance by up
to 30 percent; other tasks
weren't hindered at all.
Norton 360 is an easy-touse program that protects
aga inst most Web threats
and helps maintain yo ur
computer, but you can obtain better protection with
security products that may
offer fewer features.

-Erik Larkin

Norton 360 Vers ion 2.0
Symantec
Security suite covers all the bases
in an easy-to-use package, but
doesn't ace PC protection. List: $79
(three-PC license)
find .pcworlcl.com/60667

RUN YOUR CRITICAL APPLICATIONS WITH CONFIDENCE.

11$.ryl

System x3550 Express

mt.

$2,454

OR $63/MONTH FOR 36 MONTHS'

IBM System x3550"·' Express. It's designed to stay up and
running and help reduce system downtime. In fact, it can
even identify a potential problem before it becomes one.
And if you ever have to replace a component, you can do

PN: 7978EJU

that without having to shut down . Just one more way the

Featuring up to two Quad-Core Intel• Xeon· Processors E5430 2.66GHz

x3550 Express keeps downtime down.

Hot-swap redundant cooling for high availability

From the people and Business Partners of IBM .

Includes IBM Director and PowerExecutive to l1elp manage power
consumption. increase uptime. reduce costs and improve productivity

It's innovation made easy.

3-year on-site limited warranty' on parts and labor

IBM SYSTEM STORAGE'"
DS3400 EXPRESS KIT

IBM TIVOLI' CONTINUOUS DATA PROTECTION FOR FILES

$13,793

$42 per user

OR $35?/M ONTH FOR 36 MONTHS"

PN : 1726·42U

PN : D613ALL

All-in-one kit makes it easier to migrate irom your DAS network to SAN

Save and recovery technology enables file recovery to any point in time

Includes IBM System Storage DS3400 Dual Controller, four IBM Emulex 42C2069
4Gb/s PCI Express HBAs. Brocade SArJ 8 Port Fibre Channel switch (16 total
ports), twelve 4Gb/s SFPs, and eight 5-meter optical LC cables

Continuous Data Protection (CDP) protects your data fro m the aftermath of a virus
attack or user error

Emulex EZ Pilot '" installation/management software included

· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Up to 3 backup/replication areas help protect against corruption. file loss or
system loss

----g- - -==--~
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Reviews&Rankings
Photoshop Express Offers
Easy Image Editing
YOU CAN GIT image editing and free, Web-based photo storage under Adobe's
Photoshop mon iker. Photoshop Express- now in public beta- offers more than the
imprimatur of its heritage,
though: It makes image editing available wherever you
have a Web connection. But
this early version has some
annoyances and omissions.
Adobe assumes that you' ll
use the free Photoshop Express service to up load, ed it,
organize, store, share, and
showcase your images. At
lau nch, the company offers
2GB of free storage per user.
Adobe says the service wi ll
Photoshop Express (Beta)
Adobe
Early beta version, not rated
Offers an easy way for inexperi·
enced users to edit and share their
photos. Free
find.pcworld.com/60663

always have a free component, but the plan is to offer
more storage, offiine editing, and additional editing
options. Adobe hasn't yet
said when these extra-cost
features wi ll be ava ilable.
Upload times vary, but it
was a bit slow at uploading
8-megapixel pictures. Adobe
notes that high demand on
the system and on the two
data centers dedicated to
Photoshop Express may affect upload times. The service, designed using Flash,
currently limits the maximum image size to 4000 by
4000 pixels , or lOMB.
Still, Flash adds some of
the best feat ures to Photoshop Express : Sc::ltcL an action (crop and rotate, auto
correct, exposure, red-eye
removal, touch-up, saturation, white balance, highlight, fill light, sharpen, soft
focus , or an image effect),

SELECT AN EDITING tool to use on a photo, and ~hotoshop Express
will show you a preview of the results as a thumbnail image.

and see a preview of the results in a thumbna il image.
This approach simplifies editing, without resort to histograms and imaging complexities. 1he program uses your
PC's processing power to
render thumbna ils in rea l
Lime, and it works quickly.
The app currently lacks a
feature for saving your edited image as a local file that
you can use outside Photoshop Express , but Adobe
says a fix is in the works. It

Google Docs Goes Offline
GOOGLE DOCS IS adding
a key feature that makes it a
true competitor to Microsoft Office: offiine access.
It 's promising, but t he early
beta I tested had limitations .
The offiine version relies on
Google Gears, an offi ine sync-

Google Docs Offline
It's buggy and limited. but has
potential. Free
docs.google.com
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ing tec hno logy; once you've
installed Gears on your PC,
Docs syncs your documents
between its servers and your
browser. Thereafter, you can
access docs.google.com offline, and all changes that you
make to documents are saved
when you reconnect.
That's the theory, at least.
My changes never made it to
Google's servers; I could see
my edits when I viewed the

document in IE on my own
PC, but on other browsers
and other PCs , the changes
vanis hed. When I tried again
on yet another PC, though,
everything worked fine.
The offiine tools are rather
limited : You can't create a
new document, view a document's revision history, alter
the style, insert photos, or
check your spelling.
Google needs to do some
po lis hing to make this work
seamlessly; but once it does ,
it could be a great tool.
-Edward N. Albro

also lacks a layered undo feature, but yo u can undo ed its
if you remember what you
did; edits that you make in
Photoshop Express don ' t
alter the original image .
The app lication has dragand-drop image organizing
among fo lders , image captions, and image ratings.
Albums and slide shows can
be shared via the Web. A
community component lets
you browse other people's
galleries and integrates with
Facebook, Photobucket, and
Picasa (you can log in to any
of those accounts from within Photoshop Express) .
The free Photoshop Express provides great value
and easy usability, despite
its current limitations . Adobe says that it expects to fix
most oft.he flaws I found;
and when it does, I wi ll rate
the service. It will undoubtedly be a formidable competitor to sites like Picnik .
Nevertheless, advanced
users who don't need the
visual hand-holding that
Photoshop Express provides
may prefer free imaging applications like Paint.net .
-Melissa j. Pcrcmo11

Reviews&Rankings
Affordable Canon
Camera Is Kid-Friendly
MY THREE-YEAR-O LD son

l:yt?' thinks he's Ansel
•~
..~
......wm.:i._•:1!!11..

Adams, so we need
a camera that works for him
as well as for me. The Canon
PowerShot A470 fits the bill.
The 7.1-megapixel A470 is
very inexpensive ($130), so I
don't have to worry about
the damage a toddler might
do to it. And I don't have to
trade image quality for price;
in our lab tests, it performed

PowerShotA470 ICanon
Th is bargain-priced, no-frills camera offers very good image quality.
List: $130
find.pcworld.com/60679

as well as several far more
expensive cameras .
Still, there are some tradeoffs to this barga in model.
Its battery life was only fair
in our lab tests, and it lacks
image stabilization, which
means you'll need a steady
hand or a tripod to prevent
photos from looking blurry.
The A470's optical zoom
tops out at 3.4X, but even
working with that limited
range I managed to capture
some great playground shots
during my testing. The camera also lacks any manual
focus settings, though you
do get 14 shooting modesplenty to keep a casual photographer entertained.
The 2.5-inch LCD screen
on the PowerShot A470 sat-

isfied me and my son; both
of us could clearly see the
images we captured. Unfortunate ly, there's no viewfinder, so yo u have to rely
on the LCD screen, which
tends to get was hed out in
outdoor light. And unlike
other ca meras in the same
price range, this Canon is
too big to fit into an adult's
jeans pocket (to say nothing
of a preschooler's) .
On a more positive note,
the A470's shuner speed is

THE A470 COMES with a blue,
gray, red, or orange accent.

excellent-we never missed
a shot while waiting for the
camera to res pond afte r
clicking the button.
All in all, the A470 is a good
no-frills camera at a rockbottom price, with an easy
learn ing curve . If a threeyear-old can take good pictures with the Canon PowerShot A470, you can, too.
-Donald Ma/01if

An Adaptable Printer for Road Warriors

usa

HP' S OFFICEJET H470 Mo-

bile Printer is for
•-•......w'.:i.-•-"' frequent travelers
who need to print re po rts,
photos, or brochures from a
notebook, camera, or phone.
We tested the H470wbt
model ($350), wh ich adds a
Bluetooth wireless adapter
and a rechargeab le battery

to the entry-level $224 unit.
I was asto nished at how easily it printed photos from
my Palm Treo via the Bluetooth adapter, which plugs
into a recessed USB port.
The optional 802 .11g print
adapter ($80) fits into the
same port, though it is

HP'S PRINTER
weighs just 5 pounds
with its battery attached.
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slightly trickier to configure.
Jn our print-quality tests ,
the H470wbt produced text
documents with well-formed
characters. We noticed banding and diagonal interference
patterns in our challenging
line art test. On plain paper,
photos looked grainy and
washed out. But when we
replaced the black cartridge
with a photo-color cartridge
(giving H470wbt a total of
six inks) , it printed superb
images on photo paper.
The H470wbt is an adequate on-the-go printer. It's
a bit slower than HP's desktop printers , and it fell far
short of the fastest models
in our Top 10 lnkjets chart.
Text pages printed at a tol-

erable 7 .1 pages per minute,
but color graphics on plain
paper came out at a mediocre 2.2 ppm. Our test photo
took 2 minutes to print on
letter-size glossy paper.
Despite its slow performance, mobile users wi ll find
it a worthy alternative to Canon's portable Pixma iP90v.
-Paul Jasper

Officejet H4 70wbt Mobile
Printer I HP
Good for on-the-go printing, but
may be too slow for in-office use.
Street: $350
find.pcworld.com/60609
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An Elegant, Affordable Music .System
WIRELESS music-streaming
devices haven' t quite caught
on yet. So far, they've either
been cheap and clunky or
graceful but very pricey. The
new Squeezebox Duet, from
Logitech division Slim Devices, splits the d ifference
between those two extremes .
At $400 for a one-room setup (or SSSO for a two-room
system), it's a reasonably
priced alternative to highend competing products
such as the $1000 Sonos
Digital Music System.
The Duet was easier to set
up than most other streaming devices I've tried. It
detected networks in my
area and allowed me to
choose one to join.
TI1e Duet's receiver is a
black box with one button
in the front (you push it to

connect to your network) . It
has RCA, optical, and digital
coaxial outputs for
connecting to a stereo, a boom box , or
powered speakers.
Once the Duet is
connected to your
network, you have
plenty of playback
choices. The Duet
handles many formats , including MP3 ,
MC, Ogg Vorbis,
FLAC, Apple Lossless,
.wav, and AJFF. The Duet
has one gaping hole, howe er: It won't play files with
digital rights manage ment
protection built in.
The Duet can connect with
online music sources, too, including Rhapsody, Pandora,
and Slacker, as well as Internet radio. You can use an

TECH TREND

HDTVs: Don't Overlook Overscan
WHEN WATCHING highdefinition cable programming on an HDTV, you m ay
notice that the set crops out
text and station logos. This
effect is the result of overscan, which HDTV makers
often enable by default to
eliminate the visually displeasing, flickering white bar of digital
information that appears above HD programming. TV manufacturers choose the setting because most set-top boxes- ca ble
and satellite alike- don't hide the digital information well. However, it's important to turn this feature off at times, especially
when you're using a Blu-ray Disc player to watch 1080p content on a 1080p HDTV. If you don't see every pixel you should
see, you're not viewing a true 1920 by 1080 progressive-sca n
picture. The name of the viewing mode differs from brand to
brand, but it's commonly called Dot-by-Dot, Point-to-Point,
Just. or simply Overscan Off. If you're shopping for a new
HDTV, make sure that the set you want has the option to disable overscan mode; not all sets do.
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-Greg Adler

existing acco unt or st
via SqueezeNetwork.com, a
Web site that's associated
with your Duet.
TI1e site has kinks to work
out, though . When I tried to
sign up for Pandora, I received an error message that
said, literally, ' BLAH BLAH .'
No t very helpful. I successfully signed up for Last.fm,
but once I had done so, I
couldn 't find a way to play
Last.fm through the Duet.
Using the Duet's controller is mostly a pleasure. The
navigation makes sense, and
the 2.4-inch color screen has
lots of room to show your
choices. TI10ugh the display
features clear text and album
art, it's not as large, bright,
or luxurious as the screen of
the Sonos controller.
I have a few gripes about
the Duet. While playback
was often fau ltless, at times
the Duet failed to play a song
or cut out in the midd le of
one. The system wou ld report that it was still connected to my network, but it
would be unable to play a

THE 2.4-INCH SCREEN on the
controller is easy on the eyes.

song on my PC, even though
it may have played the same
song a few minutes before .
Also , the controller's scroll
wheel is not always responsive: Getting to certain menu
items was frequently frustrating. And I experienced long
lag times between pressing a
button and seeing a result.
Overall, this is an elegant
system that's simple to set
up and use, and its price is
reas onable. But its habit of
cutting out or failing to play
can be extremely annoying.
- Edward N. Albro

Squeezebox Duet
Slim Devices (Lo gitech)
An elegant music system that's
actually affordable.
List: 5400

www.slimdevices.com

Uses up to 5x less power in normal operation than any other battery backup.
Let's protect what's important
What's in your computer? Photos.
music. personal file s. financia l data.
broadband access, videos. and more.
Your computer has never been more
important, and yet it has never been at
higher risk for damaging power surges
and otl1er disturbances
So like most people. you need to protect
you r assets. But like most people, you'd
also like to pro tec t the environment.
With our new energy conscious products.
you can do both. Energy efficient by
design. our new smart products protect
th e power going in you- computer, at a
cost that is quickly off set by big energy
savings. How? Not only do the new
Back-UPS ES~ and S urg eArrest~ use
power very wisely, they also boast a
master/con trolled outlets feature, which
automatically powers down idle devices
to conserve energy.

APC power protection prudocts ill! available at
BUY

'@

~ ct:E!~,

Office DEPOT

"The price tag on the new UPS is $99.99.
While I'm not in the habit of endorsing
products in this blog, if you're in the market
for a workstation-class UPS, why not opt
for the greener option?"
- Heather Clancy
ZDNcr.com

Energy Efficient Solutions for
Every Level of Protection:
Surge

In fact, while protecting your power
supply, we're up to 5 times more energy
eff icien t than any other solution. By
savmg you $40 a year in energy costs.
ou r Back-UPS ES pays for itsel f in 2
short years. The high frequ ency, low
copper design has a smaller transformer
and environmental footprint. Even the
packagmg has been care fully selected
and manufactu red to maximize use of
recyc led materials and minimize waste .
In this world . eve ry deci sion you make
counts. So protect you r power with a
battery backup that works to protect
the environment. It conserves power, it
pays for itself, and it's backed by APC's
20-plus years of legendary reliabil ity.
For more information on this
or our other great products,
or for informa tion about
environmentally responsible
disposa l of your old battery,
visit www.apc.com

Protecti~
""""11111111

Starting at s34

ml I

Guaranteed protec tion
from surges. spikes.
and lightning.

~

7 oullots, Phone/Fal'./Modem
Protection. Maste1/Con trollcd Outlets

Battery Back-UPS"
Starting at

s99

Our most energy
efficient backup for
home compu ters.
10 outlets. OSL and Coax
p101ec1ion. Master/Conrrnlled
Outlets. High Frequency Design,
70 minutes of runt11ne 1
APC con help wirh your or/121 power proceccion needs
Visit ape com to see ow complete line of mnovarive products.

Enter to Win aBack-UPS~ ES 75061 (a $99.99 Value)
Also. enter keycode to view other special offers and discounts.
Visit www.apc.com/promo Key Code b424w or Call 888.289.APCC x4890 or Fax 401.788.2797
()2000 t..rner Cdn Pt;:ro.~r Con....e1s.on CorporntJOn .\J I 11ghl:> roserved All :raacmar~s aro tne 1:w

legendary Reliabil ity•

)(tl\v o' trier res?t:Ctive ov111Ers

{Hl\,)11 osvppon@apc ccm • 132 fa rgrouno~ Ro.Id, We-st t..l()(J:i.lon. Rf 02892 US!· • 998-0967 'Rvnt1mes may 'E.tlY deocnd1r;g on IO<Ki
· Average savings aro t>-'$0000 COl' TlfJo3rublc compet1tve models. Jnd aic com1>11st.>cl ol two oncr{ly $.clV1ng leaf\Jtos: An u11r11 ell•Clefll e~JlCJI deSl{Jn. and the rr.Jsterltoo:rol~ 011tlot3 la.in.s;e.
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BlackBerry Models Dominate PDA Phone Field
lWO BLACKBERRY devic-

lilf
g
J

es, the sleek new
Pearl 8120 and the
Curve 8320, land atop our
list of PDA phones this
month. The e-mail-friendly
Pearl offers excellent multimedia features, while the
Curve can transmit voice
calls over Wi-Fi.
Falling outside of our PDA
phones Top 5 was the Palm
Centro for AT&T's GSM
network; it outscored the

PC WORLD TOP 10 CELL PHONES
Performance

PDA PHONE

EI!il RIM BlackBerry
. _ Pea rl8120

• Battery life (hours:mi nutes): 9:43
• Battery life score: Superior
•Overall design: Superior

S250 NEW

Features and specifications
•Carrier: AT&T
•Form fac tor: Candy bar
•Weight: 3.2 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixels

find .pcworld.com/60602
BOTIOM LINE: E·mail·friendly handset boasts strong multimedia features. including a camera and media player.

•• •

•Carrier. T·Moblie
RIM BlackBerry
•Battery life (hours:minutes): 10:00
~.
•Form factor. Candy bar
Curve 8320
•Battery life score: Superior
•Weight: 3.9 ounces
5300
•Overall design: Very Good
•Camera resolutio n: 2.0 megapixels
find.pcwo rld .com/58957
BOTIOM LINE: Ability to handle voice calls over Wi·Fi networks makes an excellent phone even better.

2

t•••

3

T·Mobile Dash
(Windows Mobile 6)

SISO

•Battery life (hours:minutes): 8:40
•Battery life score: Very Good
•Overall design: Very Good

•
II
IJ

•Carrier: T·Moblle
• Form factor: Candy bar
•Weight: 4.2 ounces
•Camera resolution: 1.3 megapixels

find .pcworld.com/57387
BOTIOM LINE: The upgrade to Windows Mobile 6 adds support for Microsoft's productivity applications.

4

T·Mobile Shadow

$200
find.pcworld.com/597 41

Botlery life (hours:minutes): IO:OO
• Battery life score: Superior
•Overall design: Very Good

•Carrier: T·Mobile
•Form factor: Slide
•Weight: 5.29 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixels

BOTIOM LINE: This smart phone is smarter than most , but its tinny call quality may be a concern.

5

Apple iPhone
$399
find .pcworld .com/57879

•Battery life (hours:minutes): IO:OO
•Battery life score: Superior
•Overall desig n: Superior

•Carrier.AT&T
•Form factor: Candy bar

•Weight: 4.8 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapi xe ls

BOTIOM LINE: Touch-screen phone is innovative, but it's expensive, and it lacks 3G network access.
Performance

STAN OARD PHONE

IIl:D LGenV

• Battery life (hours:minutes): 5:05
•Battery life score: Fair
•Overall design: Very Good

lilD S130
find .pcworld .com/5684 7

THE BLACKBERRY PEARL 8120

boasts strong multimedia tools.

Centro for the Sprint network th at we tested previously, thanks to better ta lktime battery life.
The LG enVand the Samsung Alias top our list of
standard cell phones . The
Helio Mysto, which suffered
from poor talk-time battery
life, and th e expensive Asus
P527 both missed our chart.
-Liane Casrtwoy
MORE ONLINE

the cell phones reviewed here.
including testi ng details. go to
find.pcworld .com/53058.
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•Carrier: Verizon
• Form fac tor: Clamshell
• Weight: 4.6 ounces
• Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixels

BOTIOM LINE: This isn't the slimmest phone, but it offers excellent messaging features and great multimedia options.
•Carrier: Verizon
Samsung Alias
• Battery life (hours:minutes): 4:46
•Form factor. Clamshell
(SCH· u740)
•Battery Life score: Poor
•Weight: 3.6 ounces
$130
•Overall design: Very Good
•Camera resolution: 1.3 megapixels
find.pcworld.com/56841
BOTIOM LINE: This phone's innovative dual·hinge clamshell design with a QWERTY keyboard makes for easy typing.

2

3

Molorola Rizr Z3
S130
find.pcworld .com/56844

II

•Battery life (hours:minutes): tO:OO
•Battery life score: Superior
•Overall design: Very Good

•Carrier: T·Mobile

•Form facto r. Slide
•Weight: 3.8 ounces
•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixcls

BOTIOM LINE: Well-designed multimedia phone focuses on user satisfaction. though its keys are a bit sticky.

4

Nokia 5300
Xpress Music

$100

•Battery life (hours:minutes): 5:06
•Battery life score: Fair

• Carrier.T·Mobile

• Form factor: Slide
•Weig ht: 3.8 ounces

•Overall design:Very Good
•Camera resolution: 1.3 megapixels
find.pcworld.com/56558
BOTIOM LINE: This handset offers excellent music playback features and works well as a phone, too.

5

For more information about

Features and specifications

Helio Ocean
S199
find .pcworld.com/58953

• Battery life (hours:minutes): 5:05
• Battery life score: Fa ir

•Overall design: Very Good

•Carrier: Sprint

• Form factor: Slide
• Weight: 5.61 ounces

•Camera resolution: 2.0 megapixels

BOTIOM LINE: With an innovative design and great feature s, the Ocean would be a favorite if it had better call quality.
CHART NOTES: All prices are as of 4/11/08. Prices are quoted with a two-year service contract. excluding any rebates.

zBoost

extending cell zones

sy

Wi-ex·

-~~~~~~~

~~-~m~M~

zBoost® ... Check out our award-winning line of cell phone signal boosters in:
CNET, 64, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal and HGTV Pro
(@ Eliminates most dropped or missed calls
(@ zBoost Dual Band products work with all phones* and wireless data cards

<@ Protects the carrier network using patent-pending technology

More Awards • More Sales • More Locations
More than all other signal boosters ... COMBINED

7 Boosts coverage up to
2500 sq ft

z

Boosts in-car signal
up to 10 X

7 Boosts signal to cover

z

7 Supports multiple
users simultaneously

7 Supports a single user

Supports multiple
users simultaneously

7 Single or Dual Band
frequencies available

z

Dual Band - works with
all US phones* and
data cards

s299 - s399 MSRP

desk area

7 Dual Band -works with
all US phones* and
data cards

7 No set-up - Great for travel

S169 MSRP

* zBoost products are compatible with all phones except those on the iDEN , Nextel

network.
Promotional offer applies to zBoost YX510, YXSOO-CEL and YXSOO-PCS. Offer available at www.Wi- Ex. com. Ends 07/02/2008.

Wi -Ex® offers a 30-day money back guarantee on all zBoost@ products, as well as a full 1-Year manufacturer warranty
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Reviews&Rankings
Snap Offers a Unique Way to Chat
THE $99 SNAP Communicator is part telep hone, pa rt
intercom. It connects to your
PC via USB, and lets you talk
to one of eight contacts at
the push of a button. 1hough
it's an innovative device, a
few limitations hamper its
appea l. The biggest of these
drawbacks is the fact that
all of your contacts must
also use the Snap.
O nce you have registered
your un it online, you can
add contacts to your Snap
phone. It has eight buuons

Snap Persona l Internet
Communicator
Toucan Global
Innovative in tercom is limited by its
cord: your contacts need Snaps, too.
List: S99

www.touca nglobal. com

to which you assign specific
contacts. You can print out
a label to insert in the unit
so you can remember whom
you 've assigned each button
to; beside each name is a
green light that glows when
your Snapmate is ava ilable.
Push the button, and the
contact hears a ring and sees
a flashing light. They push a
button to answer your call.
Conferencing is a cinch:
Press three buttons in succession, your pals answer,
and you have four voices on
the line; each contact can
patch in three more people.
The speakerphone sounded cris p in our tests, with
only a few instances where
words came out stuttered.
During a couple of calls, we
heard a fa int ec ho .
If you're not quick off the
blocks, you might miss a
call. The Snap scarcely rings
twice before voice mail picks

up, and the ring length isn' t
customizable. (At this writing, the company says that it
wi ll lengthen the ring time,
up to four rings.) The .wavformat voice messages are
supposed to arrive through
e-mail, but my firs t batch
of messages d idn ' t arrive
at all. When my messages did arrive, some of
them ended up in my
spam fo lder. The
Snap doesn ' t report missed calls,
and it's also limited by its USB cord;
you're tied to your
computer when using it. The
manufacturer expects to have
a cordless version in 2009.
Because the Snap is a
speakerphone, you'll need a
headset for privacy. A standard headset with a 2.Smm
plug works fine, but that's
another cord to fotz with .
If you' re glued to a desk

THE SNAP

lets you
assign each
button; just
push a button to
start a call.

ta lking to a core group of
people many times a day,
the Snap cou ld fit the bill .
Consider, though, that millions of people are happy
using Skype (with videoconferencing to boot, which the
Snap lacks) , all for free.
-Ao!fc M. McElioy

Sansa Fuze Audio Player Shines
SANDISK 'S SAN SA Fuze

l:Wtft resembles the

'THE llLUftllNATED JOG wheel
on San Disk's Sansa Fuze Is a
nice design touch.
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, 1Pod Nano, but
this flash-based MP3 player
packs in more functiona lity.
TI1e Fuze makes a great
fi rst impression . At 2.0 inches wide by 3.1 inches tall by
0.3 inches deep it fits nicely
in your hand. I tested a sleek
black 4GB model priced at
$100-about $40 cheaper
than the same-capacity Nano.
(The Fuze is also available in
2GB and 8GB versions , for
$80 and $130, respect ive ly.)
The robust feature list includes support for subscription services such as eMusic,

Napster, and Rhapsody To
Go. The player also comes
with an FM tuner (with 40
presets) , a voice recorder,
and microSD expandability.
The Fuze performed very
well in our audio-quality lab
tests, delivering sound comparable to that of the Nano
and the iPod Touch, two of
the best-perform ing flash
players we've tested.
Video playback is less impressive, though: The screen
has a 220 by 176 resolution,
and it isn't as crisp as the
Nano' s 2-inch, 320 by 240
display. In addition you must
convert all video files to a

proprietary format usi.ng SanDisk's bundl ed software.
The Fuze is a worthy competitor to the Nano- and an
even better choice if you ' re
looking for a player with expandable memory, an FM
tuner, and a lower price tag.
-Traois Hudson

Sansa Fuze SanDisk
Offers a low price, a deep feature
list. and an ullracornpact design.
List: SlOO
find.pcworld .com/60673

wacom·

Reviews&Rankings
Venturi Mini
Sets Your
Music Free
THE VENTURI MINI streams
calls and music from your
cell phone to your car audio
system, as long as your mobile phone supports stereo
Bluetooth and is compatible
with the $129 device.
In my tests the Mini performed well with Nokia's

Three Freebies That Solve Mysteries
EVERYONE LOVES A good mystery- but nei-

offering plenty of ways to manage your sched-

ther your PC's inner workings nor your daily

ule in a small, easy-to-use. and free package.

schedule should keep you guessing. This month,

Rainlendar Lite has the essentials: alarms,

I checked out a Task Manager supplement, a

prioritizing, easy scheduling of recurring events,

click-saving Firefox extension. and a versatile

and a search tool. But its main claim to fame is

calendar. All of them can be had for free.

its customization features. You can choose
components such as Events. To-Do. and a

Safer System Spelunking

monthly calendar; arrange them to your liking;

Windows' Task Manager is like a boring profes-

and then dress them up with selections from

sor: very little information and too much jargon.

the hundreds of free skins from Rainlendar.net.

In contrast, the free SystemExplorer is like

(For example, I changed the skin for the mouse-

Indiana Jones taking you on a field trip, guiding

over Tool tips to make them less obviou s.)

you through your PC's activities in dizzying
breadth and exquisite detail.

Rainlendar Lite's basics are intuitive, but if
you delve into the options menu, you can create

SystemExplorer trounces Task Manager's
paltry five info tabs with eight tabs under the
heading of Monitoring and six more under System. Click any item on those lists, and SystemExplorer tells you the file path, the software
responsible for the application or process. its
publisher, and a description. SystemExplorer is
free- but if you like it, PayPal a few bucks to
the volunteer developers at Mister Group.
Free/ donationware, find .pcworld.com/60611 .

What Lurks Behind That Link?
Whether they lead to files or to Web pages,
links took the same. Click unwarily, and you
over an available FM frequency.

could download a slew of unwanted PDFs- or

5300 XPressMusic phonecontrols were responsive, and
music stopped for incoming
calls, resuming afterward.
Overall, the Mini is a solid
device for streaming tunes
and chatting hands-free, but
you should check the phonecompatibility list first.
-CaclryLu

you know what kind of file lies behind that link.

worse. Link Alert, a free Firefox extension, lets
Link Alert, from an author known only as Conlan, installs directly into your Firefox browser.
You may forget that it's there, at first; when you
mou se over a typical Web page link, nothing
happens. But when you mouse over a link that
goes to any of the 12 supported file categories
(which include Adobe PDF, JavaScript, Microsoft Word, and .zip), an icon appears: a musical
note for audio files, a filmstrip for video, a gear

RAINLENDAR LITE LETS you choose and arrange

for applications, and so forth.

calendar modules, and apply skins to them.

Armed with Link Alert's information, you'll
save yourself unnecessary clicks and keep

a calendar to fit the way you work- you'll never

your PC clean. Free, find.pcwo rld.com/60612.

be surprised by a meeting or deadline again.

Bring On the Rainlendar

Rainlendar Lite for free. The Pro version (15

Developer Kimme "Rainy" Pekkola offers

Mini I Venturi
It's a great device-if you have a

Most full-featured desktop calendars are clunky

euros. or about $24) adds Google and Outlook

compatible phone. Street: Sl29

space hogs, and many smaller ones lack useful

calendar support and networked calendar

find .pcworld.com/60697

capabilities. Rainlendar Lite strikes a balance.

sharing. Free (Lite), find .pcworld.com/60613. •
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22 smarter, more efficient
ways to make short work of
common tech tasks-from
reinstalling Windows to
crushing spyware to setting
up a Web site.
BY LINCOLN SPECTOR • ILLUSTRATION BY SERGE BLOCH

TIME ISN 'T MONEY; it's much more precious than that. Whether
you're doing something creative like making a podcast or building a
blog, or slogging through chores such as backing up data, removing
viruses, or calibrating your high-def1V screen, you want to get
things done and move on to the fun.
I have a ton of time-saving tips , including tricks to help you clear
space on your hard drive, e-mail massive files, make money from
your Web site, and even calculate the mileage on your jogging route.
The quickest way to tackle many tasks is to use applications that
probably already exist on your PC. However, for occas ions when
Windows ' built-in tools aren't enough, I've listed some great, free
programs that are just a download away.
But enough of this dilly-dallying, already. Let's get on with the tips!
JUNE 2006 WWW . PCWORLD . COM
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Move Your Media Files to an
External Drive
Hard drive filling up? Nothing frees space faster than moving your music
library to an external or second internal drive . First, close any music-playing
software. In XP, open My Documents and drag the My Music fo lder to the
external drive. Windows will figure out that you' re moving a special folder
and will change its own settings accordingly. (If you don ' t use the My Music
fo lder, just drag the folder you use to the drive. Windows doesn't have to
treat it as a special fo lder because, well, it isn't.)
In Vista, click Stan, right-cl ick Music, and then select Properties. Click the
Locmio11 tab. Change the path to a folder on your new hard drive and click OK.
If Windows as ks whether you want to create a new
SHIFTING YOUR music
folder, click Yes. When Windows inquires whet her
to a secondary drive
you want to move all of the files , click Yes again.
will open up lots of
If you use Windows Media Player, open it after the
space on your main
move and press <F3>. Select the new Music folder
and let the application search for files.
hard drive.
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Back in the March issue, I recommended
using MozyHome as the easiest way to
back up your PC's data (find.pcworld.com/
6064 7). Easy, yes. But also horribly slow.
For fast backups, invest in an external
ha rd drive whose capacity is slightly larger
than your internal hard drive's. If your PC
has an eSATA port, buy an eSATA drive to
take advantage of its fast data-transfer
speeds. Otherwise. USB or FireWire will do.
For a quick, one-time data backup, plug
in the external drive. When it's up and Windows recognizes it, press <Wlndows>-R,
type %userproflle%, and press <Enter>. Drag
the Documents (or My Documents) folder
to the external drive. If you have Vista, you
should also drag the Music, Pictures, Saved
Games, and Videos folders (XP users don't
have to worry about those because they're
inside Documents). If you don't store your
data within the Microsoft-sanctioned fo lders, you'll need to drag any other folders
you use to the external drive as well.
Want automation? Select an external
drive that comes with a backup program
(most do) , and use that.

Unt

Reinstall Windows
So your PC is acting wonky and you need to reinstall Windows. Starting from scratch can take
hours. The faste r solution is to back up your
da ta (as described in the item above) and then
use the recovery tool that acco mpanied your
PC. The tool usually comes either as a bundled
CD or DVD or as a hidclen partition that you can
access at boot time. Consult your computer's
documentation to see which setup applies.
Recovery tools usually work IJy overwriting
tt1e data on your harcl drive w;th a fresh image
of the factory -default software. Windows will
be back up ancl running quickly, but it won't
have the programs you installed on it. or your
setti ngs. Res tore you1· personal files fr-om the
backup you made before starting this process.
and tl1en reinstall any applications you need.
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Open a Favorite
Folder
If you go to a certain folder all the time,
put it in your Favorites fo lder, so you can
always reac h it from the Start menu . This
setup is especially convenient if you normally don't use Internet Explorer, because
you won't see your favorite fo lders mixed
QUICKLY GET TO folders that
up with your favorite Web sites.
To place it in Favorites , drag the beloved
you use all the time by putting
fold er from Windows Explorer to the Start
them in your Favorites folder.
button, and from there to the Favorites
menu. In Windows XP, you also have the option of opening the fo lder and
then clicking Faoo1ites•Add to Faoo1ites from inside the Explorer window.

E-Mail Huge Files
E-mailing a hilarious video :o friends may
YOU CAN MOVE big files to a colnot endear you to them if it arrives as a
league without the hassle of an
FTP transfer, by using YouSendlt.
6MB file. After all, if they use a POP-based
e-mail program such as Outlook, they'll
have to download the entire message before they can even see tha t it's from
you-or before they can download the next message in the queue. If any of the
recipients are on a slow connection, they may never speak to you again.
My rule of thumb: Never e-mail more than lMB of content without the express
permission of the recipient. As an alternative. try YouSendit (www.yousendit.com).
a brain-dead-simple take on the FTP transfer. The service is free for any file
under lOOMB, and individual files can be downloaded up to 100 times. You don't
even have to sign up and enter a password (though the service offers additio nal
feat ures if you do, and even more if you pay) . Just enter both e-mail addresses,
point to the file. and click the Send It button.

Create a
Bootable
Rescue Disc
How can you reach your precious data
files when Windows refus es ro boot? Use
a friend's PC to download Puppy Linux
from find.pcworld.com/60656. It comes as
an .iso CD-image file that you can use
to burn a bootable CD. (And if your PC
has n't yet bitten the dust, it's good to
make a rescue disc before it does.)
Chances are you or your friend will
already have software on the working
PC that can burn Puppy Linux to a CD.
Double-click the file , and the software
(possibly Nero, or Roxio's Easy Media
Creator) should launch. If Windows informs you that it doesn't know what to
do with an .iso file, you should download and install a free burner such as
ISO Recorder (tind.pcworld.com/60657).
This Puppy isn' t the most powerful
version of Linux by a long shot, but it
handles NTFS drives well and is easy for
Windows users to figure out. Once yo u
have used the bootable CD to access
your problematic machine, you can copy
fil es from the hard drive to an external
drive, or even ed it .doc and .xis fi les.

- Premium Delivery [+)
P•n•olil· Protected Secure Oellve.Y [+)
Certified Oellyery •Ith Tracking [+l
Retum Receipt [+I

No matter how much time you spend online, you can't consider yourself a true Netizen until you have your own Web site. And these days, it's hard to beat a blog for quick
and easy updating of your content and for versatile design.
If you prefer simplicity but don't want to compromise on class, go with a free blogging service such as Blogger.com or Word Press.com. With either service. you fill out
a form and select a template that controls the took of your blog- and off you go.
One more nicety: You can post entries that
you've composed in Word 2007 directly to your
ONE OF THE quickest ways to put
together a Web site Is to use the
Btogger or WordPress blog. Just click the Offree tools at WonlPress.com.
fice button and select Publish·Blog.
»

Theme Examples
" aack to f eat ures list

.
'f few of the
b t here is a samp1mg o a
themes available on wordPress .com to show, u

There are far too many
more popular ones.
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Keep Tabs
on the News

Exposure _?

if.;. Auto-Fix

OK

£ltp0'\Urct:

Advanced

Cont/Ht:

~~I

"

It's an election year; do you know where
your favorite candidate is? Following are
just a few simple ways to take control of
the information onslaught.

-
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GOOGLE READER PRESENTS a never-ending
river of RSS news Items.

You probably already know that RSS
news feeds offer a convenient way to get
all the news you want delivered straight to
your PC. You can make RSS feeds even
more efficient. If you prefer reading in a
browser, I recommend Google Reader
(www.google.com/reader), which lets you
surf through the headlines.
A number of free services can send you
RSS feeds over e-mail. My favorite is SendMeRSS.com, which is so easy that you
don't even have to register with the site,
although doing so will make adding feeds
simpler. Just enter the URLfor the RSS
feed you want, type in your e-mail address.
and click Feed. From then on, new items
will automatically appear in your inbox.
RSS feeds are great for tracking what
the New York Times is writing about, but
Google Alerts keeps tabs on a particular
subject across a huge range of publications. Go to www.google.com/news, enter a
search item, and bri ng up the current stories. Then scroll to the bottom of the page
and click the link within the sentence 'Get
the latest news on your search criteria with
Google Alerts.' Just one piece of advice:
Use Google Alerts for specific subjects, not
broad (or extremely popular) ones. Set up a
search fo r "Paris Hilton; and the resulting
deluge will overwhelm you.
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THE PHOTO EDITING site

Correct a Photo's
Exposure

Picnik.com has sophisticated but easy-to-use tools.

Let's say that you have a photo with severe brightness and contrast problems.
If you 're in a hurry and you haven ' t been trained in the art or photo manipulation, you need a program with separate sliders for adjusting the highlights
and shadows . The concept is easy to grasp, and it gets the job done.
Where can you find such tools? If you use Photoshop Elements, you already
have them, on the Quick tab (Quick Fix in version S), under Lighting.
Alternatively, you have two free options. Microsoft's Windows Live Photo
Gallery app (tind.pcworld.com/60653) improves on Vista 's Photo Gallery program .
Select Fix•Adjusr Expomrr: in Windows Live Photo Gallery (which runs in both
Vista and XP) , and you 'll get both Highlights and Shadows sliders and a histogram, as well as the familiar old Brightness and Contrast options.
If you'd rather not install any software, try the free photo-edit.ing site Picnik
(www.picnik.com). Click the Upload Plroro button. Then click Expos11re •Adva11ad
to access the Highlights and Shadows sliders, plus a histogram. When you 're
done making adjustments, you can save the image back to your PC.

About MultiRts
Display proptrtits ...
60 Hz
.,/

Change Your
Monitor's
Resolution

75 Hz

Rtf~h rot<

Hi( olor (16 bit) · 640x4SO
HiColor (16 bit) • 800x600
HiColor (16 bit) · l0H x76S
Hi(olor (16 bit) · llallx720
HiColor ( 16 bit) · ll80x768
HiColor ( !6 bit) ·

l2 80 x l0 2~

As a ge neral ru le. you should
TrutColor (32 bit) • 6 ~ 0 x~ 80
keep your monitor adjusted to
TrutColor (32 biti · 800"600
its highest resolution. There
TrutColor (32 bit) · 1024x768
are exceptions. however. Some
TrutColor (32 bit)· U80x720
programs, especial ly games,
run better with fewer pixels
AFTER INSTALLING the MultlRes utility, you
can quickly change your monitor's resolution.
displayed. And if your laptop
becomes confused (as mine
does) when you plug it into an external monitor. you may find yourself having to
revis it the Settings tab of Windows' Display Properties box annoyingly often.
That's why I recommend MultiRes (find.pcworld.com/60650). This simple. free
utility creates a system tray icon from which you can select any available reso·
lution, screen depth, and refresh rate for you r display.

Reveal the unexpected.
Wrth the help of our ooline scanne< you can scan and ctean yourpulcomputer !Tom

-

mat.rare without ha..ing to install addrtiooal software on your com

Y cur i:=~ultt caa ~ trt e of
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Copy Your Events
Calendar to Your
Not-So-Smart
Phone
Even if your cell phone doesn ' t qualify
as "smart" by today 's standa rds , you
can use it to track your busy schedule.
From Outlook or Google Ca lendar, you
can send appointment reminders to
your cell phone as text messages.
When creating an appointment in
Outlook, click the luoire Artc11dccs button (Forward in Office 2007). In the To
field, enter your phone' s e-mail address , such as 2135551234@vtext.com (the
@J portion of the address, of course,
will vary from carrier to carrier) .
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HAVE A DUMB phone? Clue it in by "i nviting"
it to meetings in Outlook. Afterward your
calendar will send your phone SMS reminders of your upcoming events.

Alternatively, Outlook 2007 users can
work with SMS Link for Microsoft Office Outlook 2007 (find.pcworld.com/
60651), which permits them to send
appointments, contacts, and tasks to
their cell phone as text messages.
Google Calendar directly supports
SMS , so you don 't have to pretend that
your phone is an e-mail account. To set
the feature up , just click Scni11g.r•Mobilc
Sc111p and follow the instructions .
When you ' re in the process of setting
up an appointment, select SMS as your
reminder. You can arrange to have more
than one reminder scheduled , and you
can set them to alert you up to a week
ahead of the actual appointment time.

er

.
ki you if you woold like to download and
When a dialog box appear.; as ng
pl
e er.Ck 'Yes- to allow the
install the ewido anti-spyware onlone scanner eas
download..
"'86 mlcro so11-wlndOWS·timeout_31 b!3856a d36' e35_none_7c

Scanning Reglstrf. ..
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PROTECT AGAINST
malware without
installing new soft-

The best way to keep your PC free from viruses and spyware, w ith Ewldo's
ware is to run a good antivirus application and keep it
onllne scanner.
updated. But if you've been bad and left your computer
exposed to the depredations of the malevolent. you can quickly find and eliminate
skulking intruders either by running a portable security program-one that doesn't
have to be installed onto your system- or by using a Web-based scanner.
Conveniently. Ewido Networks (now part of Grisoft. which produces the AVG
antivirus utility) provides excellent tools in each category- and both of them are
free . You'll find the online scanner (which works only with Internet Explorer) at
www.ewido.net/en/onlinescan. The free stand-alone program is available for downloading at find.pcwortd.com/60645. Both versions update their definitions when
you use them. Other good options are ClamWin Portable (find.pcworld.com/60646)
and Kaspersky Lab's Web scanner (www.kaspersky.com/virusscanner).

Find the Mileage of Your Hiking/
Jogging/Biking Route
It 's easy to figure out the mileage for a car trip: Just go to Google Maps or MapQuest and ask for directions . But those services ignore footpaths and bike paths,
and they won 't direct you to go against traffic on a one-way street, though such
routes arc perfectly fine for pedestrians . And let's face it, getting the exact mileage is important when you ' re moving under your own muscle power.
That's where the Gmaps Pedometer comes in. 'fois Google Maps mashup allows
you to trace your route and get mileage figures . To use it, go to gmap-pedometer.
com and zoom in on your location. Since Google's map view doesn ' t show paths,
click the Hyb1id button to combine the map with a satellite photo. Click Stan Rccordi11g, and double-click on the starting point of your journey. Then double-click
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displayed on the
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MEASURE YOUR
peregrinations with
Gmaps Pedometer,
which calculates
the length of trails.
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Movie critics sometimes pan a perfor-
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"phoned it in." But if you are audiopodcasting with Garageband's Gcast
(www.gcast.com), phoning it in is
actually all you have to do.
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Burn Playlist to Disc
Create an iMix ...
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To get started , sign up for a Gcast
account with a password and a fourdigit PIN. Once the site assigns you a
URL, recording a podcast is no more
difficult tha n leaving a message on a
friend 's voice mail. You simply dial
t he toll-free number, enter

G e a st
I'm setting up a podCas t for a n article 1'
int end t o hav e anythlng of interes t here

GCAST.COM ALLOWS YOU to record a
podcast through your cell phone.

your PIN (Gcast recognizes your account via caller ID), wait for the beep,
and then start speaking.
Afterward , you can go to your Gcast
site and edit the podcast's properties
to make it easy for people to find .

IF YOU WANT to take your favorite music

Burn a
Playlist CD

with you on the road, put together a play·
list in !Tunes and then burn it t o a CD.

Having your entire music collection loaded on your iPod won 't do you muc h good
on a long trip if your car lacks an iPod adapter. To take your favorite playlists with
you on the road, burn them to multiple audio CDs automatically.
In iTunes, select a playlist and then click the Shuffie icon in the lower-left corner
(when you shuflle the list, the icon turns blue) . Select File•Bum Plqylisr ro Disc. When
the CD drive slides out, put in a b lank d isc and close the tray.
A dialog box will pop up to warn you that the job req uires more than one CD .
Click Audio CDs and don't worry about the warning. When the first disc ' s burn is
finished and the CD drive opens , remove the disc, put in a new one, and just go
about your business. iTu nes will figure everything out.
In Wind ows Media Player, you can click the Library tab and select you r playlist, or
you can cl ick Songs for a tru ly random set of music files taken from the entire collection. Start playing the top song on the list. Click the Bum tab and then select the first
option on the Burn menu, which will be either Now P!ayi11gor the playlist's name.
When the dialog box asks for a blank disc, click Cancel.
All of the so ngs included in the play list will now appear in the ri ght pane, below a
Burn List drop-down menu, from which you should select Shuffle Lisr Now. The action
will not only shuffie the songs but also divide them across multiple discs. Click the
Sran Bum button as soon as it ceases to be grayed out. The burn will start automatically in a few seconds . If you 're spanning multiple discs, just stop by and swap in a
new blank CD whenever the previous one is fu ll.
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Add Online Payments to Your Web Site
When it comes to attracting people to your site and persuading them lo give you their hard-

_ ... ___
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ChOOH button Style

earned cash. you're on your own. But once you've taken care of those preliminary details,
here's hov1 you can ensure that the money has a safe journey into your pocket.

0

Don1tfl

9lx16

If you have a service people might pay ior or a charily they might dona le money to. go with
~

PayPal. You'll need a Premier or Business account; to upgrade an existing Personal accoun t.
go to find .pcworld.corn/60652. After logging in. click the Mercliant Services tab for options.
Of course, you don't have to sell anything lo make money online. Google AdSense (www.
go ogle.com/a dsense) will put advertising on your site in minutes. To participate in the AdSense
program. you'll need a Google account. but it 's easy to set up. When you're done, the site gives
you a snippet of code to insert into your pages. J ust don't expect much: Depending on your
traffic. it may take months or even years for your earnings to reach $100.
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TO ACCEPT PAYMENTS for products or
for a charity featured on your Web site,

»

your best bet is to use PayPal.

Make room for life

With Sanus Systems, you 'll always get smart design, high quality and
patented technology. Our new, innovative products are easy to install
and easy to use, giving you more time to enjoy cherished moments
w ith friend s and family. Learn more at www.SANUS.com.

SANusjs y s TE
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Share Photos With Family
and Friends
When you get back from your summer
vacation, you may be tempted to send
a huge batch of your favorite photographs as e-mail attachments, but dispatching a 20MB e-mail message to all
of yo ur contacts is both clumsy and
annoying. Instead, upload the pictures
to an album on a photo-sharing site
and invite your relatives and friends to
view your shots at their leisure.
The trick is to upload your pictures

Identify a Hoax
E-Mail Message
We"ve all received iorwarded e-mail
messages from relatives and friends.
Some of these missives warn of devastating viruses that require immediate
attention; others alert us to predators
lurking in shopping-mall parking lots.
Many are obvious hoaxes. But if you're
not sure, here are some telltale signs
that a newly received message is bogus.
The hoax: If you have a file with a
µarticular name, you're infected.

The truth: Real malware changes its
name from infection to infection. or replaces an existing file. Tile file named
in the e-mail aler1 is more likely a standard part of Windows. and removing it
will probably mess up your PC.
The hoax: The virus will wipe your
hard drive-or do some other horrible
thing-if you don't remove it.

The truth: Malware no longer behaves
that way. Bad guys find it much more
profitable to steal a victim·s passv1ords
and credit card numbers. qu ietly.
The hoax: This virus is so cleverly
crafted thot McAfee ond Norton soft-

directly from the local
2007-05- U
application that you 'll
be using to organize
IN WINDOWS EXPLORER you can quickly change your photos'
your photos, whether
dimensions to a size that makes them easy to e-mail.
the particular program is Windows Live
ed in the same album or folder, you'll
Photo Gallery, Picasa, or something else.
find that it's easier to create an album
In Photo Gallery, select the photos
in Picasa2, put the images there , and
you plan to share, either with tags or by
clicking them while holding down the
then create the Web Album .
<Ctrl> key. Once they' re selected, click
After signing in (you'll need a Google
Publish•More serviccs•Publish 011 Flickr.. ..
account for this), complete the resultYou will need a Flickr or Yahoo log-in
ing form and start the upload. When
name. The uploading process is exceedthat's finished, click View Online. If you
ingly simple. Afterward, you can log on
are happy with the result, click the Share
Album button to e-mail anyone the link.
to Flickr and tell your contacts that the
photos are ready for viewing.
Most good photo applications include
In Picasa2 , select the photos in quesa similar feature, so take advantage of
tion and click the WcbA/b11111 button. If
yours to simplify the process of sharing
the various files are not already collectmemories with your loved ones.

If you've just shot some video with your camcorder. you can add titles to it in a few
minutes with Windows Movie Maker, which comes with fNery version of Windows.
To get started, import your video and enter Timeline mode. In the timeline at the
bottom of the window, select the clip that you want to superimpose the title over
(in most instances this will be the first clip). In the left pane, under Edit Movie ijust
Edit in Vista), click Make titles or credits ijust Titles and credits in Vista).
Click Add title an the selected clip in the timeline ijust Title on the selected clip In
Vista). Type in your title text, and watch it appear in the view screen (which may be
displaying a black screen instead of your video at this point).
If you don't like the way the title looks, use the links located below the text field
to change the animation or font. I recommend the Fade, Slow Zoom animation.
Last, click Done·Add Title
to movie in XP (or just Add
Title in Vista). Then play the
video and see if you like it.
If you·re unhappy with the
result, double-click the title
in the timeline's Title Overlay band to change it. »

ware can't identify or remove it.

The truth: If that were really the
case, you wouldn't be able to identify
ancl remove it simply by deleting one
file, as these messages often advise.
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MOVIE MAKER COMES on
any Windows machine and
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makes fast work of adding
titles to your videos•

The IRISPen 6 is the smallest Pen Scanner ever designed for text recognition.
Avoid keying printed information manually. Highlight words, numbers, sentences, barcodes,
hand printed text with the IRISPen 6 and they are automatically and instantly retyped into
your application with mind-boggling speed and accuracy.

E a.s'l- ia tASe

Fa.st.'
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Visit www.irislink.com/pcworld to learn more about the 3 different
models and to take advantage of a PC World Exclusive offer!
IRISPen

Express ~ ·

IRISPen

Translator ~ -

IRISPen

Executive ~ -

"Many of our Channel Partners will offer price discounts and rebates on /RfPen 6, be sure to visit them/"

amazonrom
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Adjust Your HDTV
So you spent a fortune for your high-definition television, but when you sit down to
watch something, all you get is 1080 progressive lines of off-color junk? Let's fix that.
The fastest way to improve your TV's image is to turn off whatever fancy dynamic
mode (sometimes called "Movie" or "Sport" mode) it happens to be in . Using yo ur
TV's image-adjusting menus (I can't give you exact instructions for navigating them
because TV menus differ considerably) , set the mode to Normal or something similar. Then turn the brightness and contrast down to about the halfway point.
If you're still not satisfied, se~rch your DVD collection for a movie with a THX logo
on the box. Among the extras on the
disc, you'll find the THX Optimizer,
an excellent set of test patterns that
will help you adjust your TV.
The few minutes you spend with the
Optimizer are well worth the time, but
there are two caveats. First, to get the
Optimizer's full value, you must order
a pair of special, blue glasses from find.
pcworld.com/60654. The cost is $2 plus a
highly variable shipping and handling
ANY DVD IN your library with the THX logo will
fee, and it also requires a few days' wait.
Include tools to help you optimize your HDTV.
. The other factor to keep in mind is
that most high-definition TV video
settings are specific to the inputs, which means that the adjustments you make with
a DVD will affect only what you watch through the DVD player. What you watch
through your DVR or over yo ur direct connection won't be improved.
You can jot down all of your settings and manually re-create them, but that's a
hassle, and the right settings for composite video may not be appropriate for HDMI.
If you receive HDNet through your cable or satellite company, you have another
option: The station broadcasts 10 minutes of test patterns every Saturday at 6:30
a.m. Eastern Time (3 :30 Pacific) . That's a harsh time to wake up, but if you have an
HD DVR, it isn't a problem. For more fine-tuning tips, see find.pcworld.com/60655.

Trying out a new operating system
can be intimidating. But you can give
Linux a whirl quickly and painlessly.
The Latest version of Ubuntu, Hardy
Heron 8.04 (www.ubuntu.com), comes
with easy installation options. The
fastest method is to burn the OS to a
CD and then reboot the PC from that
disc. Ubuntu will start up in Live CD
mode, which Lets you work with most
of its features without installing it.
A better choice is to insert the CD
while Windows is running and use the
Wubi installer (it should run automatically). Wubi Lets you install Ubuntu
just as you would any other Windows
program. When you reboot the PC,
the Windows Boot Manager will give
you the choice of running Windows or
Ubuntu. You can use all of Ubuntu's
features- including the 3D desktop
effects that Linux users are bragging
about. If you decide you Like it, don't
change a thing. If not, reboot in Windows and run the Wubi uninstalter
from the Add/Remove Programs control panel. (For more on Hardy Heron
8.04, see "New Ubuntu Version Is
Better Under the Hood," page 26.)

CNtlnel

Publish Home Movies
Windows Movie Maker comes equipped with
a 'Send in e-mail' optio n. But you shouldn't
even think about clicking it unless you don't
mind angering your friends . Why not make
everyone happy instead by usrng You Tube to
share your home videos? The site accepts
a wide range of video file formats. including
.wmv, .avi, .mov. and .mpg, and handles the
format and resolution changes itself.
From Windows Movie Mal<er, you have to
output the video in a You Tube-friendly format before you can upload it. Click Save to
my computer under 'Finish Movie' in XP. or
click This computer under 'Publish to' in
90 I WWW.PCWORLD . COM
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Vista. Follow the reTHE QUICKEST
suiting wiza r·d, saving
way to share your
the file to a convehome movies with
nient location. and
friends Is to post
them on YouTube.
selecting Best quality
for playback on my
computer. In respo nse, Movie Maker will
output a .wmv file that YouTube can accept.
You must be a Yo uTu be member to upload fi les. but signing up fo r a membership
is free. Once you' re in, click the yellow Upload button and follow the prompts.
Wait a few minutes after the movie has
finished uploading: then click My Vrdeos. se-

Tiiie:' OurVaa>bOn

Oes.a1aia«' Our t 1 ~

L

Leet the video, and watch it. (If the video is
not there ye t. wait a bit Longer.)
You can click the Shore icon to tell your
friends abo ut it. or you can copy the URL
and paste it Into an e-mail. And if you'd rathe r
not share your movie wi th .the world. set
Broadcast Options to Private and name the
contacts you wan t to share it with. •

A picture is worth

.t:.!!!j)· In ight i!!Jj.;

a thousand words.
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Get the best value when you
World's #1 Web Host!

choose the
Join us now: Get 3 months FREE
on the 1&1 Home Packager
Visit our website for Special Offers on Domains. servers, and morel

l&l

Best Value:
Compare for yourself.

Hostway

Included Domains
(.com, .net. .org, .info or .biz)
Web Space

DELUXE

GOLD

S1 .99/year

$7.95/year

150 GB

12 GB

Monthly Transfer Volume

1,500 GB

250 GB

E-mail Accounts

500 POP3

250 POP3

500 MB

75 MB

Addi tional 58 .09/month

,/

Mailbox Size
Website Builder
Access to Open Source
Application Library

,/

Starter Software Suite
Search Engine Submission

Price Per Month

24/7 Phone,
E-mail

24/7 Toll-free Phone,
E-mail

$664

s139s

1 &1 Home Package

3

months
FREE!*

"Over the past 3 years, I've had 1&1 as a hosting solution for all my
needs. Not only have they been extremely reliabl e, but fa st also.
And when considering value, 1&1 offers the best solution for the
lowest price hands down. You just can't beat it! "
Nick Jagodzinsk i, www.blindroutine.com
Q 2008 1&1 l nterne~ Inc. All rights reserved.

• Visit land I.com for details. Prices based on comparaole Linux web hosting package prices, effective
41412008. Offer valid for Home Package only, 12 month minimum contract term required. Home Package

special expires 6130/2008. Product and program spcofications, ava ilability, and pricing subject to change
without notice. Aii 01her trademarks are the p1operty of their respective O\'mers.
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The best new 802.lln wireless routers
deliver strong performance, coverage,
and compatibility. Our lab tests reveal
the top choices, whether you 're looking
fo r a basic bargain or have an insatiable
need for speed and range.
BY BECKY WARING • TESTING BY ELLIOTT KIRSCHLING
ILLUSTRATION BY MICK IGGINS

Ii~- WHAT A DIFFERENCE a

CC

few years makes. In our first
roundup of draft-802.1 ln Wi-Fi routers
(see find.pcworld.com/60641 ), we found
buggy firmware, hit-and-miss interoperability, and performance falling
short of what some enhanced, earliergeneration 802.1 lg routers offered.
As of this year, we're happy to report,
those issues have largely gone away.
Although the final ratification of
802 .lln by the IEEE isn 't expected
until next year, the Wi-Fi All iance has
been certifying draft-2.0 n routers for
interoperability and compatibility since
last year, and the final version should

largely be a formality that at most may
require a firmware upgrade.
The Wi-Fi-certified products are worthy updates, too. With link rates-the
nominal connection speeds, as opposed to real-world throughput-of up
to 300 megabits per second (compared
with 54 mbps for standard 802.1 lg)
and extended range, 802.lln is the first
Wi-Fi that can rival wired 100-mbps
ethernet in performance.
But choosing a particular 802.11 n
router has become more complicated
than ever, both because the standard
covers so much ground and because
features vary widely. Vendors have
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ing in price from $50 to $250. D-Link
alonehassix802 .llnrouters.
To give an idea of the options, we
chosetwowide1yavailab1emode1sin
each of three categories: under-$90
routersforpeoplewhodon' tneed
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less speeds and gigabit ethemet; and
dual-bandrouters($180to$200)that
support both the crowded 2.4-GHz frequency range (used by all of the lessexpensive models and their 802.1 lb/g
predecessors) and the relatively open 5GHz band, with support for legacy
802.11 a gear. These top-of-the-line
units target users preparing for an expected influx of networked multimedia
devices that need uncluttered bandwidth to stream media. (The 802.1 ln
spec supports both frequencies .)

Deconstructing the Technology
111e 802.11 n variant of Wi-Fi achieves
its high throughput (typically four
times that of 802.1 lg) in two ways .
First, it uses MIMO (multiple input,
multiple output) antenna technology to
transmit more data at a time. Intelligent
antennas combine streams of data arriving at different times from multipath
signals bouncing off walls, floors, and
ceilings. Entry-level routers typically »
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have two receiving and transmitting
antennas ; midrange and high-end models have three of each.
Second, drafr-n uses channel bonding: Instead of the 20-MHz-wide channels found in previous Wi-Fi standards,
802.11n can use 40-MHz-wide channels, which in theory should double
their data-carrying capacity.
Unfortunately, the limited bandwidth
of the 2.4-GHz range means that just
one 802.l ln router using channel
bonding will take up virtually the entire
2.4-GHz spectrum, leaving no room for
neighboring routers, and causing severe
interference. For this reason , draft-2 .0's
so-called good-neighbor policies require
that routers ship in 20-MHz mode,
and that , when in 40-MH z mode, they
drop to 20-MHz operation if they sense

nearby Wi-Fi networks or other 2.4-GHz
devices. The top link rate in 20-MHz
mode is only 150 mbps. Since many
users are likely to be within range of
other 2.4-GHz traffic, we ran our 2.4G Hz tests with 20-MHz channels.

More Bandwidth, Less Range
The 5-GHz frequency range, however,
has much more bandwidth to play with
and can support multiple 40-MHz
channels. It's also relatively unused
(802.1 l a products appeared primarily
in business environments), so interference is generally minimal to none. We
therefore used 40-MHz channels in our
5-GHz testing of the two routers that
support 5-GHz operations .
Interestingly, speeds in our 5-GHz
testing at close range did not double;

on average, they rose about 20 percent.
But they were generally more consist ent than the 2.4-GHz results, and
throughput at close range never
dropped below 40 mbps- well above
the 25 mbps needed for top-quality
HDTV stream ing.
The downside to 5-GHz is that its
higher frequency doesn't let it cover as
large an area as 2.4-GHz draft-n. But
ge nerally its range is still far better than
that of standard unenhanced 802 .1 l g.
Another 5-GHz plus : While drafr-n is
backward-compatible with 802.11b and
g devices in "mixed" 2.4-GHz mode,
performance for n clients drops significantly on networks when b or g clients
are present. But with a dual-band router, you can put newer draft-n gear that
supports 5 GHz on the fast track while

WI-FI DRAFT-2.0 802.llN ROUTERS: Good, Better, and
Linksys routers scored well in our high-end and midrange matchups, but competitors performed respectably. At the low end, Belkin
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WIRELESS ROUTER AN O
ADAPTER USED FOR TESTS

PCW
Rating

Linksys Dual-Band Wireless-N Gigabit
Router with Storag e Link WRT600N $200
find.pcworld.com/60703
Linksys WUSB600N USB Adapter $90

91

Apple AirPort Extreme Base Station
with Gigabit Ethernet $179
find.pcworld.com/60704
Link sys WU SB600N USB Adapter $90'
Linksys Wireless-N Gigabit Router
WRT310N $140
find .pcworld.com/60705
Linksys WUSB600N USB Adapter $90

0
.....
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2.4 GHz: b. g, n. b/g/n
5 GHz: a, n, a/n

simultaneous 2.4 GHz
and 5 GHz

Very Good
Dual -band, either

Encryption
modes
WEP. WPA. WPA2.
WPA•WPA2, WPA &

Number of antennas
(transmit x recelvel
Router. 3x3
Adapter. 2x2

WPA2 Enterprise

2.4 GHz: n, b/g/n

WEP. WPA, WPA2,

5GHz: n, a/n

WPA+WPA2, WPA &

2.4 GHz or 5 GHz

Router. 3x3
Adapter: 2x2

WPA2 Enterprise

Good
Single-band 2.4 GHz

2.4 GHz: b, g, n, b/g.

WEP. WPA. WPA2.

Router: 3x3

b/g/ n

Adapter. 2x2

5 GHz: none

WPA•WPA2, WPA &
WPA2 Enterprise

Fair

2.4 GH z: n, b/g, b/g/n

WEP, WPA, WPA2,

Singl e-band 2.4 GHz

SGHz: none

WPA• WPA2

Router: 2x3
Adapter: 2x2

Fair

2.4 GHz: g, n, b/g/n
5 GH z: none

WEP, WPA. WPA2,
WPA+WPA2

Router: 2x2
Adapter: lx2

2.4 GHz: b. g. n. b/g,

WEP. WPA. WPA2.
WPA•WPA2, WPA &

Router. 2x2
Adapter. 2x2

VERY GOOD

70

Belkin N Wireless Router F508233·4 v3 $90
fi nd .pcworld .co m/60707
Belkin F50B053 USB Adapter $80

73

GOOD

Single-band 2.4 GHz

GOOD

.,,e
c:

84

Superior
Dual-band

Radio
modes

VERY GOOD

Netgear RangeMax Next Wireless-N
Gigabit Rou t er WN R3500 $180
find.pcworld.com/60706
Ne tg ear WNlll USB Adapter $100

:!
::J

..3:

SUPERIOR

Features score
and radio bands

0-Link Wireless N Router DIR -615 vB2 580
find .pcworld.com/60708
0-Link DWA-130 USB Adapter $100

61

Good
Single· band 2.4 GHz

g/n. b/g/n
5 GHz: none

WPA2 Enterprise

FAIR
CHART NOTES: Prices and ranking s are as of 4nt/08. For details on how we tested, see find .pcworld.com/60712. mbps • megabits per second. FOOTNOTE: ' App le does not make a USB adapter.
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range than their three-eared cousins.
While not optimal for streaming media,
they should be fine for normal Internet
use, Vo IP calls and the odd file transfer
in a small or medium-size house.
Of the two, the Belkin was generally
superior. The 0-Link has a few features
the Belkin lacks , but it stumbled badly
in our performance tests.

BARE-BONES N ROUTING: D-Li nk's
$80 Wireless N Router DIR-615 (left )
and Belkln's $90 N Wireless Router
both have only two transm itting and
receiving antennas, m aking them
slower t han pricier model s.

maintaining a slower 2.4-GHz network
for older equipment. We recommend a
dual-band router if you need maximum
performance for streaming media or
networked storage-or if you can't get
a good Wi-Fi signal at all due to interference from neighbors' networks .

Draft-N
on a Budget
Want to have some of draft-n's superior
speed and coverage without paying top
dollar? We tri ed two entry-level draft2.0-certified routers priced at $90 or
less: the Belkin N Wireless Router (S90)
and the 0-Link Wireless N Router DIR615 ($80). Both have 100-mbps (not
gigabit) ethernet ports and two-antenna
configurations with less speed and
:'

Best
is a clear winner.

•
1~

Ethernet
speeds
10/100/1000
mbps

Overall performance rating and
average throughput (mbps) results

.

'I

~

,

I

I

'I

Bottom line

Rating: Superior
Short-range (2.4 GHz): 62

Support tor simultaneous top·pertorming 2.4·GHz and
5·GHz WI -Fl nets. superior router features, and USB hard-

Long-range (2.4 GHz): 24

disk sharing send this Linksys right to the head of the class.

Short-range (5 GHz): 69
Medium·range (5 GHz): 49
10/100/100 0
mbps

Rating: Superior
Short-range (2.4 GHz): 55
Long-ra nge (2.4 GHz): 19

This speedy and versatile router runs in ei ther 2.li-GHz or
5·GHz modes, sports both printer and hard·disk sharing,
and provides excellent so ftwa re and a good se tup wizard.

Short·range (5 GHz): 69
Medium·range (5 GHz): 53
10/100/1000
mbps

Rating: Superior
Short-range (2.4 GHz): 61
Long-range (2.4 GHz): 16

Sleek and speedy. this Linksys is a good choice for a small
busine ss that wants 2.4-GHz and gigabit support and
doesn't need the more multimedia-friendly 5-GHz option.
Has deep routing fe atu res.

10/100/1000
mbps

10/IOOmbps

10/100 mbps

Rating: Good
Short·range (2.4 GHz): 46
Long-range (2.4 GHz): 20

Workhorse droft·n router has very good perfornrnnce and
features . Ability to expilnd range wirelessly with additional

access points is a plus for large offices and homes.

Rating: Good
Short-range (2.4 GHz): 48
Long·range (2.4 GHz): 13

Low-cost router doesn't skimp on performance or design,
although It l acks gigabit ethernet. Com es with great setup

Rating: Poor
Short·range {2. 4 GHz): 36
Long·range (2.4 GHz): 3

This rou ter is priced right and hits all the routing high
notes (gigabit ethernet aslde). but it stumbles on

software and a lifetime warranty.

performance and ease of use.

Belkin N Wireless Router
When we first reviewed the Belkin N
router in 2006, we loved everything
about it-aside from its performance.
But many manufacturing revisions and
firmware updates have fixed the problem. In fact, even with one fewer antenna, the Belkin did almost as well as the
midrange Netgear router in our tests .
The unit's design, usability, features,
and customer service remain stellar. 1he
out-of-the-box experience is second to
none, from numbered cables and a stepby-step install wizard (which connected
perfectly) to a great user manual. 1he
Belkin has a lifetime warranty; the others we tested have one-year warranties.
The Belkin supports many key router
features, including UPnP, WMM , WPS,
and DONS (see "Wi-Fi Buzzwords " on
page 98 for more on these and other
useful router techno logies).
Missing are automatic channel selection (in which you let the router choose
the least crowded of the 11 available
2.4-MHz channels to improve performance in busy areas) and DHCP reservation (the ability to set fixed IP addresses
fo r specific computers or peripherals) ,
useful for networked printers , NAS
drives , media servers, and the like.
Like most low-end routers, the Belkin
doesn 't support \VPAjWPA2-Enterprise
encryption. But if you don 't need gigabit ethernet or high-def streaming performance, the Belkin N Wireless Router
is a great value and our budget pick.

0-Link Wireless N Router

OIR-615
The 0-Link DIR-615 is just about the
lowest-cost draft-n router on the market and it has a great feature set, but »
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unfortunately it performed poorly on
our speed and range tests.
At close range, it could pump out
only 36 mbps on average, compared
with 48 mbps for the competing Belkin
N. And in our long-range tests (about
60 feet, with mu ltiple walls and appliances in between) , the D-Link's
throughput dropped to a mere 3 mbps,
versus 13 mbps for the Belkin. Eve n
worse, 15 percent of its long-range
tests failed completely due to disconnections, versus none for the Belkin.
And that was with the seco nd D-Link
DIR-615 router we tried. We were
unable to test the first , a revis io n Al
model supplied by D-Link, because it
provided no way to turn off 40-M Hz
channe l bonding (making that unit
ineligible for Wi-Fi Alliance certifi cation), so we bought a revision B2 {the
latest model , which is Wi-Fi-Alliancecertified) for our testing.
Performance could improve with
firmware revisions , and the D-Link has
a very good feature set drawn from the
company's higher-end router models,
including \VPAJWPA2-Enterprise and
RADIUS server security su pport for
corporate use, as well as UPnP , WMM,
WPS, DONS , and DHCP reservation.
The setup process, though uneventful, wasn't as well thought out as that
of other models we reviewed. The Web
configuration interface is a confusing
mix of wizards and manual too ls; after
initial setup, we prefer to skip the wizards. We also found it very difficult to
convert the router to access-point
mode, though we finally unearthed the
necessary directions in the manual.

FAST, WIRED OR WIRELESS: Llnksys's
Wireless-N Glgabit Router (left) and
Netgear's RangeMax Next Wireless-N
Gigabit Router both offer solid 2.4-GHz
speed and backward-compatibility
with 802.llb and g gear, making them
good small-business choices.

nas for better range and performance.
In a close match, we give the nod to
the Linksys Wireless-N Gigabit Router
WRT310N ($140) over th e Netgear
RangeMax Next Wireless-N Gigabit
Router WNR3500 ($160) for the Linksys's excellent performance, very good
setup tools , and deep routi ng features.

Linksys Wireless-N Gigabit
Router WRT310N
The Linksys WRT310N outclassed the
Netgear WRT3500 in close-range tests,
averaging 61 mbps in the same room as
the client, com pared with the Netgear's
48 mbps. It also performed well at long
range (about 60 feet, through several »

It

WI-FI BUZZWORDS

Features to Look For
DRAFT-802.llN ROUTERS SUPPORT an alphabet soup of useful features. Here's why
you should want them-and which of the products we tested have them.
UPnP (Universal Plug-and-Play) helps network devices "see" one another and work
together. For example, a UPnP AV media player connected to your TV can automatically stream video from a networked UPnP AV drive. Only Apple's router lacked UPnP.
DONS (Dynamic Domain Name System) overcomes the lack of a fixed IP address
(most ISPs assign them dynamically) for people who need one to run a Web server, a
Slingbox, or most other remote-access services. Again, only the Apple lacked DONS.
DHCP RESERVATION solves the same discoverability problem for your network printers. NAS drives, and other devices within your LAN by reserving a network IP address
for each one. All routers tested except the Belkin N had t his capability.
WMM (Wi-Fi Multimedia), aka QoS (quality of service) and part of the 802.lln spec,
prioritizes voice and video streams so as to improve their quality. All routers tested

Gigabit.

supported WMM ; the Linksys routers also let you prioritize speci fic applications.

Workhorses

the strongest form of Wi-Fi security, as well as the fastest and most secure. All six

WPA2 (Wi-Fi Protected Access) with AES encryption , also part of the 802.l ln spec, is

Double your investment to $150 or so ,
and you step up to a class of routers
that offer gigab it et hernet switches (a
huge plus if you have network-attached
storage drives, or if you share files between wired clients) and three amen-
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routers we tested had WPA2 support.
WPS (Wi-Fi Protected Setup) simplifies adding new devices to an encrypted network
with a PIN or push-button setup- if the client and router support it. The Apple and
Linksys dual-band routers lacked th is feature (Linksys plans to add it via firmware).
WDS (Wi-Fi Distribution System), also known as "repeater" functionality, lets you
extend range by adding wireless access points (usually from the same manufacturer).
The Apple and Netgear routers had this capability.

1111

I

20/30 Convertible LCD Monitor
Zalman's lrimon· Series 20/30 Convertible monitor not
only has clear 20 image quality, it also allows the users to
exPerience Stereoscopic 30 in Video Games and Movies.
as well as broad professional field of Medical Imaging
and CAD Designs. With high contrast ratio and easy 20/30
conversion, and wide viewing angle, you will be able to
experience a new level of entertainmenl

FP5GUn
Gaming Mouse

FG1000

Fast response, smooth action, 5 programmable buttons
and upto 2000dpi scan resolution make this FPS Gun an
ultimate gaming mouse. With our unique ergonomic design
allows long term gaming possible without strain to the wrist
and enjoy your favorite FPS game more w ith added realism.

ZJ\LMJ\N
COOL INNOVATIONS
10531 Garderi9V"d .. GerdanGro-...e. CA92BA3.U.B.A.
T el : •'1-71463007Ct:l/ Fax: • 1-71 4-83:>07'07
Hanopage: www.lllD"nanl.Jaa.com/e-n'l&I : ~ corn

walls and appliances), although it was
not quite as fast as the Netgear.
The device's performance in our entire 1400-square-foot house was good,
which was fortunate since, unlike the
Netgear, the Linksys does not support
wireless range extension.
But that's about the only fault we
found . Its design is sleek (the antennas
are internal, as arc those of the Apple
and Netgear routers), and its performance proves you don' t need rabbitear antennas to get good range.
Setup via a desktop application called
Linksys Easy Link Advisor (LELA) steps
beginners through everything from
cable hookups to password creationthough you'll need the Web configuration tool for special settings such as
port forwarding or DHCP reservation.
The Web utility offers many deep routing features . for example, whi le all the
routers in this review offer WMM/QoS
(for prioritizi ng video or Vo IP traffic),
the Linksys WRT310N lets you customize app lication priorities: You can set
gaming or streami ng media to trump all
else, or ensure that BitTorrent doesn 't
muck up your VoIP phone calls.
Web filtering is another area where
the Linksys excels. You can stop proxies , Java, ActiveX , and cookies right at
the router, which should ward off most
Trojan horses and spyware. But we wish
that it allowed limiting the filtering to
certain computers; lack ofJava and
cookie support cripples the viewing of
many Web sites. On the other hand,
you can li mit access to specific applications, URLs, and keywords on a PC-byPC basis, a handy feature for parents.

Netgear RangeMax Next
Wi reless-N Gigabit Router
WNR3500
The Netgear WNR3500's design is the
most unusual, and annoyi ng, of the
bunch. You ca n't wall-mount the tall,
upright case, and fitting the unit on a
desk is tough since you can't stack it
and need a reasonably clear area aro und
it. It's cool-looking, though, especially
when the ring of blue lights around the
100 I WWW.PCWORLD.COM
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top flash to show network activity.
Performance was mediocre at close
range- about the same as that of the
much-cheaper Belkin-but improved
greatly at long range. lhe Netgear also
offers a useful repeater function that
can extend your wireless range with
additional Netgear access points.
But what really impressed us was the
setup software and the intelligence of
the router in recognizing our network
conditions . It saw that our DSL modem
had the same LAN IP address-a network no-no- and promptly changed
itself to a different range wh ile telling
us exactly what it was doing, and why.
Excellent, context-sensitive help also
appears right alongside the router configuration pages. It' s always on, so you
don't have to click a button to see it,
un like with most other routers.
Routing fearures were very good,
although not quite as deep as the Linksys 's set. It has UPnP, WMM , DONS,
and DHCP reservation, but lacks the
WPAjWP2-Enterprise encryption support that many businesses require. This
should not be a big issue in a home
setu p, however. If you 're looking for a
good gigabit router with wireless range
extension to cover larger areas or bigger houses, the Netgear is a safe choice.

TWO BANOS OF N: Apple's AirPort
Extreme Base Station with Gigabit
Ethernet (left) and Linksys's DualBand Wireless-N Gigabit Router
with Storage Link support 2.4-GHz
and 5-GHz modes-but only the Linksys can do both simultaneously.

Duel of the
Dual-Bands
If you' re wi lling to spend $180 to $200,
consider a draft-n router that supports
both 5-GH z and 2.4-GHz operations
(and, respectively, legacy 802.1 la and
802.11 b/g gear) . The Linksys Dual-Band
Wireless-N Gigabit Router with Storage
Link WRT600N and the Apple AirPort
Extreme pack in other useful features,
too , notably USB drive sharing.
Jn this tier the Linksys again wins,
thanks partly to superior performance
and its abil ity to run simultaneous 2.4and 5-GHz networks . But the AirPort
Extreme boasts USB printer sharing,
top-notch setup software, and significant ad vantages for PC/Mac netwo rks.
We had hoped to test either the Buffa lo WZR-AG300NH or the D-Link
DIR-855 (the only other simultaneous
dual-band routers), but Buffalo has been
enjoined from shippi ng its model because of a patent dispute, and D-Link
recalled its early models due to manufacturing issues (tind.pcworld .com /60677) .

Apple AirPort Extreme Base
Station with Gigabit Ethernet
Apple's latest incarnat ion of the AirPort Extreme (earlier 802.1 lg and nongigabit 802 .l ln versions have similar
names, so be careful when shopping)
has dual-band support, but can run
only in one band at a time; you must
choose either 2.4-GHz or 5-GHz mode.
But it has two key features that the
Linksys Dual- Band does not: wireless
»
range extension, so you can cover

MictOsoft· Moneual™recommends Microsoft• Windows Vista™Home Premium

Moneuar
-

With 1080p resolution, HDMI interface, integrated 2 channel stereo
speakers, wireless LAN and a ?"touch screen LCD display, you can
effortlessly download and play movies, browse pictures and music,
watch TV, and transfer media from other PCs fort he ultimate home
theater experience.

-
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NOTEBOOK ADAPTERS

Intel's 802.lln: No Slouch
IF YOU BUY an 802.lln router, check your laptop before spending an extra $100 for an
adapter: Many recen t Intel Centrino models sport not just 2.4-GHz but dual-band n
support. via the Intel Wireless WiFi Link 4965AGN PC! Express mini-adapter.
But does this Intel product perform as well as the router vendor's matching external
USB ada pter (which we used in our performance tests, where possible)? To answer
that qu estion, I informally tested throughput with all six routers using a Micro Express
Centrino notebook with the Intel 4965AGN card. Good news: For four of the six routers
in my hands-on tests, Intel's chip set outperformed the USB adapter.
The improvement was most noticeable with the Belkin gear. but it was also true of
the D-Lin k equ ipment. And with the Apple AirPort Extreme, throughpu t with the Intel
chip set was a full 33 percent higher than with th e Linksys Dual-Band USB adapter
th at we used for testing (Apple does not
make USB adapters) .
INTELWl ·FI
On the other hand, the Linksys and
INSIDE: Micro
Express and
Netgear USB adapters performed better than Intel's with their matching
other la ptops
routers , suggesting tighter integration.
handle dua l-band
802.lln capably.
In long-range tests. the Intel outperforme d almost all the USB ada ptersperhaps beca use of better antenna
placement. Notebook vendors typically
run Wi-Fi antennas up the side of the
screen, somewhat like using a pop-up
antenna to improve cell phone reception.
Don't, by the way, pay much heed to the "Connect with Centrino" label that's su pposed to show good compatibility with Intel's Wi-Fi technology. Neither of the routers
{Apple and Belkin ) that produced the most improved results with the Intel adapter
have th is certification {althoug h Belkin says it plans to add s upport via firmware) .
The bottom line: If you already have the Intel 4965AGN, don 't get a USB 802.lln
adapter- and when buying a new notebook, go fo r Intel's a/g/n chip set if it's offered.

large areas using multiple AirPort Extremes or Airport Expresses as access
points, and USB printer sharing. It's
also slightly less expensive, so you might
keep an older g router for b/ g clients
and use the AirPort Extreme as a 5-GH z
access point for video and other highbandwidth tas ks with 5-GHz n clients.
As a 2. 4-GHz router, its performance
compares favorably with that of the midrange giga bit models discussed earlier.
Though it has only one USB 2.0 port
for both drive and printer sharing, you
can hook up a hub to attach several different printers and drive s. However, we
could only print (not scan or fax) on
multifunction printers . Also , the Air-
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Port has just three lAN ethernet ports,
versus the usual four o n other routers.
You can form at drives in either Windows FAT32 or Mac file systems, and
back up Macs with OS X 10.5' s Time
Machine . You ca n also receive updates
using Apple Software Update.
As a 5-GHz router, the Apple beats
th e Linksys in long-range performance,
but it lacks significant fe atures that the
Linksys has, notably UPnP, DONS, and
UR L/keyword content filtering. Apple's
Bonjour network service discovery protocol (formerly called Rende zvous) is
no t as widely supported as UPnP.
The AirPort do es support 1Pv6, the
next-generation routing system intend-

ed to addre ss a growing scarcity of discrete 1Pv4 addres ses and to simplify d esign o f large networks. This likely won ' t
benefit most home users, however.
Setup requires Windows or Mac software (it offers no Web interface) . But
Apple's software makes t urning the AirPort into an access point easy.

Linksys Dual-Band Wireless-N
Gigabit Router with Storage
Link WRT600N
At $200-just $50 more than many
single-band giga bit routers-and with
USB drive sharing as a bonus , this router can support 2.4-GHz legacy devices
and 5-GHz clients simultaneously.
In tests with Linksys's new DMA2200
HD Media Center Extender, 1080i
video strea med smoothly and reliably
from PC to 1V in 5-GHz mode but
exhibi ted fre quent dro pouts and pauses in 2.4-GHz mode.
1his Li nksys outperform ed other
units we tested for overall speed and
range. Like its single-band sibling, it
offers deep routing features, including
application-level Q oS, port forwardin g/
triggering for network services and
gaming, and URL/keyword filtering for
parents. Like the Apple, it also supports 1Pv6. A button on top is for Wi-Fi
Protected Setup, which Linksys expects
to supp ort via a firmware update.
You can configure the router either
through a standard Web interface or via
the Linksys EasyLink Advisor (LELA)
desktop ap plication. The app doesn't
cover all of the router' s many features ,
however: For example, t he first thing
we did aft er using the setup utility was
to identify users and shared folders for
our attached hard drive (which can be
formatted as FAT3 2 or NTFS).
Drive sharing via USB will be slower
than with a dedicated gigabit ethernet
NAS drive, but it's useful if you have an
old drive. You can even se t up an FTP
fold er on the drive for remote access.
We would have liked to see USB
printer-sharing su pport as well, but
overall the Linksys Dual-Band is the
router to beat in almost every area. •

800.561.5105
www.delorme.com·

OU CAN'T OPEN a newspaper or a browser
without read ing about some data spill that has put
consumers ' personal information at risk. Over the
past three years, more than 220 million private
records have been lost or stolen , according to the
San Diego-based Privacy Rights Clearinghouse. In
2007 , 8 million to 15 million Americans had their identities
stolen. The odds that it will happen to you are about one in
five, according to surveys conducted by the Chub b Group.
Identity theft is a national epidemic,
b ut some firms also see it as a marketing
BESIDES providing
opportunity. In fact, some credit bureaus
credit reports and
and banks that facilitated the spread of
alerts to Its users,
TrueCredlt.com
easy credit-and in the process unwitpelts them with a
tingly made identity theft a more profithall of advertiseable crime-now sell services to help
ments for low-cost
you avoid having your identity pilfered .
credit cards and
For $10 to $20 a month, a company
other servi ces that
such as LifeLock or Trans Union will
they might want to
monitor your credit reports, alert you if
know about.
anyone opens an account in your name,
and help you recover fraudulent charg-

es. But you can do many of the things these services offer to
do , at no cost except fo r the effort (see "DIY Identity-Theft
Protection: A 12-Step Program" on page 108 for details).
To assess the paid services, we signed up with six leading
firms . Even services that worked as advertised weren' t comprehensive. O nly two-Suze Orman's Identity Theft Kit and
Identity Guard-offered protection for anything beyond financial fraud. Using any of the services is better than doing nothing, but you may still have to work to safeguard your identity.
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HOW MUCH IDENTITY PROTECTIO N DO YOU GET FOR YO UR MONEY?
None of the six services we tested qualifies as full-featured. Here's how they ranked, based on offerings and performance.

Rating

COMPANY/SERVICE,
INORDER OF RAT ING

Credit alerts
and onllne
credit reports

I record
Public I Fraud I Online I
alert
dashboard
reports

Chat
room
scans

I

ldentity
theft
insurance

I software
Security I Comments

Identity Guard
"Total Protection"
$17/month or $170/year
www.identityguard.com

Good

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes '

Full service handles both
monitoring and freezes. but
Interface invites signing up for
things you already have.

Debix Identity
Protection Network
S99/year'
www.t1ebix.com

Fair

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Service offers reat·tlme
Identity verification via phone.
though not all creditors take
odvontoge of this.

Suze Orman's
Identity Theft Kit
S40klt
www.suzeorman.com

Fnlr

No

No

Yes'

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes "

Softwnre-based kit uses
TrustedlO for alerts;claims to
protect against theft of health

Trustedl D
"Identity Freeze"
S13/month or 5110/year
1vww.trustedid.com

Fair

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

This Is the only service to
manage both credit freezes
and fraud alerts. Performed es
advertised in our tests.

Poor

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

The most limited of the
servicu tested locks onllne
dashboard;fraud alert wasn't
set until we followed up.

Poor

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Service is marred by
obnoxious marketing tactics;
In our tests it failed to Issue
alerts In two lnstnnces.

insurance record s, too.

Llfelock
S10/month or S110/year
w1vw.llfelock.com
TrueCredit by TransUnlon
"3 in 1Moni to ring"
$15/mo nt h
www.truecredit.com
1

Free download of ZoneAlarm Security SuiteIncluded. 'Also sold by LoudSiren for S9 a month. ' Via pnnnership with TrustedlO.' Installsanti virus and antlspyware software.
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Monitoring Your Credit
The keys to your financial identity jangle in the pockets of the
Big Three credit bureaus: Equifax, Experian, and Trans Union.
When you apply for a credit card, sign up for a wireless plan,
or apply for a job, the company you're trying to do business
with is likely to reques t a copy of your credit report. If anyone steals your identity, that person's bad behavior goes on
your report, hurting your chances for a loan, a phone, or a job.
Federal law entitles you to a free annual report from each of
the Big Three. You also qualify for a free copy if you 've recently been denied credit or if you're an identity-theft victim. The
bureaus make no money by supplying
free credit reports, but they make a lot
AFTER SIGNING UP
of money-more than S1 billion annufor Identity Guard's
ally, according to Javelin Strategy and
Total Protection
Research president James Van Dykeplan, we continued
by selling credit-monitoring services.
to encounter ads
For $5 to $20 per month, a creditInviting us to "enmonitoring service will alert you whenhance your protecever your report changes. If a thief opens
tlon" by purchasing
new accounts in your name, you'll ususervices already
ally find out within a few days . Most
offered under the
plan we'd paid for.
monitoring services offer online credit
reports, online credit scores (showing
your chances of obtaining credit), and

tools for managing and improving your credit rating.
But a credit-monitoring service won 't tell you if
someone steals your credit card and runs up huge
bills; for that you must check your monthly billing
statements. Furthermore, if you receive an alert about
a dubious inquiry, you'll have to identify it as bogus
and contact the credit bureaus on your own.
Our real-world tests of two major credit-monitoring
services yielded mixed results. First we signed up for TrueCredit's three-in-one monitoring service, which promises to
deliver e-mail alerts from all three bureaus for $15 a month.
The first two times our tester tried to open a new credit
account, TrueCredit foiled to issue an alert. A third test a
month later was more successful.
"The likely explanation is that [the bureaus] had not yet
completed the processing required on their end by the time
the first two inquiries were made, " says Steve Katz, a spokesperson for TrueCredit's parent company, Trans Union.
Using TrueCredit was truly annoying in other ways. Whenever we accessed our account or received an e-mail alert, we
had to wade through advertisements for credit scores, lowcost credit cards, and other services.
We had better luck with Identity Guard, whose parent company, Intersections , provides identity-theft protection sold
through Citibank, Equifax, GE, and other firms. We signed
up for Identity Guard's Sl 7-per-month Total PrOlection planwhich provides credit monitoring, credit scores , security
software, and public-records searches that identify names,
addresses , and property associated with your identity, along
with things like licenses, tax liens, and criminal convictionsand it alerted us to every change made in our credit reports.
Unfortunately, we found Ident ity Guard's interface confusing and its customer service line unhelpful. One particular
annoyance: Our account page advertised services already covered under the Total Protection plan, inviting unwary consumers to buy the same services twice under different names.
Tim Walston, a senior vice president for Intersections, explains
that the ads are provided for people who may want to obtain
fresh reports between Identity Guard's quarterly updates. »
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CEO TODD DAVIS was so

When Fraudsters Attack

If credit monitoring is a burglar alarm
that goes off when someone steals
his own Social Security
your identity, a fraud alert is a deadnumber on the home
bolt that prevents break-ins . At leas t,
page- and soon t hereafter
that's how it's supposed to work. By
had his identity stolen.
law, you can place a temporary fraud
alert on your credit report, requiring
lenders to verify your identity before issuing credit in your
name. And if you tell one credit bureau to set up a fraud fl ag,
it's obliged to notify the other two. But such alerts expire
after 90 days. To address the lapses in coverage, companies
such as Debix, LifeLock, LoudSiren, and Trusted!D will renew alerts every three months for $9 to $13 a month.
These services set their ale rts in different ways. LifeLock
and Trusted!D contact the bureaus and set the alert. Debix
(which powers LoudSiren) provides its own contact number
for lenders. When a creditor calls the number, Debix's automated voice network calls your phone and lets you approve
or deny the transaction by entering a PIN . Debix can call up
to three numbers until it finds you.
But in real-world tests , our results varied widely. After signing up for Trusted!D, one of our testers applied for instant
credit at The Gap. Store emp loyees saw the fraud flag, called
the Gap's inte rnal credit division (operated by GE Money
Bank) , and put our tester on the phone to answer multiplechoice questions about his fin ances.
Another tester signed up for LifeLock and applied for a card
at a different Gap store; he was granted instant cred it after
showing the store clerk his driver's license. In that case, LifeLock CEO Todd Davis admits, th e fraud alert did not get set
on the date it was requested. After requesting the alert a second time, our tester applied for another card and was asked
to verify his ide ntity more stringently. Davis adds that, either
way, our tester would have been protected by LifeLock's service guarantee (see "The 'Million Dollar' Question, " page 110).
In our in-store Debix test, the creditor verified our tester's
identity by putting him on the phone with th e store's credit
department, bypassing Debix's automated system. According
to Ju lie Fergerson, Debi.x's vice president of emerging tech»
nologies, "80 percent" of creditors call Debix to verify
confident of Llfelock 's

servi ce that he published
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Supporting 2 Way X16 SU ' ..
Genuine Windows Vista f1riol Home Premium
• Corsair• 2GB PC6400 DDR2 BOO
Dual Channel Memory
SDOGB 7200RPM SATA-11 3.0Gb/s
16MB Cache Hard Drive
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Definition 7.1 Surround Sound
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Quad 06600 2.40Ghz
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E8500 J.16Gh<
E8400 3.00Ghz
EB300 2.BJGhL

$ 2289
$ 1545
$ 1495

• CoolerMaster Cosmo Sport Gaming Tower Case
600Woh SU Power
free 802. tlG Wireless PCI Network Adapter
• J Year Limited Warranty
+Lifetime Toll Free 24fl Techsupport

$ 1555
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$ 1445
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(12MB Cache. 1333Mlu FSO)
Extreme 0X9650 J.OOGht
$
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$ 969
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lnte1 • Centrino • Duo Mobile Technology
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• lntel ll> PRO Wireless 4965AIG/N Networkina
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• 2GB PC5300 DDR2 667 Memory
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Intel "' Core™2 Duo Processor
(800MhL FSB)
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19300 6MB L2 Cache. 2.50GhL
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18100 JMB L2 Cache, 2.10Ghz

$ 1345
$ 1125
$ 1045
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.. -

- Black + 3 Custom Colo rs to Choose From

..- 1 fi11.:wire IEEE 1394 & 3 USD 2.0 Port_,

• 3 Hours Battery Lifo
,. Wcloht only 6.8 Lbs
,. Free Carrying case

1 Yc•u Limited Warranty
24n Techsupport

+Lifetime Toll Free

• Genuine Windows Vista ,..,. Home Pnnnlurn
• Corsair ' 2GB PC6400 DDR2 800
Dual Channel Memory
• 5006B 7200RPM SATA- 11 3.0Gb/s
16MB Cache flard Drive
• (2) NVIDIA" Gcforce• 8600 GT 512MB
LG 20X DVD-RW Drive & 16X DVD-ROM
• Hioh Defin ition 7.1 Surround Sound
• 600Wntt Subwoofcr Speakers
l ogltech Keyboard & l ogitech Optical Wheel Mouse
• Thermaltake M9 lDW'er Case
w/ Se e Through Window
600Watt su~ Power Supply
Raidmax Maxcool Silenl & Overt:loc kino Proof
CPU Cooling System
• Free 802.11 G Wireless PCI Network Adapter
,. 3 Year limited Warranty
+ Lilelime Toll Free 24n Techsu pport
Add Viewsonic 01 9WB 19" Sms
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,

lnte111. Coren"2 Duo Proce ssor

(12MB Cache, 1333Mhz FSO)
Extreme OX9650 3.00Ghz
(8MB Cache. 1066Mhz FSB)
Quad 06700 2.66Gtu
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• Genuine Windows Vl stan.1 Home Premium
~ Corsair"' 2GB PC6400 DDR2 BOO
Ounl Channel Memory
• 320GB 7200RPM SATA-11 3.0Gb/s
16MB Cache Hard Drive
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LG 20X DVD-RW Drive & 16X DVD-ROM
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• 600Watt Subwoofer Speakers
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Looitcch Optica l Wheel Mouse
• X-Ju11i1cr Jr. Mid-Tower Ca se
w/ 600W111t SU'"' Power Supply
• Rnidmex. Max.cool Silcnl & Ovcrclockino Proof
CPU Cooling System
• Free 802.llG Wlnoless PCI tletworl< Adapter
• 3 Year Lim il ed Warr.:mty
+ lifelime Toll Free 24fl Tec hsuppo rt

transactions-but they are not under any legal
requirement to do so. Creditors can verify your
identity in other ways, such as by sending a letter
that asks you to mail them copies ofW-2 statements, utility bills, or other documents.
In rare instances , creditors may issue credit
without bothering to check your report. That seems to be
what happened to Davis, who gained notoriety by publishing
his Social Security number on LifeLock's home page and daring anyone to steal it. A Fort Worth, Texas , man promptly
used Davis's identity to obtain a $500 loan. Davis says that
many low-amount lenders don 't pull credit reports, which is
why the Fort Worth creditor didn't see the fraud flag that
LifeLock had placed on its CEO's credit report.
"This person would have been able to get the loan no matter
what form of protection was in place, " says Mike Prusinski ,
LifeLock's vice president of communications. "As soon as
Todd was aware of the problem , he reported it to LifeLockand the remediation services investigated, found the source
of the identity theft, stopped additional attempts by this
same person to buy cell phones and other goods, and prevented any other consequences from the identity theft such
as damage to a credit score. "
In February, Experian sued LifeLock, claiming that federal
law prohibits corporations from setting fraud alerts for consumers, and calling LifeLock's marketing practices fraudulent.
"LifeLock claims it can prevent identity theft, but that's simply not true," says Experian spokesperson Rod Griffin. "By the
time a credit report has been pulled, the person's identity has
already been stolen. It gives people a false sense of security."
Davis says he can't comment on an active lawsuit but
would "welcome the chance to work out a business solution
[with Experian] that will continue to protect consumers."
Griffin won 't say whether Experian will take legal action
against other fraud-alert firms . TrustedlO CEO Scott Mitic
notes that the law allows consumers or their "personal representatives " to set flags, and says that his company has a good
relationship with the bureaus. Debix pays one bureau for the
right to set flags, Fergerson says, but she declines to identify
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which one. As we went to press, Identity Guard announced
that it would stop setting alerts for consumers "because
Experian asked us to stop," says Intersections' Walston.

The 'Million Dollar' Question
Besides setting alerts, some services obtain your credit
report and ask the bureaus to stop selling your info to credit
card companies-two things you can do on your own (see
"DIY Identity-Theft Protection," page 108). Identity Guard
and trusted ID will scan the Web and tell you if someone is
trading your info on line; but the odds
THE NET BULGES
of catching anyone are virtually nil, says
Dmitri Alperovich, director of intelliwith hundreds of
sites Uke this one,
gence analysis for Secure Computing.
many of them owned
"This type of claim is mostly a gimby the credit bureaus.
mick, " he says. "You might find a few
The big print may say
credit card numbers by searching the
ufree credit report,"
Net, but most of them aren't lying
but Experian will bill
around for public viewing, and the peoyou at a rate of SlS a
ple who have them won't deal with you
month for Its service,
unless you're also a criminal. "
starting 30 days after
LifeLock, LoudSiren, and TrustedlD
you sign up.
provide million-dollar guarantees
against identity-theft losses, but that »

NEW
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Now with FTP!
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Automatic backup and synchronization made easy.. .
Now you can automatically compare, synchronize,
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seNers, and external drives, as well as through FTP.
GoodSync Version 7 will:

GoodSync's powerful technology is years ahead
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leader in file backup and synchronization.

../ Automatically synchronize and backup all your data.
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Download GoodSync Today
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THERE ARE STEPS you
can take to curb identi-

promise comes with some strings atty theft without using
Choose the paper mail you want.
the services we tested.
tached; LifeLock says that it will hire
Stop the junk mall you don't.
ProQuo.com, for examspecialists to contact lenders and
cnr.u ..:
ple, lets you opt out of
law-enforcement agencies for you,
marketing databases,
and will pay other direct costs up to
IM.! ·11.f i i BMIHMD
thereby reducing junk
$1 million . However, the guarantee
mall and theft risks. For
doesn ' t define which costs LifeLock
Pro tect y ou rself from
Hel p 1he en viron ment
Ge t only lhe ma ll
more do-it-yourself
considers "direct, " nor does it speciby reducin g wast e
offers you want
ldonlity th ett
'
•· • . .....,,... .. .v,· · "' , .....
options, see the sidebar
fy which costs are covered below the
.. ·.-1 • • "· . ...
on page 108.
million-dollar cap.
....• • ..... , . ..... ....... . ....... .... ... ,..... ...__ .... u...·
TrustedID promises to pay the cost
of reestablishing your identity, reimThe Nuclear Option: Security Freeze
burse your legal fees, and restore up to $5000 in lost income.
The third option beyond monitoring and alerts isn' t pretty.
LoudSiren covers theft losses, attorneys' fees , and lost wages,
"Rather than relying on fraud alerts or spending $100 to
with no cap. Debix's $25 ,000 policy covers expenses, attor$180 a year on credit monitoring, consumers should consider
neys' fees , and up to $2COO in lost wages .
a sec urity freeze, " says Beth Givens, director of the Privacy
But a million dollars is an inflated amount anyway. AccordRights Clearinghouse. "Depending on how often you use it,
ing to Javelin, the average out-of-pocket cost for identity
a freeze can be an effective way to prevent identity theft and a
theft victims in 2007 was $691 , and the average loss for peolot cheaper than credit monitoring. "
ple who had false accounts opened in their names was $1066.
With a freeze (which you can set up yourself for a small fee),
Regardless, most victims of financial fraud don't pay anything
credit bureaus won't release your report at all-not ideal if you
out of pocket because the financi al institutions typically bear
need to obtain a mortgage, change cable providers, ap ply for
the costs, notes Rachel Kim, an associate analyst at Javelin.
a job, or do anything requiring a credit check. Freezes are free
TrustedID's Mitic acknowledges the unlikelihood that anyfor identity-theft victims in most states, Givens notes.
one will need a million dollars of coverage. The real advanTrustedID can set up a freeze for you for $15 plus any credtage, as he sees it, comes from having experts who can take
the hassle and pain out of restoring customers ' identities.
it bureau fees, but you must mail it a power of attorney form.
Or you can do it yourself via certified mail. The rules
ESTABLISHING A
and fees vary depending on where you live, but the
Security Freeze Available Nationwide
security freeze
cost is usually $10 per bureau. (Consumers Union has a
prevents the credit
guide to each state's laws; see find.pcworld.com/60689 .)
bureaus from reIf after freezing your account you decide to change
leasing your credit
your cable plan or apply for a loan, you 'll probably
report to anyone,
have to pay $10 per bureau to unfreeze your account
but unfreezing your
for a specific creditor or a certain period of time. And
report Is a pain.
because credit bureaus tend to move at glacial speed,
Consumers Union
you should make an unfreeze request long before you
offers an online
actually need it. Even with a fre eze in place, identity
guide to the freeze
thieves can use your medical insurance, ruin your
. Freeze required by law
laws In all 50 states.
eBay reputation, or apply for jobs with your name
ll1 Freeze offered voluntarily
and resume. Identity protection services can' t prevent
such problems, says Linda Foley, director of the Iden"I think the biggest benefit customers get from TrustedID's
tity Theft Resource Center and an identity-theft victim.
warranty is our restoration services-our commitment to hold
Identity pro tection services may help people who ca n't be
bothered to take the necessary precautions or who lack the
a customer's hand, do everything and anything they need to
help them put their lives back together again," Mitic says.
resources to protect themselves . But you should choose careAccording to Prusinski, on ly 41 of LifeLock's 840,000 subfully, read the fine print, and resist acting out of fear.
"I would say 'Buyer, beware,"' says Foley. "There is nothing
scribers have ever needed its restoration services. Mitic declines to release TrustedID's customer numbers, but he estiyou ca n buy that will keep you from becoming a victim of identity theft-and ifthere was , I'd be the first in line to buy it. "
mates that 1 out of 10,000 need their identities restored.
Debix' s Fergerson says that just 9 of its 300,000 subscribers
PC World Senior Editor Tim Ml!)l11iha11 and Senior Wn"tcrTom
have filed insurance claims; in most cases the theft had happened before the customer signed on to the service.
Spn"11g conm·butcd to this story. •
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Kick off your summer in style. With Intel

Pinnacle Video Transfer allows you to
transfer any analog video source directly
to an Apple® iPod®, Sony'" PSP"', USS
hard-drive or flash memory stick.
No PC required - just press and go!

www.pinnaclesys.com/pvtsummer

Don't lose your valuable data to hard drive

Core 2 Duo processor, 4GS of memory, and

failure or theft . CMS Products' new

dual monitor support, the brushed aluminum

SounceSack Professional Ve rsion 8.0 lets
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users easily an d quic kly create a fully
bootable spare system drive in just minutes!

Call 800-327- 5773
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www.cmsproducts.com
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Productivity

Efficiency

Mobility

USB 2.0 EXTERNAL DVI VIDEO
CARD FDR PC AND MAC

USB 2.0 UNIVERSAL DOCKING
STATION WITH VIDEO

UNIVERSAL BLUETDDTH CAR KIT
WITH CALLER ID DISPLAY

SEE2 XTREME
MF G # TRl-UV200

XTREME DOCKING STATION
MFG# TRl-XD250

AX VISOR
MFG# TRl·BC200

• use

• HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER PHONE
WITH DUAL MICROPHONES

m- m= m

ll

-------------------1
• EXTEND YOUR DESKTOP ACROSS
MULTIPLE MONITORS

2 . 0 UNIVERSAL DOCKING STATION

• SUPPORTS UP TO 2048 X 1280 FOR PC

• 4 use PERIPHERAL PORTS, ETHERNET
PORT, AUDIO AHO MICROPHONE PORTS

• OVI TO VGA ADAPTER INCLUDED

• SUPPORTS UP TO 1920 X 11!00 (VGA)

• SENSES VEHICLE VIBRATION AHO
CONNECTS AUTOMATICALLY TO PHONE
• 15 HRS TALK TIME/400 HRS STANDBY

1370 Decision St. Suite C • Vista • CA • 800-431 .1176

ere's
Build Your Own High-Def PC
If you have been
dreaming of the ultimate high-definition
computer. why not
take matters into
your own hands? We
show you how to pick
the hottest components and create the
m ultimedia syst em
you always wanted.
BY ZACK STERN
IT'S UNMISTAKABLE: We
are living in a high-definition
world. And with a new generation of affordable, highquality HD components
flooding the PC landscape,
it's high time your computer
began sharing in the fun.
Great high-def systems
from the store still cost a
fortune. But if you have the
skills to assemble your own
mach ine, you can save a
bundle by building an HDcapable Media Center PC
designed to deliver pristine
video and amazing gaming.
For recording HD1V, playing Blu-ray Disc movies, or
lightly editing HD home videos, a well-built high-def PC
can help you do it all. For
this project, I'm building a
system that will complement
my living-room entertainment system. With the parts
I've chosen, my setup costs
about $2400 (counting the
$260 copy of Vista Home
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WITH THE RIGHT

components, you
can build your own
HD PC In a single
afternoon-and have
a digital entertainment extravaganza
by nightfall.

Premium, but not counting
the $1000 LCD monitor).
You can lower the cost by selecting a less expensive case.
Note: If you've never built
a computer before, I recommend that you read Scott
Mueller's article "Step-ByStep: To Get Just the PC You
Want, Build It Yourself" (find.
pcworld.corn/60637) for important tips on assembling your
computer. And be sure to
ground yourself at all times.

Case and Power Supply
Assembling a good PC starts
with using high-quality components from the ground up.
That means choosing a case

and a power sl).pply that will
be adequate for.your needs . .'
Case: Beauty is beauty- .
even if it' s skin : ~eep . Pick a
case that will look good on
your desk or in;}iour home
entertainment center. Many
home theater cases include
displays to sho;_. the name
of a song that's playing and
even to let you navigate media. I chose the SilverStone
Crown CW03-MT for my HD
PC. At a retail price of $700,
this was by far the most extravagant component in my
system. But I couldn' t resist
its integrated LCD display
and front media controls .
Make sure that the software
driving those extras works

with your operating system
of cho ice. I planned all along
to load my high-def PC with
Windows Vista Home Premium , which I know will support the case 's LCD display.
While you could cram
everything into a case the
size of a pizza box or shoe
box, you'll have an easier
time and a broader·selection
of components to chose
from if you. ·stick with a horizo ntal minitower. Also, the
system's heat-and therefore the sound that the fans
generate while keeping everything cool-is an important
part of your experience. Nobody wants to pump up the
volume just to drown out a
whiny PC fan. Good ai rflow
will help keep things quiet.
Power supply: A 500-watt
power supply should be ade-

Shopping List for a High-Definition PC
GET LINKS TO vendors and pricing for these components at find.pcworld .com/60649.
POWER SUPPLY ($130)

MOTHERBOARO ($240 )

Silverstone Crown CW03-MT

Antee NeoPower 650

Asus M3A32-MVP

PROCESSOR (SllO)

CPU COOLER ($60)

MEMORY ($125)

AMO Athlon X2 BE 2400

Zalman CNPS9500

2x2GB DDR2 PC2-5300 DI MMs

GRAPHICS BOARD ($50)

HARD DRIVE ($240)

OPTICAL DRIVE ($190)

rior edges of the case so that
they don ' t obstruct airflow.

ATI Radeon HD 3450

lTB Seagate Barracuda 7200.11

Pioneer BDC-2202

Core Components

TV TUNER CARD ($125)

INPUT DEVICE ($145)

DISPLAY ($1000)

AT ITV Wonder 650

Logitech diNovo Mini Keyboard

Samsung SyncMaster 275T

CASE ($700)
>l. -

your system doesn 't include
multip le hard drives , a highc:nd graphics board , and
other energy-hungry devices
beyond the recommendations given here. (Go to find .
pcwo rld.com/60638 for OuterVision Extreme's Power Sup-

..,_.

-

<- -· -

quate for most purposes if

~· · @ ~ El!

.

- . .. ~

-

-

p ly Calculator Lite to come
up with a rough estimate of
what you ' ll need.) I chose
the Antee NeoPower 650 because of its quiet fan , and
because its 650-watt rating
provides a healthy margin to
accommodate upgrades.
When install ing your power supply, try to route the
various cables along the inte-

Lay a foundation for top-ofthe-line performance by selecting a great motherboard
and CPU; then complement
those with fast memory and
a high-def grap hics board.
Motherboard: First, be sure

to pick a motherboard that
works with the other parts of
your system: Your case will
determine whether you pick
ATX or MicroATX-and you
will need the right socket for
your processor. The graphics
board shou ld work with any
new motherboard 's PC!
Express slot; but for best
compatibility, purchase one
with a like-brand on-board
video chip set. (Or avoid o nboard video entirely.) The
standard assortment of PC
ports should be fine , but get

gigabit ethernet for highspeed, w ired video transfers
over a home network. I went
with the Asus M3A32-MVP
for compatibility and for its
silent heat-pipe design (to
provide extra cooling).
Processor: Quad-core processors are becoming mainstream, but they draw a lot
of power and generate excessive heat. Certain video
editing programs do take
advantage of the four cores,
but I'm aiming for a lower

target. You could build a
good system with an Intel
Core 2 Quad Q6600 or
other, similar chip-gamers
take note-but I de cided to
choose something that was
less powerfu l and a lot cooler. TI1e AMD Athl on X2 BE
2400 works well for home
theaters because its peak
draw of 45 watts he lps keep
the fans quiet. Whether you
go with an Intel CPU or an
AMD model, you'll definitely
want a dual-core processor

to handle multimedia tasks.
Insta ll the processor by lifting the socket arm , setting
the chip carefully in place,
and lowering the lever-no
pressure is needed .
CPU cooler: The CPU you
buy should come with its
own heat sink and fan , but
those bundled components
may we ll generate too much
noise for an entertainment
PC. G ive them a try if you
can , but don 't hesitate to
consider a replacement. »
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Here's How
You can buy liquid cooling
components that ;ire completely silent, but you should
avoid that route because of
the maintenance required ,
not to mention the risk of
leaks. Instead, opt for a quiet
variable-speed fan attached
to a heat sink. And doublecheck the specific mode l for
processor and case compatibility. The Zalman CNPS9500
CPU coo ler fits with my system's other components and
with the PC case , and it runs
q uietly when turned down.
When instal ling the CPU

Power _ _ _ _ _

sure that the particular type
you select works with yours.
Don't bother with the absolute fastest DDR3 RAM .
Instead, spend your money
on qua ntity: 4GB will be
ample for Windows Vista or
Windows XP Media Center.
(And unfortunate ly, your operating system and hardware
configuration might not
recognize every last bit of it.
But having 3GB of functio nal RAM is better than having
only 2GB.) Also, go for a
pair of the same 2GB DIMM
ch ips. Ma ny current motherboards take advantage of
dual-channel architecture so

rather than at an angle.
Graphics board: The graphics board is a critical component in our setup, since it
will be taking over much of
the high-def p layback from
the processor. Good news :
In just the past few months ,
these cards have made a
giant leap forwa rd in qua li ty
while prices have dropped.
An ultra-high-end option
may not be the best o ne for
your system , however, since
they generate a lot of heat.
But make sure that the ca rd
decodes Blu-ray Disc mov ies
in addition to your own recorded shows . HDCP com-

~

supply

SECURE YOUR GRAPHICS board to your PC's motherboard by seating it in an available PCI Express slot
(see Inset) and then firmly tightening the screw used to attach it to the system case.

cooler on your sys tem , app ly
an even, paper-thin layer of
thermal paste over the processo r' s surface, and then
set the cooler in place. Try
not to let the cooler slide
back and forth over t he CPU
whi le you are seating it.
Memory: Current motherboards can suppo rt a variety
of memory chips , but make
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t hat each DIMM can access
t he memory controller. The
pair of midd le-weight Crucial 2x2GB DDR2 PC2-5300
DIMMs th at I chose strike a
solid balance between price
and performance.
Handle the RAM- as well
as other components- only
by its edges, and firmly pus h
the chips straight into place

pliance, which decrypts the
digitally protected video signal, is critica l; fortunately,
it' s common these days . The
Asus EN8600 GT wit h HDM I
is one good option, fu lfi ll ing
these needs eas ily. At press
time, nVidi a was readying its
Ge Force 8200 ch ip set for
motherboards , too, bypassing the need for a dedicated

HD graphics board . For my
system, I ultimately selected
the ATI Radeon HD 34 50
video card, because it meets
my other needs and doesn 't
req uire a fan for cooli ng.
Unlike the Asus model , this
board lacks an HDM I port,
but it works well wit h any
DYi-equipped HDTV.

Peripherals and
Software
You' ll need tons of hard-drive
space to store your media,
as well as an HD optical drive
to play high-def movies .
Hard drive: Compressed HD
video recordings can eat up
roughly 7GB per hour, so
get a hard drive big enough
to hold those recordings.
Nearly all current motherboards support the SATA
bus, and the latest mode ls
run at 3GB per secondthough units that operate at
lGB per second shou ld be
fast enough for this system.
Pick a drive that spins at
7200 rpm or greater.
Wh ile you could install
multiple dr ives fo r optimum
performance, a big, single
drive will be sufficient. Go
for at least SOOGB . I settled
on a 1TB Seagate Barracuda
7200.11 because of its speed
and its capacity to ho ld 140
high-def ep isodes of Lost. If
you add mult iple drives, position them as far as possible
from each other, so that they
won ' t get too hot.
Optical drive: Now that Bluray has pummeled the rival
HD DVD format into a sad ,
dusty memory, there 's li tt le
reason to refrain from adding a Blu-ray Disc drive to
your entertainment center. I
chose the affordab le Pioneer
BDC-2202 for my system; »

(@)

pectorSoft
PC & Internet Moni toring Software

With Spector CNE Investigator, you
will easily prevent or eliminate problems
associated with Internet and PC abuse.
Spector CNE provides an immediate and
accurate record of every employee's:

••
•
•
ii£~

td

Emails Sent & Received
Chats/Instant Messages
Keystrokes Typed
Web Sites Visited
Programs Launched
VCR-like Snapshot Recording

A few minutes a day of personal surfing, online shopping and chatting
may seem harmless, but consider this ...
A recent study concluded that employees spend an average of 75
minutes per day using office computers for non-business related activity
(surfing porn, gambling, shopping or even searching for sex online). That
translates into an annual loss of $6250 per employee or more than
$300,000 per year down the drain for a company of just 50 employees.
So how do you catch guilty employees who won't admit they are
stealing company time?
Introducing Spector CNE Investigator

At the touch of a button, you can monitor any employee, any time,
anywhere on the network. Spector CNE Investigator secretly records and
archives chat conversations, instant messages (AOL, MSN and Yahoo),
emails (including Outlook, Exchange, AOL and web-based mail like
Hotmai l), web sites visited, keystrokes typed, files downloaded,
programs run and more .
And unlike many filtering and blocking tools, Spector CNE Investigator
records everything they do in exact visual detail. So, you have absolute
proof that goes way beyond just knowing they visited porn.com.
Take control of employee PC and Internet abuse with Spector CNE
Investigator. It'll be the best software investment you make this year.

Here's How
it can play back Blu-ray discs
and burn standard DVDs .
(You can buy a Blu-ray burner for about three times the
cost of the BDC-2202.)
When insta lling the drive
in your case , consider removing the front bezel. This
plastic lip may be unnecessary, and some system cases
come with a replacement
bezel that matches the color
of the front paneling.
TVtunercard: l wish that l
could draw content direct ly
from my cable company's
HD1V programming through
a CableCard, but such cards
still aren't readily avai lab le
to do-it-yourselfe rs like me.
Or l could get over-the-a ir
HD1V through an ATSC
tuner card and antenna. My
cho ice- the AT! 1V Wonder
650-is such a card , and it
supports the Clear-QAM
form at for digital cable, so
that l can use it to capture
unencrypted digital channels
straight from my cable provider. Analog componentvideo captu re cards are available, but they amount to
overkill for this project:
They run a thousand dollars
and are designed for highend video production.
To capture high-definition
footage from your own video camera, stay digital with
USB or FireWire. Antenna
type and position will determine your channels. Look
for one that advertises digital reception, and try aim ing
in different directions while
testing stations .
Sound card: Dedicated
aud io cards aren' t essential
anymore. Sound processing
is rarely taxing eno ugh to
slow down a modern system, so I didn ' t use any add-
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WHAT WOULD a high-definition computer system be without a Blu-ray Disc drive installed? The Pioneer
BDC-2202 comes equipped with a SATA interface (see Inset), just as your internal hard drive does.

on card for my project. Besides, Vista 's rewritten audio
architecture takes even less
advantage of sound cards
th an Windows XP did. Unless yo u 're building a recording studio or need specia lized audio ports that aren't
built into the motherboard
you bought , skip th e sou nd
card altogether and save
yourself a chunk of change.
Input device: l f you are
planning to use your PC
with your home entertainment system , a Media Center remote is a must. You' ll
want something to control
mouse movement and inpu t
key commands. ! like to have
a full-on wireless keyboard
and gyroscopic mouse nearby to hand le extensive input.
Alternatively, you can purchase home-theater-designed
devices that fi ll all of these
roles. For that universal
approach, I picked the Logitech diNovo Mini Keyboard.
This Bluetooth remote takes
care of mousing wi th its
trackpad , and the thumbfriendly keypad works well

for entering UR Ls. But whatever input device you choose,
make sure th at it uses RF
(radio frequency) command s
instead of lR (infrared). RF
can work from several rooms
away, while lR requires a
short, direct path to th e PC.
Display: Resolution and aspect ratio are critical factors
in picking a mo nitor. For a
living room , be sure to get
one that's natively shaped in
a 16:9 rectan gle, to match
the as pect ratio of HD video.
(A work-and-play office monitor might have a standard
4:3 shape.) And pick a resolution th at' s at least 1920 by
1080 pixels (1080p).
Both LCD and plasma
screens look great, though
some plasma displays present brighter colors in exchange for higher cost.
I'm go ing to be pluggi ng
my system directly into my
existing HD1V, but the 27inch Samsung SyncMaster
27ST makes a good desktop
alternative because it includes a variety of inputs for
analog and digital connec-

tions. Confirm, though, that
your display-like this onesupports HDCP for Blu-ray
Disc and other video.
Software: 1 based my system on Vista Home Prem ium
(S260) because Media Cente r comes bundled with that
package (as well as with the
Ultimate edition). If you can
find a copy of Windows XP
Media Center Edition, that
older OS makes a good
alternative, but it doesn ' t
include th e same native HD
support, built-in MPEG-2
decoder, and overhauled
interface as Vista's version.
Unfortunately, neithe r OS
allows Blu-ray Disc playback
in Media Center or Windows
Media Player. Your Blu-ray
drive should ship with software; but if it doesn 't, check
out Nero 8 Ultra Edition.
Once you have your highdef PC system up and running, add it to your home
entertainment center or set
it up on your desktop to
watch and edit movies , record your favorite shows ,
play your music, and more.

Duplication Solutions Made Easy
We bring the best product reliability with the latest
duplication technology to the demands of our consumers.

Tower CD DVD Disc Printer CD DVD Auto CD DVD
Direct print to Duplicator
Wrapper
Duplicator
for • Blu - Ray
•CD • DVD
•CD +G Karaoke
• LightScribe
Burn "on the fly" .
Up to 300
copies in minutes.
No PC required.

CD or DVD.
No more
stickers.
No more
labels.

Up to 1000 disc No heatgu n.
capacity.
No melting
Mass prod uction p lastic.
at your finger
Just a
tips .
professional
CD / DVD
wrap.

e
. """"""'

USB Drive
Duplicator

SD
Duplicator

Multimedia Hard Drive
Duplicator Duplicator

Copy up to
11 copies
synchronously.
Perfect for
mass
marketing
promotions.

Copy up to
11 copies
synchronously.
Mass duplicate
images and
pictures.

Back up
memory
for
• MS • CF • SD
• MMC
to CD or DVD

Systor Systems, Inc.
Toll Free 866-582-9561
www.esystor.com/pcw

Available In
EIDE and SATA.
Clone multiple
hard drives with
reliability and
speed.

Resellers
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Here's How
Make Vista's User Account Control Less Annoying
W INDOWS VISTA' S USER

You can also sup press

Account Control feature is a

UAC p rompts entirely. It's
local Security Setting ._Bcpl
_,__
ain_,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

constan t ;mnoyance fo r many
u sers, b ut turning it off en-

not as safe as t he default setti ngs, but it's more peacefu l.

User kcount Control : Behavior of the elevation prompt for
administrat01S in Admin Jilproval Mode

tirely can leave your sys tem

Vis t a Home Premium docs

vulnerab le to onli ne threa ts.

not h ave the Gro up Po licy

Fortun at ely, you can do a bit
o f fi n e-tu ning via t he Grou p

O bj ect Ed itor. To m ake t he
change in t hat vers io n , back

Prompt for credentials
.__.._ _ __ Prompt for consent

Po li cy Object Editor to disable the most irritati ng parts

[

__o_K~J

o f t h is feature wi thout

up you r system's Registry by
fo llowing the instructions at

eance1

I

ciJply

I

Here's how to tweak the
app ropriate settings in th is

FINE-TUNE YOUR USER Account Control interactions by adjusting

press <Enter> . In th e left

the UAC settings in the Group Policy Object Editor.

pane, select HKEY_LOCAL_

configuration tool:
Click Sran , type gped ltmsc ,

Sec111iry Oprio11s selected in

MACHINE\SOFIWARE\
Microsoji\ Wi11dows\ C1111w1Vcrrio11\ Policics\ Sysrcm. In t he
r ight p ane, do uble-click Co11u11rPro111p1BchaoiorAd111i11.

press <Enter>, a nd t hen cl ick

t he left p ane, look for ' User

t h ro ugh t he UAC pro m pt. In

Acco un t Co n tro l o ptio n s'

t he left pane, fin d Local Co111p11rcr Poliry\ Co111pmerConjig11rario11\ Wi11dows Smi11gs\Scc11riry Scrri11gs\Local Policies\
Scc1111·ry Oprio11s. Now w it h

on the right.
To retain the benefit of

Accoum Comrol: Bchaoioref
rhc clcoario11 promprfar ad111i11istrarorr i11 Ad111i11 Approoal
Mode. Choose Elcoare wirho111
prompring, and click OK (see

UAC , leave it turned o n but

the screen s hot above). A

click OK. You should see

set it to stop p ro mpting
yo u . Double-click User

po p-u p wi ll compla in th at

the effect immediately.

r::::;i

1-t can't see my USB

~--~------~----~

R> Device Manager
Action

File

Help

stall . Confi rm by clicking OK.

5. The fina l step: Unplug the USS drive,
-

WI NDOWS MAY BE turning a bli nd eye to
you r external drive fo r several reasons.
First. you s hou ld figure out if the problem

1

VIRTUALXP
+ ~ Batteries
+
Computer
-.
Disk drives
.;,.. d.11liii~-~.l'!ll!.!-"lllll!lll911!!!1!!. . . .
·

is with that particular drive or port. Try
plugging the drive into another USS

+

port-preferably one on the other side of

+

the computer. Some ports (usually the
fron t ones on desktops) can be more finicky than others. Next. try the drive in
another PC. or another drive in the same
PC. These tests will tell you if you have a
bad drive (which you can replace), area-

vMwere

I

11... . ..

_,J, D\ID/CD-ROl.• • •
Floppy disk c
~

Floppy dlsk c .....,...,--r-..--1'-'
IDE ATA/ATI
+ u; Keyboerds
Properties
+ ' ) Mee and othel"llOlntlil"Q"!!ij\J!(eor - - - - '
+ Q Network adapters

IF WINDOWS CAN'T see a use drive, unlnstall It
via Device Manager, unplug, and replug.

sonable workaround (use another port), or a real problem.
If it's a rea l problem, try uninstalling and reinstalling the driver
fo r that drive. USS storage drivers are very easy to install because
they're built into the drives themselves. Here's what to do:
1. Connect the USS drive.
2. I n XP, se lect Start · Programs, rig ht-click My Computer, and
select Properties. Click the Hardware tab, then Device Manager. In
Vista, click Start, type device manager, a nd press <Enter>.
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3. Find the drive under 'Disk drives'.
4. Right-click the drive and select Unin-

View
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How come Windows

drive?

Change t he Va lue to 0 and

UAC is not o n ; ig nore it.

ANSWER LINE
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find.pcworld.co m/60415. Th en
click Sra11, typ e regedlt, and

ditching it altoget her.

and then plug it in again. The drivers will
rein stall automatica lly.
Vista has its own USS problem tha t
keeps it from recog nizing drives under
certai n cond itions-for instance, if your
PC has been in sleep or hibernation mode.
Microso ft released a patch last October,
update number KB941600. Even if your
PC is set to receive automatic updat es. it
may not have received that one.
You can read more about the patch at
find .pcworld.com/60615, and you can
download the 32-bit vers ion at fi nd.

pcwor ld.com/60616. Unfortunately, this is one of those updates that
require validation (don't we all), so it forces you to accept Windows
Genuine Advan tage if you haven't done so already.
If. when you try to install the update, it tells you that it 'does not
app ly to your system'. then you already have the update installed.
My thanks to the many peop le at PC Wo rld's Answer Lin e foru m
for the answers they offered when bloto first posted th is question.

-Lincoln Specror
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Here's How
Speed Up Your Broadband Browsing Experience
EVEN IF YOU'RE spending
top dollar for high-speed
Internet service, you may
not be receiving the performance you expect. Make
sure that you have the latest
modem your ISP offers. You
can often get the company
to send a newer one just by
making a quick phone call ,
though some ISPs will ask
you to renew your service
contract fo r another year
before doing so.
For optimizing network
performance in XP or Vista ,
we li ke Totalldea Software's
Tweak-XP Pro Premiu m
(li nd.pcworld.corn/60620) and
TweakVI Premium (find .
pcworld.com/60621). Both
apps do the job without req uiring Registry editing or

imum simultaneaccessing hidden
ous co nn ections,
Windows settings.
/'3ii¥o ubuntu-8.0...
and "pipelining"
Both packages
·· ubuntu-8.04-beta-desktop-i38 ...
(handling multiple
include dozens of
o~ ::4..,
data requests
tweaks in addition
Speed: •0~ . • KB/s
simultaneously).
to network and
Frequent downbrowser adjustTime left: Bmins, 20 secs
Speed: ~62 .lKB/s
loadcrs can save
ments. Network
214.52 MB of 690.70 MB
time with a do\'mMagic Pro (find .
~ Downloading ...
pcworld.com/60619)
load manager such
I Close this window when dowMiad completes
as Download Accelalso optimizes.
DOWNLOAD ACCELERATOR PLUS can manage all your
System-level
erator Plus (find .
downloads and speed up the process of getting files.
pcworld.com/60421),
optimization is
less important in
which manages the
Vista than in XP, since Vista
entire download process,
Firetune (find.pcworld.com/
60419) or Fas terfox (find .
creates multiple simultanetunes your TCP stack dynamous download links, and then
pcworld.com/60420). Both
ically (TCP is a data-exchange
protocol). Vista users can
utilities are free and easy.
puts the fi le together afterFasterfox adds a few more
frequent ly get away with
ward. Just click a download;
customization options for
the program does the rest. It
optimizing just specific
expert users . Both tweak
integrates well with Internet
applications, especially their
Explorer and Firefox.
low-level settings such as
Web browsers . To speed up
-Bcclry Waring
cache memory ca pacity, maxFirefox page displays, try

Shoot Better Video With Any Camcorder
WHETHER YOU SHOOT
your home movies with a
high-end rig or a bargain
camcorder, it's your camera
skills- not solely your
equipment-that will make
yo ur film a masterpiece. So
when you ro ll 'em, follow
these tips to avoid amateur
mistakes and make your
video look its very best.
• Use a tripod whenever possible: Shaky-cam video gets
annoying fast, as anyone
who has sat through the
motion-sickness-inducing
C/ovci:fidrl can attest. If
you're shooting on the ny
(or on the run) , do your
best to hold the camera
rock-steady. Edit out overly
jerky camera swings later.
• Use a microphone (again,
whenever possible): Don' t
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underest imate the importance of good aud io; it 's just
as critical as the video. If
you 're stuck with your camera's buil t- in microphone ,
so be it. But many camcorders support external micropho nes, which wi ll produce
vastly superior audio.
•Avoid darkrooms: Un less
you have high-grade video
equipment, poor lighting
will make your video look
grainy. Shoot in the brightest possible environment. If
you must shoot in low light,
attach a lamp to your camera 's accessory shoe.
• Use zoom sparingly: Zoom
shots, especially with digital
zoom, tend to look amateurish beca use, as you increase
the magnificat ion , the camera merely enlarges the cen-

THE $80 SIMA Ultra Bright
Video Light attaches to your
camera's accessory shoe to illuminate dim environments.

ter portion of the image,
resulting in fu zz ier-looking
video. If you need to get
closer, move your feet.
• Skip the special effectsfor now: Most camcorders ,
and even some digital cameras, offer special-effects filters such as sepia and "old
movie." Better you should
start with pristine color
video and then add effects
later in your editing sofuvare.
• Remembertoshootb-roll:
B-roll is supplemental footage that you splice into your
primary footage to help move
the story forward or provide
context for the action. For

instance, if you' re filming a
soccer game, you might take
shots of parents cheerin g on
the sidelines , a staged ball
flying into the goal, just the
players' feet , and so on.
When the time comes to
edit, you can insert these
sho ts to make your video
more interesting.
-Rick Broida

DESIGNED FOR
BETTER PERFORMANCE
When it comes t o your PC and its performance,
beauty comes from the inside.
A simple RAM upgrade from Crucial can be one of the most affordable,
effective ways to improve performance. It prepares your system to
handle demanding software, the latest media applications, or a new
operating system.
You can start with our Crucial Memory Advisor to find a guaranteedcompatible upgrade in just 3 clicks. Simply tell us your system make
and model, and we'll tell you which memory upgrades will work. Plus,
it's backed by our excellent service and support and a limited lifetime
warranty-and shipping is free on qualifying orders!
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Take a look at what a memory upgrade can do for you .

www.crucial.com/pcworld
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Here's How
Add Beautiful Blue
Skies to Your Photos
that the sky in your digita l
photos is washed out and a

Find a shot with a pale blue
sky and open it in Adobe
Photoshop Elements (find .

little pale most of the time.
That look is not your faultbut it's not rea lly your camera' s fau lt, either.
In typical photos, the
most important element in
the scene is the foreground,
so your camera's automatic
exp osure system tries to

pcworld.com/60665). Select
the sky using the Magic
Wand tool. In the Options
Palette at the top of the
screen, set Tolerance to 30
and click Add to Sclwio11.
Now click in the middle of
the sky so selection marks
appear. Click a few more

ensure that the foreground
looks good. The sky is usual-

times until you've selected
the who le sky, being careful

ly a lot brighter than your
subject, so it ends up overexposed and drained of color.

not to grab unrelated parts
of the picture. Copy the sky
to the clipboard by choosing

My favorite way to solve
this problem is by "multiplying" the sky using photo
editing software.

Edit•Copy from the menu.
Next, choose Edit•Pastc,

deepen. If that isn't enough
ofa change to suit you , don 't
worry. Here's where your
artistic judgment comes in:

and a second copy of the sky
will appear in the Layers Pal-

Because the sky is already
copied into your clipboard,

YOU MIGHT HAVE noticed

USING THE 'MULTIPLY' blending mode in Photoshop Elements, you
can add a dramatic feeling to pale, lifeless-looking skies.

ette. You 're ready to try the
"multiply" effect. In the Lay-

yo u can continue to p aste
new layers into your image

ers Palette, set the Blend

until you get the deep and
colorful effect you' re look-

Mode to Multiply.
The colors in your sky will

ANSWER LINE
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One of my applications takes forever

-Dave Johnson

likely one that runs automatically at boot-up. Select Start· Run,
type msconflg, press <Enter>, and click the Startup tab for a list of
all such autorun programs. Look for anything you don't need, and
try unchecking it. Then re boot and see if that solved your problem.
Or you can take the extreme approach:
First, create a restore point. In XP, select Start· All Programs·
Accessories ·System Tools·System Restore; click Create a restore
point; and follow the wizard. In Vista, click Start, type sysdm.cpl, and

c370872, PC World forum s

SOME PROGRAMS-SUCH AS Adobe's Photoshop Elements-just
load slowly, and you can't do anything about it. Ask around and
check online forums to determine if you r software is one of those.
If it is, your options are simple: Replace it with a faster application,
or learn to live with it. But if you find that you're the only person

press <Enter>, Click the System Protection tab , then click Create.

with the problem, uninstalling and reinstalling the offending program might help. Simply uninsta lli ng and reinstalling may not be
enough, though , because the uninstall routines that come with
most programs seldom remove everything they should.
To thoroughly remove an
application, you need to uninstall it, delete leftover files that
the uninstaller leaves behind,
and then clean the Registry.
Revo Unin staller (find.pcworld.
com/60617) does just th at. It
doesn't get everything, even in
Advanced mode, but it cleans
out the important stuff.
If an uninstall an d rein stall
doesn't help, look for a conflict
with another prog ram-most

I WWW . PCWORLO . COM

o pacity slider to reduce the
effect. Go to find .pcworld.
com/60623 to see my "before"
and "after" photos.

SEND QUESTIONS TO ANSWER @PCWORLD.COM

f-tl to load. Why?
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ing for. If the sky becomes
too dark , you can use the
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THE STARTUP PROGRAMS menu lets you enable and disable apps
that launch on boot to help you troubleshoot your PC's slowdowns.

half of the autorun programs.
Reboot and try again.
Whether that fixes the problem or not, it will cut in ha lf the
number of autostarters that
you must test. By a similar process of elimination, you can
halve the number of suspects
again by unchecking more apps.
Continue until you are down
to the one autostarting program
that's causing the problem.

-Li11co/11 Spector
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Here's How
Three Easy Fixes for Windows Annoyances
Restore Windows' picture viewer, hibernate
your PC instantly, and turn off indexing t o crank
up your system's performance.

l

OVERHAULING THE STOCK utilities in Windows can make your
system faster. smarter, and easier to use. But some down loads do
more harm than good. Here's how to resurrect your picture viewer
if a third-party one trashed it. Plus, I'll give you a one-cl ick hibernation hack and two useful speed-boosting tips.

Pictu re Vi ewer Gone Missing

Next

> J [

Cancel

The Hassle: I installed a free image viewer. and it was awful. I
uninstalled it, but now the viewer that came with XP has vanished.

IN LESS THAN a minute, you can st ick a Hibernate button on your

What can I do to get it bock?

deskt op t o put your system to sleep instantly.

The Fix: You're talking about XP's Windows Picture and Fax Viewer, and it's handier-and more versatile-than most people think .
Check out Scott Dunn's "Windows Tips: Windows' Hidden Image
Viewer" for cool tricks (find .pcworld.com/60428 ).
Back to your dilemma: You 'll need to re-register the viewer. From
the Start menu, choose Run, type regsvr32 %windir%\system32\
shim gvw.dll, and click OK.

If that doesn't do it, open My Computer, select Tools ·Folder
Options, and choose the File Types tab. Depending on your programs, you may find a pretty long list. Scroll to a file association
that you want to change , and select it. (Start with BMP. GIF, JPEG,

Who 's Got the Hibernate Button?
The Hassl e: When my buddy wants ta turn off his PC, a Hibernate
button appears next to Standby, Turn Off. and Restart in the Turn
Off Computer screen. How did he do it? I want one!
The Fix: Ready to jump through hoops? First read Microsoft's
ar ticle KB893056 (find.pcworld.com/60425); afterward, request the
XP hot fix (find .pcworld.com/60426 ), and then fiddle with the Registry (which you've backed up in advance, of course).
A quicker, cooler way is to stick a Hibernate icon on your desktop, avoiding the Start menu altogether. First. make sure that

and JPG; do each one individually.) Click the Change button,

Hibernate is enabled: In Control Panel. click Power Options,

browse to Windows Picture and Fax Viewer, and click OK.

choose the Hibernate tab, select Enable hibernate support, and
click OK. Now from the desktop. rig ht-click, choose New ·Shortcut.

TOOL OF THE MONTH

type %windir%\system32\rundll32.exe PowrProf.dll, SetSuspendStat e

Speed Up Your Apps
With Actual Booster

Hibernate and click Finish. Finally, right-click your new Hibernate

in the 'Type the location of the item:' field , and click Next. Type

I 'M A SUCKER for any free utility that claims to speed up
my system, so I risked hosing my PC and used Actual
Booster (find.pcworld.com/60431) for a month. Windows

shortcut. se lect Properties from t he drop-down menu, choose
Change icon. and browse to my Hibernate icon (which you ca n
download from find .pcworld.com/60607 by right-clicking the icon
and choosing Save As from the drop-down menu).
Learn more about shutdown states in the article "Gunk Busters! "
(find.pcworld.com/60427 ; scroll down to "Standby or Hibernate?'").

uses priority levels to determine how much CPU time an
application gets (the default is 'normal'). Actual Booster
automatically sets the priority level of the program you 're
using to full blast. One thing t o remember, though, is that
when you're multitasking, setting the priority to 'high' on

Better Performance-And Desktop Searching
The Hassl e: Windows Vista's Indexer bogs down system performance as it constantly catalogs the contents of my hard drive.
The Fix: Indexing in Vista is almost as worthless as it was in XP.

one application takes processor time from those in the

It takes a big gul p of resources and slows down your system. So I

background. Also, if you have a brand-new, super-duper,

say disable it. From Add/ Remove Programs, click Add/Remove

quad-core PC, Actual Booster might not do much good. Yet

Windows Components in the left panel, deselect Indexing services,

on slower computers, and especially my dog-tired old note-

and click Next. Now, for a replacement, grab a copy of a great. free

book, I can see a big difference. One drawback: On some

searching tool, Copernic Desktop Search (read about Copernic in

PCs, Actual Booster causes the mouse to stumble.

"Three Free Desktop Tools" at find .pcworld.com/60429 ; download it
from find.pcworld.com/57505). •
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The Smart-UPS® closet solution:
Managed, Secured, Cooled
Need to get out of the close t - but still keep an eye on your network?
Bet you never thought you'd end up with so many closets to look
after. And as they've grown in numbers, they've also grown in
complexity, adding to the risk - and the high cost - of downtime .
The availability of those closets is critical, but whether your network
is converged, in multiple locations, or housed out of sight and out
of mind, you can't be in ten places at once, making sure they're all
secure and running smoothly.
Fortunately, APC has engineered an integrated solution that starts
with new Smart-UPS XL - the Smart-UPS you already know and
trust, made even smarter w ith integrated management and secu rityenabled featu res . Your view into the network closet has never been
clea rer, with automatic ale rts of power events. security threats. or
thermal incidents that put your critical availabi lity at risk.
If you 're converging your network or just need an extra pair of
eyes, start w ith APC Smart-UPS XL: t he foundation for highly
available, secure, cooled. ma naged networks.

UPS solutions start at $7125

Network management enabled UPS
Smart-UPS' XL starts at $1125
Performance power protection with runtime
for servers. and voice and data networks.
• included PowerChute® management software
• intelligent battery management
• hot-swappable batteries. scalable runtime
• modular.· tower or rack mount. hardware included

Management upgrades
PowerChute• Business Edition
Reliable network-based shutdown of multiple servers.
Included with Smart-UPS. Upgrades
available starting at $279
• application shutdown support
• battety capacity indicator
• e-mail notification

lnfraStruXure· Central
Provides an efficient way for organizat ions to manage
their company-wide physica l infrastructure devices.
• real time device monitoring
• custom reporting capabilities
• advanced security
• instant event notification

Security
NetBotz' Security and Environmental starts at $889
Protecting IT assets from physical and environmental threats.
• visual monitoring of all activities in
the data center or wiring closet
• third-party monitoring via dry-contacts.
SNMP. !PM!. 0--5V and 4-20mA
• user-configurable alarm and escalation policies
• temperature. humidity. and leak detection

Cooling
Wiring Closet Ventilation Unit
starts at $869
(U p to 3kW of heat remova l) Rapidly deployable w;i ll nr

cei ling-mounted heat remova l system for wiring closets.

APC's Smarr-UPS and S¥fflme;ra
/mos are cenrfied Cisco Compat1bfe.
integrate with Cisco Cal/Manager
l'CISlon J :<and Cisco Umry Exptess and
provide graceful unartended shutdown in

Smarr-UPS XL
NEW' APCSmarr-UPS Xl Modular
JOOOVA IZOV Rackmounr/Tower

t'1o O\'e/ll of an extended power outaga
Comp;wtlliry ccrtdic.ar1ons 1V1lh ;tie mdustryS top
IP rerepOOny Vendo1s. Cisco. A¥a}9, and Nortel

Find APC power protection products at ~·

lnfraStruXure· lnRow SC starts at $7200
(Up to 7kW) Rapidly deployable. in-row air
conditioning for server rooms and wiring closets.
• eliminates hot air mixing, maximizes cooling efficiency
• network manaoeable
• real-time capacity monitoring
• modular, scalable

Register to WIN a Smart-UPS" XL 1400VA
Rackmount - a $779 Value!
Visit www.apc.com/promo and enter key code b457w • Call 888-289-APCC x4900 • Fax 401-788-2797
©2008 American Power Conversion Corporat1on. All rights 1eserved. A! trademarks aro the property of their respective owners
e·marl: esu ppo n ~Dn pc .co m • 132 Fairgrounds Road, Wost Kingston. Al 02892 USA • AX3A7E F_E N "Run t1 mes may vury dopond1ng on load.

by Schneider Electric
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POST

Banner
Stands Onlv $250!
Price includes full unit, banner and tote bag

UP~

2 year hardware warranty included

Vinyl Banners
•From 2'x2'to 8'x100'
• High Quality, Low Prices

To receive a 103 promotional discount on your first order,
visit www.postupstand .com/ pc and call 800 -935- 3534
FIND.PCWORLO.COM/59677
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GoToMeeting Benefit #27:
More Time to Brush Up on Your Chainsaw Skills
Don 't waste any more time, money and energy traveling to meetings. With
GoToMeeting you can hold unlimited online meetings with anyone, anywhere -

--=I.=

-

for ~oi.<.r fR..66 trt«L,

vi.stt 0oto~L~.cow.

I

right from your desk. So go ahead . Release those years of pent-up travel

,i
I

frustration on your luggage - you won't be needing it anymore. Do more and
travel less with GoToMeeting. Try GoToMeeting FREE for 30 days.

£lVllA IA.St -prow.o corAt:

GoToMeeting·

PC

GoToMeeting.com

Promo Code: PC

FIND.PCWORLD.COM/60445
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.•!•.Americas Printer.com
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The easiest way to print today.
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· ::. Download a free,

fu ll y
funct ional evaluation copy at

•

www.faronlcs.com/GoGreen
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Fast SATA RAID System
4 Terabytes of RAIO or Backup Storage u s ing the ~
" ~~~;:;.
fastest SATA technology providing ove r 300 MB/s ~s;=::::iJ:'.::
data transfer rates. Combined with Hot-Swap
convlence and s upport these RAID s ystem s are
the affordable way to store large amounts of data .
Direct connect SATA II mea n s less to go wrong ,
rell:ible operation , and low cost. NO PORT MULTIPLIER!

SATA II 4 Bay Hot.Swap from ... $578

SATA RACK RAID 8TB

m

A serious SATA II storage system that
fits Into any r ack and provides up to B
Terabytes of RAID or Backup Storage.
Unlimited capacity Hot-Swap. Includes
B Port Rocket RAID Host Ad:ipter & C a bles.

SATA II RACK RAID 5 ... $5799

• FREE Sample Kit!
• 2,000+ products in our Price Guide
• Great Pricing with Fast Turnaround

• 1.5,000+ Customers

ationwide

•

Full Cu111n1 e rcia l l· l e id e lb c r~ Printshop

•

Print & Ship Anywhe re in tlH' US/\

We Accept

P"lerred Shipping Carriers

IVISA-)

FecEx
.
r,o&-r.ll
~!tJ>rtiS

800.552.1303 1ollice

714.521.1100 CAI 714.521.5650 fax

6910 Aragon Circle, Buena Park. CA 90620

·ww,:v.AmeiicasPrinter.com
FIND.PCWORLD.COM/59663
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Backup 2Drive Hot-Swap

m

2 Drive SATA System provldoa th e faste s t way to

make backups , copies . or duplicates of data.
Unlimited s torage c a pabiliti es b y simply adding
addltlonnl drive trays. Extra Trays $19.95

~;:;;;;;,;;~

8.'lt'kup 2 Drive Hot-Swap SATA ... $159.95

Emergency Drive Copy

4

m1

Th e tool every computer u ser must have . Copy, B a ckup ,
Duplicate. Recover. Rep air. R estore . Archiv e,
and Te s t any SATA or IDE 2.5" o r 3.5 " Hard ..rlllll. . .
Drive. Makes It easy to upgrndc an
Interna l hard drive or mak e a
duplicate copy of critical d ata
without h a ving to ope n up the computer.

11!1

CiJW'9
...... _

.. .,....

2.0 to SATA/ID
· granitedigital.com
FIND.PCWORLD.COM/59673

bl ... $24.

s

888-819-2190

Exclusive Academic

Cool deals on the hottest
products of the summer!

Discount Prices:
Adobe
Photoshop r ght1oom ..... . Save 51 .
Photoshop CS3 Ext.
.. Save 70·•,
Ac1obat PIO 8. . . .
. . . Save 67%
Intuit
QuickBooks 2008 .
. $94
MakeMusic
Finale 2008 .
. ..... $269
Microsoft
Vista Home P1em1um Upgrade .... $69
Native Ins truments
Komplete 5 . .
. .... $689
Nik Software
NEW! Viveza .• . ....• . .. ..... $149
Thomson
EndNole Xt Student. . . .
S114

Get what
you need
before you
graduate!

Total Tiaining
Photoshop CS3 Exl. T1aining ...... $79
After Effects CS3 Training
.. . $89
Write Brothers
Movie Magic Screenw111er 6 .... . St 29

•itJi

Use source code

wh en you order! ...-.111.llii-..,

FINO.PCWORLO.COM/59662

Chinese • Hebrew
Irish • Japanese
He was a hardworking fa rm boy.

Now Available!

She was an Italian supermodel.
He knew he would have just
one chance to impress her.

Rosetta Stone~ The fastest and
easiest way to learn 11ALIAN •

SAVE 10°/o

Discover a whole new world wi th Rosetta Stone;" the worl(J'S I lli!J!L!i!.Dfiltar: - lf:.ailli.og~\\'file.
Only Rosella Slone uses Dy11w 11ic lrn rru~1~ion-.. to teach you a language quickly and efficiently,

Leve l 1

wi thout tedious lrans!at,on anc1 grammar drills.

Leve l 1 &2

• You'll expc11cnce our Dynamic Immersion as you malch real-world images to words spoken by
native speakers. There is no translalion or memorization. Instead, you become quickly engaged,

NOW
NOW
NOW

Level 1, 2 &3

lhe way you lea rn ed your lil sl language ... for a las ter easier way lo~-

•1as.10
' 305.10
' 449.10

100% GUARANTEED
SIX-MONTH MONEY-BACK

• Our paten t-pending Voice Recognit ion Technology evaluates your speech and coaches you to
mere accura te pronunciation. so you'll be speakmg faster and more naturally
• And only Rosella Slane has Ada ptive Software w hich tra cks your progress and lhen customizes
every lesson based on your individual needs, for faster and more eflective flueocv.

C1008RcstnaSICWtel ld

A1111ihh1~

P.tltnlnthtspenchnc Cn.cuon1011tfl\1ttobe
Sr.·llbilth l<1oflet6idl'lllfi

ton1bintdw~holtlt•allm ar.d~ubie.;l\Uth1n11eYt1tt101Slnotn

Discover Rosetta Slone -

~Y to Learn a Language. Guarant eed :·

Call

Online

(866) 8 50-364 3

RosettaStone.com/pws068

Use promotional code pws068 when ordering.

l1 l•1n1tt:'d ID ~:it~ ~di:

dflld~

ll:wn Rosc1t1 Slone l:v.I dcd not h::!We lftum Ulltlil~I

RosettaStone·

Of fer expire. September 30, 2008.
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•

Qty 2: $7.99
Qty 1: $8.99

nufactured HP 51645a

--

rJ:.~s) ink c~rt~:· .--

. .

• -

More great deals at...

•

1-800-lNKF.ARM

1nkfarm.com
the ink & toner supersite.™
FIND.PCWORLD.COM/59675

--Lo

FIND.PCWORLD.COM/59666
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Full Disclosure
STEPHEN MANES

Reality Check: Kissing My Landline Goodbye
\VAY BEFORE CORDLESS phones , a 25-foot wire running
from the wall to the handset cost me several doll ars-every
month . Back then, you rented your phone from Ma Bell. If
you wanted a longer cable, you rented that too .
Today, voice options run from hollering down the hall to
instant-messaging around the world. But force of habit kept
me paying an outrageous $102 a month to Qwest, my local
telco , for two landlines and services like call waiting that former monopolists still wildly overcharge for.
Every time I was on the verge of convincing myself to sign
up for cheap Internet-based phone services, something wou ld
dissuade me-a Skype convert's garbled calls, a Vonage customer 's lament abou t an all-day service outage, the wails of a
friend whose cut-rate phone provider had gone bust.
But T-Mobile recently enticed my inner cheapskate with
something that goes by the ludicrous name HotSpot @Home
Talk Forever Home Phone. First you buy a special $50 Linksys
wireless-G four-port router with two RJ-11 phone jacks that
can hook up to standard home phones . A $35-per-line activation fee ge ts you a SIM card that goes into the router. After
that, each line gives you unlimited calling within the United
States for $10 a month plus $3 .50 or so in taxes and fees.
Drawbacks? Some services that other Net-phone providers
offer, like Web-based
I thought old-school
voice mail and the
telephone service
ability to change callwas obsolete.
11
forwarding remotely,
aren't ava ilable. PlacWrong !
r
ing an international
call is pricey. Faxing
doesn't work. Each line
requires a two-year contract with a $200 ea rlytermin ation fee , and you
have to pay T-Mobile at
least $50 per month for
wire less to qualify for landlines , a sneaky way of making you a stickier T-Mo
customer. And of course, if
you lose your Net connection, you 're out of luck.

I
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Still, I plunked down my Visa card and took the new router
home. Calls sounded okay. When voice mail came in, my cordless phones ' message-waiting indicators li t up. At one point,
I had to reboot the router to get dial tones back, but the incoming calls went to voice mail anyway. I was so smitten with
the prospect of saving $850 in the first year that I decided to
move my o ld numbers to th e service.
Not so easy. To cancel the transfer freeze I'd imposed ages
ago when a shady long-distance provider hijacked my lines, I
waited on hold for half an hour with Qwest . A couple of days
later, the company mailed me two messages confirming service changes that I hadn't ordered. My fin al call to sort things
out made me happy to be leav ing.
Transfer Day brought a brief outage that required a call to
T-Mobile. 1hen dial tones disa ppeared again, though rebooting the router again fixed things . But when I forwarded calls
to my cell phone, some of them never made it there, and
voice mail ended up in the wrong inbox . And my accountant
sent me a frantic e-mail wondering why he was getting only a
fast busy signal from my old phone number.
Counting the va lue of my time, switching to this service
may end up being a dubious bargain. I have now spe nt several hours conferring with T-Mob ile. A beta version of new
router software was supposed to cure the reboot problem, but it happened again, and
this time, voice mail did not pick up
calls during the hang. That was fixed
by a more recent beta, but other
odd glitches persist.
As I write, this program is being
test-marketed in Seattle (where I am)
and in Dallas, so I've been what I usually try not to be-an early adopter.
But vo ice over IP and T-Mobile's network have both been around for years.
How come most Net-based alternatives
to the mature and reliab le but
overpriced landline phone
system are still cleverseeming upstarts
you can't quite
count on? •
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With NetApp at the heart of your business, you'll
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Imagine having a storage architecture ﬂexible enough to handle application data at every stage, from
creation to archiving. So your team can do more, without having to learn more. You'll experience our commitment
to creating storage and data management solutions to help you be more nimble in the face of stiff competition.
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